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ABSTRACT 
Interactionist theories of second language acquisition (SLA) claim that 
both comprehensible input and modified interaction in the target language are 
necessary for language learning. In the foreign language context, little opportunity 
exists for such input simply through exposure to the target language outside the 
classroom. Therefore, the quantity as well as quality of input within classrooms is 
especially important. However in spite of this fact many non-native teachers of 
second language, including English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers, tend to 
avoid using the target language in their classrooms. This has serious pedagogic 
implications. Thai teachers are typical of many EFL teachers in that they appear to 
avoid using English in the classroom. While suggestions have been made as to 
why this might be the case, to date there has been no direct research to examine 
this issue. 
This study aims to investigate some of the factors that may prevent Thai 
teachers from using English in their classroom. In the first stage of the study, data 
were collected from primary and secondary Thai teachers of English in both 
private and public schools. The teachers were interviewed using focus group 
discussions which were audio-recorded. Key issues emerging from this data were 
used to develop a questionnaire for t~e second stage of the study. A representative 
sample of teachers was then selected from a range of schools and surveyed using 
this instrument. Finally, in the third stage, the results of the questionnaire were 
presented to the original focus groups to validate the responses and to explore 
possible reasons for the outcomes. 
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The analysis of focus group interviews was based on the interview 
transcripts. For the questionnaire results, the data from questionnaires were 
analysed using Multivariate analysis (MANOV A). Findings of the primary and 
secondary teachers were compared, as were the private and public school teachers. 
In addition, post-hoc Scheffe tests (p = .05) on the univariate F-ratios were 
performed to determine if there were significant differences between the groups. 
Findings from the focus group interviews showed that the most significant 
influences on Thai teachers' use of English in their classes included the low 
proficiency level of teachers and students, teachers' language anxiety and students' 
objectives for studying English. The results from the questionnaires were slightly 
different from the focus group interviews. They indicated that exams, the 
curriculum focus on grammar, the low proficiency of both teachers and students, 
and pre-service teacher training were the major reasons for "target language 
avoidance". There were significant differences between the private and public 
school teachers. There were also significant differences in the responses of 
primary and secondary teachers. All teachers suggested a variety of ways they 
could be encouraged to use more English. Finally, this study offers suggestions for 
further research concerning teachers' beliefs regarding classroom language use. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The ability to communicate effectively requires more than just understanding 
the structure of the language, or being able to read and write in the target language 
(Widdowson, 1978). Language teaching and learning which is communicative 
generally develops proficiency in oral skills, that is, the students' ability to 
understand and make themselves understood in spoken English (Green & Hecth, 
1992). To learn a foreign language, the learner must be exposed to it, and although it 
may be possible to learn a foreign language through the medium of the mother 
tongue, such teaching does not prepare the learner for face-to-face communication. In 
fact a number of researchers suggest that it is extremely important that the medium of 
instruction in the language classroom is the target language (Duff & Polio, 1990; 
Higgs, 1982; Kalivoda, 1988; Kalivoda, 1990; Polio & Duff, 1994; Satchwell, 1997). 
Despite this, in Thailand teachers continue to use a traditional teaching 
approach. Language learning in Thailand is rarely communicative but is based on the 
meticulous use of a textbook methodology. The emphasis in English classes is on 
accuracy and grammatical rules. Perfection is sought through an understanding of 
every language item and memorisation is the main learning technique. As a result, 
learners' interpersonal interactions are n<?t adequately valued. 
Within Second Language Acquisition (SLA) literature, it is now widely 
accepted that by providing opportunities for language learners to access 
comprehensible input (Krashen, 1980b; 1983; 1982; 1985), to negotiate meaning 
through interaction (Long, 1980; 1981; 1983b; 1996) and to push out comprehensible 
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output (Swain, 1985; 1985) language acquisition can be facilitated. The theoretical 
constructs of comprehensible input (ie., Krashen's Input Hypothesis), the negotiation 
of meaning (ie., Long's Interaction Hypothesis) and comprehensible output (ie., 
Swain's Output Hypothesis) are central to SLA research. In the foreign language 
context, the classroom is one of the main places where comprehensible input and 
modified interaction are available. 
In Thailand, English is the foreign language that is most often used in areas 
such as· business and tourism. With an increase in exports to other Asian and 
international countries, the status of English as the language for trade and 
communication has gained more importance in Thailand. In addition, English is the 
major foreign language used in the Thai tourist industry. At the same time, however, 
the increasing demand for proficient English speakers has not translated into practice. 
For example, Horey (1991) states that English proficiency of Thai tourism workers 
needs to be improved, particularly in speaking and listening skills. Similarly there is a 
dearth of Thai people who can speak English sufficiently well enough to conduct 
business in this important foreign language. Although many changes have been 
instigated to improve English in Thailand through educational measures, the 
outcomes of such have, to date, been less than successful. Even after 12 years of 
schooling where English is taught in every year level, most students exit with a very 
low level of proficiency in the language,(Prisananantakul, 2000; Punyarachun, 1996). 
Thus there is a real need to examine ways for improving English teaching in 
Thailand. 
But, although English is the dominant foreign language in Thailand and is 
now being used in a variety of popular media such as videos, pop music and 
-2-
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computer games, English language students have limited exposure to, and 
opportunity for, practising their English. In general, activities for the acquisition of 
English are only available within language classrooms. As such, Thai teachers have 
an important role in providing an appropriate language learning environment. And 
yet, it seems evident that Thai teachers, like many EFL teachers, are unable to do this 
(Jongusa, 1987; Ratanapreedakul, 1981; Reves & Medgyes, 1994; Sukchun, 1979). 
Instead, they often use the students' first language to explain or organise a task, or to 
manage student behaviour, perhaps in the belief that this will bring about a more 
successful lesson. In doing so, however, they deprive their students of opportunities 
to learn and use the target language. 
In Thailand, most English teachers are native speakers of Thai, not of English. 
Further, often they are not fluent in the target language, therefore the language most 
often used in the classroom is Thai, the students' first language. This means that, 
students receive little target language input, even in the second language classroom. 
As a result, students are hindered in their attempts to acquire the target language. 
The problem of lack of input is compounded by apparently ineffective 
teaching methods. For example, the approach used in most Thai classrooms 
emphasises a formal, traditional style of language learning. Memorisation or rote 
learning, involving a high degree of teacher-centeredness, is a long established 
technique. 
While Thai schools are currently looking at various resources such as 
computers, tape players and video players to support communicative methods in 
language classrooms, the fact remains that teaching English requires teachers to speak 
and use English as often as possible (Willis, 1983). In other words, it means 
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establishing English as the main language of communication between students and 
teachers in the language classroom. 
Researchers claim that language teaching and learning in Thailand is 
unsuccessful for many reasons. This includes reasons such as the student's poor self-
esteem (Srituptim, 1986; Suwankitti, 1979) and social anxiety (Suwankitti, 1979). 
When Hayes (1996) interviewed Thai teachers of English in Thailand, he found that 
most interviewees considered their initial teacher -training to be of little relevance to 
their classroom experiences. A further reason for unsuccessful English language 
learning in Thailand has been teachers' focus on grammar rules in reading and 
writing (Sawasdiwong, 1992). Most importantly, however, Thai teachers' own failure 
to use English may be the main contributing factor. If Thai teachers do not feel 
comfortable speaking English, it is difficult to imagine how the students themselves 
can become competent speakers of it. Indeed, the use of the mother tongue rather than 
the target language has been seen (by Jongusa, 1987; Ratanapreedakul, 1981) to 
detract from their students' possible success by limiting their exposure to an English 
speaking environment. 
Thai teachers are not alone in their lack of English usage. Researchers 
consistently show that target language avoidance by teachers is common in many 
other foreign language settings and they have suggested a number of reasons why this 
is so. Twenty years ago, Allen and Val~tte (1977) noted that the majority of foreign 
language teachers whose native language is English do not possess near-native 
fluency in the second language. More recently, Brosh (1996) reaffirmed Allen and 
Valette's statement that reality shows that the language knowledge of some language 
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teachers is insufficient and only slightly exceeds the level at which they teach. Thus, 
the teacher's linguistic ability may affect how they teach. 
Likewise, Klinghammer (1990) argues that competence in the foreign 
language of the teachers could be an important factor when making choices about 
language teaching approaches. Teachers may decide to use the first language simply 
because it increases the ease of classroom management (Franklin, 1990). Horwitz 
(1996) asserts that teachers may be acutely aware of their linguistic deficiencies, and 
may privilege the use of first language in their classrooms as one way of 
compensating for their less than native target language proficiency. Several 
researchers including Nolasco and Arthur (1986) also propose that the level of 
student motivation may have some affect on teachers' language choice in the 
classroom. They suggest that when teachers mainly use the target language in their 
classrooms, students seem to lose interest in learning it Other researchers suggest 
mixed-ability classrooms, student behaviour (Franklin, 1990), lesson content and 
materials (such as textbooks) (Polio & Duff, 1994) and departmental policies (Duff & 
Polio, 1990) are also potential impediments. 
Whilst these explanations seem plausible, it has not been established 
empirically exactly why Thai teachers do not use English. Target language avoidance 
by Thai teachers has serious implications for foreign language learning as the 
students encounter little English oral communication use outside their classes. 
,. 
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1.1 The Purpose of this Study 
Freeman and Richards (1996, p.1) assert that "to better understand language 
teaching, we need to know more about language teachers: what they do, how they 
think, what they know, how they learn". This study investigates these factors. It 
addresses the beliefs that influence Thai English teachers use of Thai and the target 
language in classroom instruction. In particular it seeks to determine the main reasons 
that prevent them from using English in EFL language classrooms. 
' 
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CHAPTER2 
EDUCATION AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING AND LEARNING IN 
THAILAND 
2.1 Education in Thailand 
2.1.1 National Scheme of Education 
In Thailand, it is compulsory for children who are 4 years of age to commence 
their schooling in Year 1 and continue to the end of Year 6. Post -compulsory 
education includes Years 7 to 12 and higher education. Thai education is currently 
provided on the basis of the 1992 National Scheme of Education and the Eighth 
National Education Development Plan 1997-2001. The Eighth Plan contains 
educational objectives and policies to be implemented by operational units during the 
period of the Plan. 
Accordingly, the Eighth National Education Development Plan (1997-2001) 
has been introduced with the following objectives, policies and major programs for 
educational development: 1) to expand an extensive and equal provision of basic 
education for all people; and 2) to extend basic education to secondary education 
level. The specific aims are: 
• To improve the equality of ,education and its relevance to the needs of 
individuals, communities and the nation, and to enable learners to achieve 
their full potential for self-development; 
• To enhance Thai education in strengthening the national potential for self-
reliance, and to contribute to national economic stabilisation and the role 
of Thailand in the global economy; 
• To accelerate an extensive and equal expansion and further extension of 
high quality basic education services for all; 
• To reform the teaching and learning system; 
• To reform the teacher education system; 
-7-
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• To accelerate the production and development of middle-level skilled and 
higher-level skilled manpower; and 
• To reform education administration and management; 
The targets for educational development to guide the implementation have 
been grouped into nine major programs: 
I) Promotion of basic Education for all; 
2) Improvement of education quality; 
3) Development of the teacher education system and process, and the 
development of in-service teacher education; 
4) Production and development of manpower in the areas of science and 
technology and social sciences; 
5) Research and development; 
6) Improvement of administration and management; 
7) Development of higher education; 
8) Educational resource mobilisation; and 
9) Development of an educational information system. 
(Office of the National Education Commission, 1998a). 
2.1.2 The Thai Educational System 
Education in Thailand is divided into four levels: pre-primary education, 
primary education, secondary education and higher education. 
i) Pre-primarv Education 
Pre-primary education is provided in the form of childcare. It is not 
compulsory for all children. The aims of this level of education are to develop the 
physical, psychological, mental, emotional, personal, and social aspects of children 
between 3 - 5 years of age. Pre-primary education can be provided by various 
agencies, both public and private. The facilities offered can be classified into 3 types: 
child development centres, kindergartens and pre-school classes. 
The curriculum for pre-primary education is developed by each agency in 
accordance with principles and guidelines stated in the National Scheme of 
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Education. Normally, facilities are required to provide learning experiences which 
promote the development of children through everyday activities. 
ii) Primary Education 
Primary education, which is compulsory for children from 6-11 years old, 
incorporates 6 years of study. Most public primary schools in the Bangkok area are 
organised by the Ministry of Education (MOE) through the Office of the National 
Primary Education Commission (ONPEC), but some schools are under the 
responsibility of Ministry of Interior (MOl) through Bangkok Metropolitan 
Administration (BMA). The municipality schools in each rural provmce are 
administrated by the Ministry of Interior (MOl), through the Bureau of Local 
Education Administration. The private primary schools are administered under the 
auspices of MOE through the Office of the Private Education Commission (OPEC). 
There are also the demonstration schools of various universities which are 
administered under Ministry of University Affairs (MUA), but these also follow the 
national standard curriculum. 
The curriculum for all public primary schools was revised in 1990 and was 
first implemented in Year 1 in 1991 and came into full effect in all years in 1996. The 
curriculum does not teach subject areas as individual courses, but it is made up of five 
learning experience groupings as follows: 
1) Basic Skills Group, comprisi~g Thai language and mathematics as the 
core subjects; 
2) Life Experiences, dealing with the process of solving social and daily life 
problems with an emphasis on scientific process skills for better living; 
3) Character Development, dealing with activities necessary for developing 
desirable habits, values, attitudes and behaviour, which will lead to a 
desirable character; 
4) Work-Oriented Experiences, dealing with general practical work 
experiences and basic knowledge for career preparation; and 
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5) Special Experience, dealing with activities based on learners' interests. 
The learning activities in the area of special experiences can be organised 
by each school according to learners' needs and interests and may include 
knowledge and skills selected from the other four groups such as English 
for everyday life. 
(Office of the National Education Commission, 1998a) 
iii) Secondary Education 
Secondary education is divided into two parts: lower secondary education and 
upper secondary education. Each part requires three years of study. 
Lower secondary education aims to enable children from 12-14 years of age 
to identify their needs and interests and to be aware of their aptitude both in general 
and vocational education, and to develop their ability for work and occupational 
practices relevant to their age. 
Lower Secondary Education is mainly provided by the Ministry of Education 
(MOE) in the Department of General Education (DGE) through the Office of the 
National Primary Education Commission (ONPEC), and by private schools under the 
supervision of the Office of the Private Education Commission (OPEC). There are 
also demonstration schools of various universities which are under Ministry of 
University Affairs (MUA), and they also follow the national standard curriculum. 
Upper secondary education aims to enable learners from 15 - 17 years old to 
acquire the basics either for going further into higher education or for a career 
suitable for their ability. 
Upper Secondary Education is divided into two parallel tracks: the general or 
academic track, and the vocational track. Public upper secondary education in the 
general or academic stream is mainly the responsibility of the DGE; the rest of the 
students in this stream are provided for by private schools which are organised by 
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OPEC and demonstration schools within universities which are administered by the 
MAU. Public vocational education at upper secondary level is provided by the 
Department of Vocational Education (DOVE), the Department of Fine Arts (DFA), 
and the Rajarnangala Institute of Technology (RIT). In addition, King Mongkut's 
Institute of Technology, North Bangkok, under the Ministry of University Affairs 
(MUA), also offers courses at upper secondary level in industrial technology. 
The structure of lower and upper secondary school curricula includes four 
componimts: 
1) Core subjects: basic subjects that correspond to life and society in general 
and must be taken by all students. All of these subjects are prepared by the 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction Development, MOE; 
2) Prescribed elective subjects: basic subjects that are different according to 
·local condition and needs. The local authorities are given an opportunity 
to choose the subjects offered according to the number of credits, or the 
local authorities can prepare the subjects offered by themselves in addition 
to those prescribed by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
Development; 
3) Free elective subjects: subjects that are open for learners to choose 
according to their interests, aptitude and needs. Students can choose either 
the subjects prepared by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
Development or those created by the local authorities; 
4) Activities: All schools are required to organise three types of activities for 
learners: those organised in accordance with the regulations of the MOE; 
guidance, remedial teaching or academic development activities; and 
independent activities of learners. 
(Office of the National Education Commission, 1998a) 
iv) Higher Education 
Higher education is mainly un~er the responsibility of the MOE and the 
MUA. In addition, other ministries and agencies also provide education at this level 
for their specific needs, which will be mentioned later in this chapter. Higher 
education is offered at three major levels: ""fl'1lfli:J!I:J!1"" {A-nu-pa-rin-ya) a level lower 
than bachelor's degree, undergraduate, and graduate levels. 
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Apart from formal education, lifelong learning is organised to enable those 
who have missed formal schooling to have a second chance at education. Non-formal 
education and vocational training as well as informal education services are provided 
to those outside the school system by both public and private bodies. In addition to 
the Department of Non-Formal Education (DNFE), there are other government 
departments and ministries that have been carrying out non-formal education 
activities. Private voluntary agencies and various foundations have also been involved 
in the provision of non-formal education. For example, industries have organised 
non-formal education programs for their employees. 
At present, non-formal education activities can be classified into three 
categories (Department of Non-Formal Education, 1999): 
1) General Education: In this category, the program has been designed for 
those who wish to obtain a school equivalence certificate comparable to 
primary, lower secondary and upper secondary education; 
2) Vocational Education Programs: These programs are conducted by the 
DNFE and other agencies,- both public and private, using different courses 
of training prepared by those agencies. The DNFE accepts credits earned 
outside as part of the requirements for completion of the certificate of 
general education as specified in the above category; 
3) Education for Quality of Life Improvement: Training programs other than 
those in the first two categories are offered in different fields. Such 
programs are conducted by various agencies, both public and private. The 
DNFE accepts credits earned from such training courses as part of the 
requirements for completion of the certificate as specified in the first 
category. 
2.2 University Entrance Examination 
The universities in Thailand can be classified as: 1) public universities that 
include Limited Admission Universities and Open Universities; and 2) private 
universities. Most students aim to attend the limited admission universities. In order 
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to gain entrance to these universities, a candidate must successfully pass the national 
university entrance examination which is organised by a committee consisting of 
representatives from public universities and the Office of Permanent Secretary for 
University Affairs. Students who cannot get into these more prestigious universities 
can either take an entrance examination at each private university or go to the open 
universities which do not require entrance exams. 
Entrance to public limited admission universities is very competitive. 
According to ONEC (1998), 430,889 students graduated from upper secondary 
schools in 1997, but the public limited admission universities could only offer 53,983 
undergraduate places for 1998 (Ministry of University Affairs, 1999b). As a 
consequence of this competition, upper secondary students pay a great deal of 
attention to preparing themselves for the national university entrance examinations. 
The national university entrance examination system was developed in 1997. 
In this new selection and placement process, "combined sets of evidence" of each 
student's achievement are considered. These include achievement records from 
secondary school; the university exam which is divided into test scores in the main 
subjects and special test scores for certain professional programs (if any); and 
interviews and physical examinations. Weighting is given to each achievement 
component as follows: 
1. Scores from secondary school 
2. University entrance exam 
Scores in main subjects 
Special subjects (if any) 
3. Interview/Physical examination 
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5% 
90% 
Pass/Fail 
All students sit exams in Thai language, English language, and Social Studies. 
Other main subjects may also be included depending on the faculty and area to which 
the candidates apply e.g., Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Mathematics, General 
science, French language, German language, Pali language, Arabian language, 
Chinese language, and Japanese language. 
The minimum scores required in each subject differs according to the 
student's chosen course. For instance, candidates who apply to Faculty of Education 
(Arts in secondary education) are required to take 5 main subjects: Thai language; 
English language; Social study; General science; and one of the following -
Mathematics 2, French language, or German language, whilst candidates who apply 
to Faculty of Engineering are required to take six main subjects: Thai language; 
English language; Social study; Chemistry; Biology; and Mathematics 1. 
2.2.1 The English Examination 
The content of test items for the English national exam covers the curriculum 
of Years 10-12 in regular secondary schools. The exam has a multiple choice format 
based on vocabulary usage, grammar rules and reading comprehension (See 
Appendix A for the sample of the examination). This is in spite of the fact that the 
1996 curriculum for upper secondary level emphasises the development of 
interpersonal communication skills. 
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2.3 English Language Teaching and Learning in Thailand 
2.3.1 English Curriculum 
In 1996, English become a compulsory subject in all schools (government and 
private, primary and secondary) and the MOE developed a Standard English 
Curriculum. When the new English national curriculum was introduced, each school 
was required to start teaching English in Year 1 (The Secretariat of The Prime 
Minister, 1995). Worawan (1996) argued that by starting at Year 1 and Year 2, the 
emphasis would shift to developing speaking and listening skills; skill areas 
previously overlooked in Thailand. This was supported by Punyarachun (1996) who 
claimed at the international seminar: "Expanding Horizons in English Language 
Teaching" that language teaching and learning should begin at the lower primary 
level and should focus on communicative language learning rather than a grarumar-
translation method. Similarly, Prisananantakul (2000) argued that the new policy of 
English teaching would focus on listening and speaking rather than grarumar and 
spelling. 
Therefore, according to the curriculum document, the mam goal of 
compulsory English teaching in Thailand, at least in terms of the official education 
policy, is to develop students' oral language proficiency. As a consequence, this 
emphasis on oral communicative language skills is stated quite explicitly in the 1996 
English Curriculum (Department of Curriculum and Instruction Development, 1996). 
2.3.1.1 The English Curriculum (Primarv Levell 
In the introduction of this Ministry of Education document, it is stated that the 
English language is important and a good means of communication because it is now 
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used around the world as an international language. This document also suggests 
ways to improve English pedagogy. For example, methods of teaching and learning 
that are deemed to develop English proficiency are clearly and explicitly stated. In 
addition, guidelines for presenting the English curriculum within the classroom are 
specified. These relate to developing communicative ability in English, including the 
appropriate use of English in different situations, and the teaching of aspects of 
society and culture. 
The structure of the English curriculum in the primary level is organised 
according to the experience of the groups and, as such the teaching and learning of 
English in the beginner Level is arranged into three levels. These are: 
I) Preparatory level - This occurs in the second semester of Year 1 
and for the whole school year in Year 2. At this level, listening and 
speaking are emphasised through activities which encourage the 
learner to become familiar with the English language in a positive 
environment. 
2) Literacy level - This level relates to students in Years 3 and 4. At 
this level, mixed activities in reading, writing and spelling are 
combined, and speaking and listening tasks are also conducted to 
provide a foundation in learning English in all four macro skill 
areas. 
3) Beginner Fundamental level - This is for students in Year 5 
(Fundamental 1-2) and 6 (Fundamental 3-4). It focuses on the 
consolidation of the English taught through to Year 4. 
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The specified time ratio for learning English in Thai schools is: 
Year 1- 4 = not less than 6 periods (120 minutes) per week. 
Lessons should occur throughout the whole week. 
Year 5-6 = not less then 15 periods (300 minutes) per week. 
English tuition should occur every day. 
This time structure is illustrated in the following figure. 
Figure 2.1 Curriculum structure elementary level and time ratio 
Preparatory Level Literacy Level Beginner Fundamental Level 
Year 1 Year2 Year3 Year4 YearS Year6 
6 periods/week 6 periods/week 6 periods/week 6 periods/week 15 periods/week 15 periods/week 
Start- 2"• Sem. 240periods/year 240periods/year 240periods/year 600periods/year 600periods/year 
Note: 1 penod = 20 rmnutes 
According to the guidelines in the English curriculum, English teaching and 
learning should occur in a "learner-centred" manner. Opportunities should be 
provided for the learners to communicate in different, but real situations. It is also 
suggested that lessons be conducted in such a way that learners at the literacy level 
can practice reading, writing and spelling words and at Beginner Fundamental level 
by practicing sending and receiving information through listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. 
The desire for the Ministry of Education to have teachers use a 
communicative approach is evident in the types of teaching and learning materials 
suggested in the document. Apart from textbooks, exercises, teacher's manuals and 
recording tapes, the use of authentic English materials is also promoted. For example, 
it suggests that teachers use newspapers, different forms of letters, graphs, and posters 
and other "real things" that can be found inside and outside the school. This includes 
the use of modem technology such as computers, videos, and self-learning centres. 
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The curriculum document suggests that teachers can select what to use or they can 
construct materials suitable for their own teaching-learning situations and classroom 
conditions. 
2.3 .1.2 The English Curriculum (Secondary Level) 
The guidelines to be used in the teaching and learning of English in secondary 
schools are based on those used in the elementary levels. Once again, emphasis is 
placed on the learners' ability to use English language for involving oneself in the 
society, but this time at a much higher level, such as for future study and work 
situations. As with the elementary curriculum, the secondary curriculum document 
recommends that teaching and learning activities should be conducted in a "learner-
centred" way allowing the learners to socialise in English by using a variety of 
teaching and learning materials. It is also suggested that teachers should use 
measurement and assessment procedures which conform to the aims of the 
curriculum. Therefore, the emphasis is on the development of the learners' ability to 
communicate in English in realistic situations, at the same time as experiencing 
English in a positive environment so that confidence is enhanced. 
The curriculum structure of English at a Secondary level includes a) an 
Intermediate Level taught in Years 7-9 and, b) an Advanced Level that is taught in 
Years 10-12. Within both of these two levels there are two streams of English 
' pedagogy. These are taught to all students in Years 7-12. The secondary curriculum 
consists of two groups: 
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1) Fundamental English with a total of 12 specific subjects which are grouped 
into: 
i) Intermediate Fundamental English 5-10 for Year 7-9, and 
ii) Advanced Fundamental English 11-16 for Year 10-12. 
2) English for English concentration which is an elective which consisting of 
two parts: 
i) English Language Improvement- which aims to improve the 
student's ability in English in all four macro-skills. 
Courses offered for lower secondary level: 
a) English listening-speaking; 
b) English reading-writing; 
c) English project work. 
Courses offered for upper secondary level: 
a) English listening-speaking; 
b) English reading-writing; 
c) English critical reading; 
d) English creative writing; 
e) Introduction to English translation; 
f) English project work. 
ii) English from Independent Experience - which aims to develop 
students' skills in their individual areas of interest. 
Courses offered for lower and upper secondary level: 
a) English from individual experience; 
b) English on the job; 
c) Information technology English; 
d) Thematic English. 
These two parts are not a continuation of Fundamental English. The learner 
can choose these courses for two periods per week in each semester. According to 
Ministry of Education, policy schools can conduct several of the optional courses 
depending on the needs and interests oflearners. 
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According to the curriculum document of 1996, English teaching in Thailand 
should be based on communicative approach which allows students to develop in all 
four macro-skill areas. Further, it advocates that teachers should provide students 
with an opportunity to communicate in the real situations by way of interaction in the 
target language. 
2.3.2 Assessment 
The communicative approach is also apparent in the measurement and 
assessment procedures recommended in the "curriculum's global statements". It is 
suggested that assessment should be undertaken according to the learners' ability. 
Learners should use the language for involvement within society and in a culturally 
appropriate way. They should be able to translate information correctly according to 
the fundamentals of the language and it should be done in a manner which is suitable 
to particular situations, and according to their general ability to communicate in 
English. It is also suggested that the results of teachers' evaluations and assessments 
should be used for the continuous development of the learners. 
The assessment guidelines specified in the curriculum include evaluation 
before learning, while learning and after learning. The curriculum document also 
recommends the use of different forms of assessment, such as testing, observation, 
evaluation of performance, and worksheets. Continuous evaluation is proposed to 
allow the learner to develop at his or her own rate. The tools used in measurement 
and assessment should indicate the result of the knowledge attained by the learner and 
should reflect the teaching/learning preparations done by the teacher. Standardised 
tools should also be used to assess the language of the learners. 
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2.3.3 Teaching methods 
English language teachers in Thailand are provided with guidelines for the 
context of teaching, however guidance about specific teaching methods is not 
provided. As a result, teachers have a substantial amount of freedom in the way they 
conduct their lessons. The Thai tradition of language teaching and learning focuses on 
memorisation of grammatical rules. Teachers expect the students to receive rather 
than to construct and perfection is sought through the understanding of every 
language item. In addition, teacher and student relationships are very formal. As a 
consequence, there is a high degre~ of teacher-centerness in the way lessons are 
conducted. 
According to 1996 curriculum, English teaching mms to develop four 
language skills: oral proficiency; listening comprehension; reading comprehension; 
and written proficiency. However, the highly centralised national university 
examination is a powerful influence in educational practice in Thailand. High school 
teachers in particular appear strongly aware of their students' university entrance 
examination which emphasises grammar and reading comprehension. As a result, this 
exam produces a strong washback effect with teachers teaching to the test which in 
turn affects the activities and content of English lesson in schools. 
Summary 
In 1996, the Ministry of Education in Thailand developed a new English 
curriculum. This document emphasises the importance English as a world language. 
The new national curriculum has made it possible for young students to commence 
learning English in the first year of their primary education. The main objective of 
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this curriculum IS to develop students' oral language ability, the so-called 
"communicative language skill". Further, the document indicates that language 
teaching and learning should occur in a "learner-centred" manner which enables 
learners to communicate in real situations. The teachers should extend their use of 
materials from textbooks, to videos, audio tapes, and computers in order to promote 
learning. The curriculum document also recommends that assessment procedures 
should reflect this communicative approach. 
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CHAPTER3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter will begin with a review of some of the findings on second 
language acquisition theory, focussing on the interactionist perspective. Then, it will 
examine the factors seen to be necessary for successful second language acquisition. 
Finally, it will review literature relating to target language avoidance by teachers in 
language classrooms. 
3.1 Second language acquisition 
In order for second language acquisition to take place, second language data 
must be available. Regardless of theoretical position this includes comprehensible 
input, and according to one's perspective it may also include other things such as 
interaction and feedback and intemallearner mechanisms, which allow the data to be 
processed. The primary value of input in second Umguage acquisition is undisputed, 
however its role is viewed differently according to three different theoretical 
perspectives. 
Behaviourists view the learner as a "language-producing machine"(Ellis, 
1986). Behaviourist learning theory (e.g., Skinner, 1957) rejected the importance of 
internal processing that takes place inside the learner. For them, input consists of 
stimuli and feedback. The stimulus is important and an emphasis is placed on the 
need to adjust the input by grading it into a series of small steps. Each step establishes 
the necessary level of difficulty for the learner. Feedback is used to indicate to the 
learner how effective he/she has been at producing the second language. It is 
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presented in the form of reinforcement when the utterances are correct, or by 
correcting when the utterances are ill-formed. 
This model of learning supposes that imitation is a necessary precondition for 
language learning. Learners would receive language input through listening as 
stimulus, and learn through imitation of this input. hnitation, together with the effects 
of corrective feedback acting as a reinforcement, would lead to the successful 
internalisation of new language items which would be added to the learner's 
grammar. Listening had a key role in the behaviourist view of language learning, both 
as the channel for the input of the stinmlus, and also for the reinforcement of learning. 
However, generally, the behaviourist position has been discredited in SLA. 
Those first to argue against the behaviourist position were the nativists, such 
as Chomsky (1959). Nativists maintain a somewhat contentious position. They view 
the learner as a "grand initiator" (Ellis, 1986). According to this theoretical position, 
learners are equipped with innate knowledge of the language. This view emphasises 
learner-internal factors. At the same time input still has an important role. It is seen as 
a trigger which activates the internal language processing (Cook, 1989). The 
information from the input helps the learner reach a new level to produce the correct 
forms. 
Finally, there is the third theoretical position held by the interactionists who 
argue that the acquisition of language Js the result of an interaction between the 
learner's mental abilities and his/her linguistic environment. Their view is that the 
important data is not just the utterances produced by the learner, but also the 
discourse which the learner and interlocutor jointly construct. Whilst nativist and 
interactionist agree that comprehensible input is necessary in order to acquire 
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language, interactionist believe that on its own input is not sufficient. For example, 
Long (1980; 1983a; 1983b; 1996) suggests that modified interaction is also 
necessary. Even so, input as part of the linguistic environment (i.e. opportunities to 
interact in the target language) is still vitally important. 
In addition, and regardless of theoretical perspective, it is well accepted that 
learning to use a second language involves a great deal more than just acquiring some 
grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. It involves the competence to choose and 
use language that is suitable for the situation (Broughton, Brumfit, Flavell, & Pincas, 
1980). Further, with regard to learning a foreign language, it seems evident that the 
communication which takes place in language classrooms is important. It provides 
opportunities for real communication, as the interactions deal with ordinary, everyday 
matters (Margaret, 1986). From an interactionist perspective, classrooms are also 
important as they are the places where input and interaction can be made readily 
available, particularly when there are not abundant opportunities outside the school 
environment. 
3.1.1 Input 
In second language acquisition, input refers to language addressed to the 
second language learner by a native speaker or another learner (Ellis, 1986). It has 
been defined as " ... the potentially processable language data which are made 
~ 
available by chance or by design, to the language learner" (Sharwood Smith 1993, p. 
167). As has already been stated, it is widely accepted that input is necessary for 
second language acquisition. Wagner-Gough and Hatch (1975) note that learners 
often incorporate unanalysed chunks of input into their own speech. Larsen-Freeman 
(1976) noted a correlation between the frequency of morphemes in input to learners 
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and the order in which learners acquire them. Research into comprehensible input 
evolved from descriptions of language as social interaction, and of discourse as a 
semiotic system for the making and exchange of meanings (Halliday, 1978). Analyses 
of interactions between native and non-native speakers e.g., Hatch (1978b, 1978c) 
looked at how comprehension was achieved. Others, such as Scallon (1979) 
examined how comprehension lead to acquisition or as he described it how the 
'vertical constructions' of caregiver-child discourse were incorporated as syntactic 
structures in children's first language development. Similarly, Hatch (1983) and Ellis 
(1986) suggest that second languag~ learners' early syntax develops out of the 
question-and-answer patterns of the instructional discourse in which they participate. 
Ellis (1994) states that "second language acquisition can only take place when the 
learner has access to input in the second language" (p. 26). 
In communicative situations, native speakers of English often adjust or 
modify their speech in order to make it more comprehensible to non-native speakers 
(Chiang & Dunkel, 1992; Krashen, 1981; Long, 1983a). Similar modifications are 
made by teachers in language classrooms in order to provide learners with a clear 
understanding of what is being said to them (eg. Chaudron, 1988; Freed, 1980; Hatch, 
1983; Henzl, 1979; Scaraella & Riga, 1981; Long & Sato, 1983; Oliver, 1996). It is 
has also been suggested that these modifications help develop rapport between 
teachers and their students. 
It is believed that "mere exposure to L2 input does not ensure comprehension 
and intake of the L2 information; rather learners need to have comprehensible input 
for second language comprehension and acquisition to occur" (Chiang & Dunkel, 
1992, p.347). At the beginning stage, the teacher may make the input comprehensible 
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by associating it with visual cues and/or demonstrated actions. Paraphrasing, the 
repetition of key points, and acting out meanings are some other ways teachers can 
help convey meaning and make the input more understandable (Peregoy & Boyle, 
1997; Pica, 1994a). 
Some researchers such as Krashen (1982; 1985; 1980b; 1983), Long (1985) 
and Pica, Young and Doughty (1987) have tried to identify what makes input 
comprehensible to the learners. One kind of comprehensible input is the speech used 
by native speakers with non-native speakers. This is called foreigner talk. This is the 
input that has been modified or simplified by repeating and paraphrasing words, 
phrases, or sentences. It also involves a restricted vocabulary, one that uses only 
common or familiar items. Syntactically, it is also simplified by reducing the sentence 
length and the complexity, and by the avoiding the use of subordinate clauses. 
Foreigner talk is similar to caretaker speech in first-language acquisition and to 
teacher talk in the classroom. The purpose is similar for all these three registers to 
provide input that is easily comprehensible to learners. However, the language to 
which the learner is primarily exposed also must be interesting and relevant for 
learning to take phice. It must also be meaningful as well as comprehensible (Chiang 
& Dunkel, 1992; Krashen, 1998; Richard-Amato, 1996). In addition, the input must 
be appropriate to the learner's current level of development (Krashen, 1982; Richard-
Amato, 1996). 
The most influential theory to date of the role of input in SLA is Krashen's 
input hypothesis (1980a; 1982; 1985). He examined the importance of simplified 
input, drawing on studies of caretaker speech with first language learners, teacher talk 
with students and native speaker talk with foreigners. He states: 
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If caretaker speech is helpful for first language acquisition, it may be the cause 
that simple codes are useful in much the same way. The teacher, the more 
advanced second language performer, and the native speaker in casual 
conversation, in attempting to communicate with the second language 
acquirer, may unconsciously make the '100 or 1000 alterations' in speech that 
provide the acquirer with optimal input for language acquisition 
(Krashen, 1980, p.14) 
Krashen has claimed that comprehensible input is the necessary and sufficient 
condition for language learning (Krashen, 1980; 1985; 1992; 1994). He calls this the 
'Input Hypothesis', and it is a key component of his theory of language acquisition. 
Krashen believes that comprehensible input is the crucial factor in language 
acquisition. Further, he claims that it has consistently been shown to lead to language 
acquisition even without interaction, output or attention to second language form 
(Krashen, 1992; 1994). 
Similarly, Krashen (1981) and Krashen and Terrell (1983) suggest that 
linguistic input by the teacher is all that is necessary for acquisition to occur in the 
classroom. According to Krashen, for successful language acquisition to occur, 
teachers need to provide linguistic input at the appropriate level: input at or below the 
students' level of proficiency will not advance their language acquisition, and input 
far beyond the learner' levels of competence will not be beneficial either. Krashen 
uses the concept of i+ 1 to represent the optimal level of complexity which teachers 
should provide for learners to acquire second language. In this, "i" represents the 
learners' level of acquisition, "i + 1" is the level above the current level of acquisition 
which teacher should transfer via classroom input for learners in order for acquisition 
to occur. 
Krashen's distinction between language acquisition and language learning has 
also influenced foreign language teaching practice. Krashen defines acquisition as 
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individuals' application of the inborn abilities they have for first language acquisition 
to the acquisition of another language. He describes learning as gaining knowledge of 
the language that results from formal instruction, in particular the knowledge of 
grammatical rules. Krashen argues that, in oral communication, speakers can derive 
only from what they have acquired, not what they have learned, and further, learned 
knowledge is useful only in terms of its potential to help speakers observe their 
linguistic output for errors. 
Atkinson (1987) claims that Krashen's distinction between acquisition and 
learning has served to deprive students of the use of their first language in foreign 
language teaching, and to dismiss the importance of teaching structure of the target 
language. Atkinson asserts that teachers may prevent the development of linguistic 
knowledge that might helpful in their acquisition of the target language. Sharwood 
Smith (1993) supports this view by claiming that the development of linguistic 
knowledge in the improvement of language acquisition will be justified only when it 
has been proven that "it has a facilitative effect on the development of non-
metaknowledge of skill" (p.175). However, Duff and Polio (1990) and Polio and Duff 
(1994) point out that classroom input in the target language is often the only source of 
target language input for second language learners and that the use of first language 
by teachers only reduces the amount of target language input, thus delaying 
acquisition. 
In conclusion, Krashen's input hypothesis proposes that learners can acquire 
language simply through input. Krashen further claims that contextual cues in the 
message, together with students' knowledge of the world, will help them understand 
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language which includes some structures that are just beyond their current level of 
competence. 
However, not all researchers are convinced by the Input Hypothesis. White 
(1987), for instance, notes that in the case of some syntactic structures, it is not 
necessary for input to be comprehensible to bring about the acquisition of a new rule. 
She argues that " ... the driving force for grammar change is that input is 
incomprehensible, rather than comprehensible ... " (p. 95). She also claims that certain 
aspects of grammar are internally driven, and that the Input Hypothesis fails to 
consider cases of acquisition in which the input does not help at all. Despite these 
counter claims, the general consensus in the literature is that input is necessary for 
acquisition to occur (Ellis, 1994). 
Others have also criticised the Input Hypothesis. Swain (1985), for example, 
concluded from evidence gathered in immersion classes that learners lacked skills in 
the second language even though comprehensible input was provided (Krashen, 
1985). She has argued, therefore, that comprehensible input is not sufficient for 
native-like performance in the second language and has proposed that output also 
plays an importantrole. Krashen, however, questions whether more "comprehensible 
output" leads to more acquisition. He refers to research from both first and second 
language acquisition to support his argument that only the comprehensible input has 
been shown to consistently lead to language acquisition. He states, 
Only comprehensible input is consistently effective in increasing proficiency; 
in other words, more comprehensible input results in more language 
acquisition and literacy development. More skill-building, more correction, 
and more output do not consistently result in more proficiency. 
(Krashen, 1994,p.48) 
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Using a different approach, Long examined how input is made 
comprehensible for learners (Long, 1985). He has hypothesised that it was not input 
alone, but rather than input gained through interaction that facilitates SLA (see 3.1.2). 
This was later supported in studies by others, such as Pica, Young, and Doughty 
(1987). In this study, 16 learners were placed in one of three experimental groups. 
Subjects in each group received one type of input: unmodified (input which was not 
adjusted for NNSs), pre-modified (input which was adjusted for NNSs prior to the 
treatment being given), or interactionally modified (input which was adjusted in the 
course of interaction). Learners in the interactionally modified input group showed 
the highest levels of comprehension. However, whilst such a study suggested a 
facilitative role for interaction, it did not show a direct link between interaction and 
SLA. 
Two other studies tried to make a more direct connection between 
comprehensible input and SLA by examining comprehension. Loschky (1989) 
examined the acquisition of vocabulary items in Japanese as a second language. 
Second language acquisition was operationalised as vocabulary recognition and 
sentence verification. The result showed that learners in the interaction group had 
greater comprehension than· did learners in either of the non-interaction groups. 
Learners in all three groups showed vocabulary retention from the pre-test to the post-
test; learners in the interaction group diQ. not show significantly greater vocabulary 
retention than learners in the other two groups. As in the studies previously described, 
this study was also not able to show a direct link between comprehension and SLA. 
Loschky and Bley-Vroman in a review of the study (Loschky & Bley-Vroman, 1993) 
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suggested that the results might have been more closely connected to the way the task 
drew learners' attention to the necessary forms than to comprehension. 
Even so, the sufficiency of comprehensible input has been disputed by others 
in the field, although the necessity of input, specifically within the foreign language 
classroom, remains a "given" in the acquisition equation. 
3 .1.2 Interaction 
According to Ellis (1986, p.127), interaction consists of "the discourse jointly 
constructed by the learner and his interlocutors; input, therefore, is the result of 
interaction". In 1978, Hatch published two papers on language learning and 
interaction (Hatch, 1978a; 1978b). She used a discourse analysis approach to study 
naturally occurring interactions involving child and adult L2 learners. Hatch 
concluded that the regularities show how learners acquire the grammar of L2, and that 
these were the direct result of the interaction in which they participated. 
The interaction hypothesis is most clearly associated with the work of Long 
(1980; 1981; 1983b; 1996). He claims that interaction facilitates second-language 
development. He also asserts that learners receive comprehensible input by actively 
negotiating meaning with their conversational partners. As meaning is negotiated, 
nonnative speakers can cause their partners to provide input that is more 
comprehensible to them (Gass, 1997; Long, 1983b, 1996; Oliver, 1998). 
,. 
In one of his first studies, Long (1980) reported on the input and interactional 
features of 48 native speaker talk to sixteen non-native speakers in pair-work tasks. 
The input features included various linguistic aspects of foreigner talk such as 
vocabulary and simplified syntax. Interactional features included the communicative 
aspects of foreigner talk such as temporal marking and various discourse and topic-
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incorporation functions. Long suggested that foreigner talk entailed few input 
modifications, but contained abundant interactional adjustments. Long argues that we 
should separate interaction factors from input factors. He also claims that interaction 
factors such as confirmation checks, comprehension checks, clarification requests and 
repetitions can occur without input modifications, such as those involving temporal 
variables (such as longer pauses) and adjustments in the length, syntactic complexity 
and vocabulary of an utterance. Long, therefore, proposes that it is modified 
interaction rather than modified input that facilitates second language acquisition. 
Other researchers also argued that interactions present optimal language 
learning opportunities because conversational partners can make use of various 
resources including repetition and facial expression. As a result, comprehensibility 
and subsequent acquisition are more likely through modified interaction than through 
modified input (Chiang & Dunkel, 1992; Ellis, Tanaka, Yamasaki, 1994; Johnstone, 
1995; Loschky, 1994; Rubin, 1994). 
Long (1983b) also emphasises the importance of a major feature of 
conversations involving second language learners and native speakers. This is the 
way that the learner and native speaker jointly endeavour to overcome 
communicative difficulties which are likely to arise because of the learner's limited 
target language resources. This has become known as the negotiation of meaning. 
Negotiation of meaning occurs in interactions when one or both interlocutors 
'· 
perceive that there is, or there is the potential for, a misunderstanding- that is a break 
down in communication. When there is negotiation for meaning, opportunities for 
comprehensible input - or for input to become comprehensible - tend to occur. 
Participation in interaction involving negotiation may facilitate second language 
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development as it can draw the language learner's attention not only to second 
language form but also to meaning. In face-to-face communication this happens when 
the normal conversational interaction is halted and then modified because of 
communication breakdowns. 
Negotiation of meaning as conceptualised by Long (1996) is the process of 
comprehending imperfectly but then, identifying these instances of flawed 
communication and trying to resolve them. When second language learners interact 
with native speakers or other learners, they often experience considerable difficulty in 
communicating. This leads to substantial efforts by the conversational partners to 
secure mutual understanding. Therefore, the learners engage in the conversational 
function of negotiation to assist comprehension, establish mutual understanding, and 
to overcome communication difficulties. This type of negotiated interaction may 
involve the clarification, confirmation, modification and repetition of utterances 
which the second language learner does not understand (Berducci, 1993; Pica, 1994a; 
Pica, 1994b; Pica et al., 1987). Clarification requests are those utterances made by the 
listener to clarify what the speaker has said. Confirmation checks are utterances made 
by the listener to establish whether the preceding utterance has been heard and 
understood correctly. Comprehension checks, on the other hand, are the utterances 
made by the speaker to check whether the preceding utterance has been correctly 
understood by the listener (Long, 198~b). As meaning is negotiated, non-native 
speakers can strive to gain control over the communication process by causing their 
partners to provide input that is more comprehensible (Gass, 1997; Long, 1983b; 
1996; Oliver, 1998; Oliver, 2000; Pica, Lincoln-Porter, Paninos, & Linnell, 1996). 
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In a study of negotiation, Pica et al. (1987) found that learners in a treatment 
condition which allowed negotiation of meaning through interaction demonstrated 
greater comprehension than learners in treatment conditions which did not. Their 
analysis of the NS-NNS interactions showed that NSs made the input more 
comprehensible to NNSs through the use of various interactional adjustments, or 
moves. These moves included comprehension and confirmation checks, clarification 
requests, and repetition. Their study did not look at second language development or 
outcomes but at negotiation and increased comprehension. 
A number of other studies have been undertaken to explore which conditions 
promote negotiation for meaning. For example, Long (1981) demonstrated that 
communication tasks involving a two-way exchange of information contained more 
conversational adjustments than did one-way tasks. He asserts that a two-way 
exchange of information provides more comprehensible input and promotes 
acquisition more effectively because learners are engaged in more negotiation and 
thus can obtain more comprehensible input. Long's 1981 paper was the beginning of 
an extensive line of research into such negotiated interactions which have been shown 
to have a positive effect on second-language comprehension and production 
(e.g.,Gass & Varonis, 1994; Loschky, 1994; Mackey & Philip, 1998; Oliver, 1995b; 
Oliver, 1998; 2000; Pica, 1992; Pica et al., 1987). 
In his most recent updated Interaction Hypothesis, Long (1996) suggests that 
"negotiation work that triggers interactional adjustments by the NS or more 
competent interlocutor, facilitates acquisition because it connects input, internal 
learner capacities, particularly selective attention, and output in productive ways" (pp. 
451-452). There are three possible interpretations as to how such interactions assist 
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language learning: (1) they make input more comprehensible; (2) they draw attention 
to L2 form; and (3) they help provide negative evidence to learners, that Is, 
information as to the inappropriateness of certain linguistic forms (Long, 1996). 
Other studies have also been undertaken extending the database into 
classrooms. For example, two studies looked at when and how conversational 
modifications occurred in different tasks in classroom setting (Doughty & Pica, 1986; 
Pica & Doughty, 1985). Taken together theses studies showed that conversational 
modifications did occur in classroorhs, but they were influenced by the task type and 
the classroom pattern (teacher-fronted(student small group). 
In more recent works, Lyster and Ranta (1997) propose that the feedback-
uptake sequence of interaction in the classroom context may provide learners with the 
opportunity to negotiate language form. They qescribe this as: 
the negotiation of form involves corrective feedback that employs either 
elicitation, metalinguistic feedback, clarification requests, or teacher repetition 
of error, followed by uptake in the form of peer- or self-repair, or student 
utterances still in need of repair that allow for additional feedback (p.58). 
According to Lyster and Ranta, the negotiation of form is the didactic function 
of negotiation as it involves corrective feedback to the second language learner. The 
other function of negotiation is conversational as it entails the negotiation of meaning 
(Lyster & Ranta, 1997). Pica (1994b) contends that the "two fold potential of 
negotiation - to assist L2 comprehension and draw attention to L2 form - affords it a 
... powerful role in L2 learning" (p.508). 
Not only do conversational modifications occur in interaction between NNS 
and NS or between students and their teachers, Gass and Varonis (Gass & Varonis, 
1985; Varonis & Gass, 1985) have also found that they occur in conversations 
between NNS and NSS. Similarly, a study by Pica, Lincoln-Porter, Paninos, & 
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Linnell (1996) show that not only do learner-learner interactions provide 
opportunities for negotiation (and potentially for SLA) but that learners do in fact 
provide each other with conversational modification and thus input, feedback, and 
output opportunities. In addition, Pica et al. (1996) found that these NNS-NNS 
interactions were comparable with NS-NNS interactions in their provision of 
opportunities for modified output; however, they did not always provide equivalent 
opportunities (as compared with NS-NNS interactions) for modified input and models 
of target language morph syntax. 
Chiang and Dunkel (1992) found that elaborations made to input during 
negotiated interaction provided learners with greater comprehension than did 
simplified input. Nevertheless, modifications of interaction are only effective when 
learners are having difficulty in understanding information; they are considered 
excessive if input is easily understood (Ellis et al., 1994). Several studies further 
emphasise that the relationship between interaction, comprehension, and second-
language acquisition is one in which interaction allows learners to comprehend input 
and in which comprehended input promotes acquisition (Gass, Mackey and Pica 
1998). 
Particularly pertinent for the current research, Pica ( 1987) asserts that the 
social context, including the interlocutors' relationship is an important element of 
interactional modification. She states th~t the need for shared understanding and the 
opportunity to modify and restructure social interaction comes about because, 
although the learners and their interlocutors are aware of their unequal linguistic 
proficiency in the second language, they still see themselves as having equivalent 
status as conversational participants. 
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Therefore from the studies outlined above it is clear that there is a connection 
between conversational modifications and SLA. There is support for the view that 
negotiation of meaning is beneficial because negotiated interactions fulfil the 
proposed conditions for SLA (Pica, 1994a), that is comprehensible input, pushed 
output, and attention to second language form, as well as providing three input-
processing conditions-positive input, negative input, and enhanced input. 
Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) summarise the role of conversational 
modifications on SLA as a necessary but not sufficient condition for acquisition. The 
role it plays in negotiation for meaning helps to make input comprehensible. 
Thus the futeractional Hypothesis, as summarised by Ellis (1991) 
encapsulates the following: 
1. Comprehensible input facilitates second language acquisition, but is 
neither necessary nor sufficient. 
2. Modifications to input, especially those which take place in the process of 
negotiation a communication problem make acquisition possible providing 
that the learners: 
(a) comprehend the input; 
(b) notice new features in it and compare what is noticed with their own 
output. 
3. futeraction that requires learners to modify their initial output facilitates 
the process of integration. 
(p.203) 
fu conclusion comprehensible input is necessary for language acquisition. 
Even though simplifications may facilitate comprehension, it is also widely agreed 
that interactional modifications, such as those that occurs through the negotiation of 
meaning contribute to the comprehension of input. They also provide opportunities 
for comprehensible output and feedback on such attempts. These conditions are seen 
as important for SLA 
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3.1.3 Feedback and Negotiated Interaction 
Part of the process of negotiation inch;tdes learners getting feedback. Such 
feedback is the information that provides them with communicative and/or 
metalinguistic information on the clarity, accuracy, and comprehensibility on their 
output (Schachter, 1983; 1984; 1986; 1991). Successful second language learning not 
only requires opportunities for students to receive comprehensible input and produce 
comprehensible output but also for them to obtain ample feedback. Learners can be 
pushed by their interlocutors' feedback to produce more comprehensible, 
sociolinguistically appropriate, and correct target language output (Lyster & Ranta, 
1997; Oliver, 1995a; 1995b; 1998; 2000; Pica, 1994b; Pica, Holliday, Lewis, 
<] 
Berducci, & Newman, 1991; Pica, Holliday, Lewis, & Morgenthaler, 1989; Swain, 
1985; 1995). Also, Long (1996) points out that from the SLA studies conducted so far 
that implicit negative feedback does indeed facilitate SLA. 
The benefits of feedback are demonstrated in a study by Carroll & Swain 
(1993). This study was conducted in a classroom setting, and focused on the 
acquisition by 100 adult Spanish speakers enrolled in ESL classes. Group A 
participants received explicit metalinguistic information (semantic or phonological 
explanations); group B participants were told when their answer was wrong without 
any specific explanation; group C participants received the appropriate correction 
following a mistake along with implicit negative evidence; group D participants were 
simply asked if they were sure of their answer whenever they made a mistake; and 
finally, the control group did not receive any type of feedback. The results of initial 
feedback session and two post-tests (at a one week interval) revealed significant 
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differences between all groups who received explicit and implicit negative feedback 
and the control group. 
Kubota (1994) also investigated the acquisition of English by Japanese 
college students under four different feedback conditions. The results indicated that 
group C (modeling and explicit negative feedback) and group A (explicit 
metalinguistic information: participants were told the rule) outperformed group B 
(explicit utterance rejection: participants were told when their answers were wrong) 
and D (indirect metalinguistic feedback: participants were asked if their answer was 
correct). Group B was the least succe~sful of the four experimental groups. The group 
acting as control did not receive any negative feedback and experienced no learning. 
Therefore, based on these results, it was suggested that teaching grammatical rules 
explicitly and providing learners with implicit negative feedback in the form of 
modeling are effective in instructed second language learning. 
Doughty & Varela (1998) extended such feedback studies into the classroom. 
They studied 34 middle school students from two EFL intermediate level content-
based science classes. These were divided into two groups: the treatment group who 
received focus-on-form instruction in addition to science content instruction, while 
the control group was only instructed on science. The instructional tasks elicited the 
spontaneous and natural use of past tense and conditional forms. The teacher was 
available to monitor the students' tasks (oral and written reports) in order to 
immediately draw their attention to past tense and conditional errors and provide a 
corrective recast. The results of an immediate post-test with oral and written measures 
showed that learners who received feedback in the form of recasts outperformed the 
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learners who did not. The results of a delayed post-test revealed that the gains were 
maintained, but more so for the oral measures than the written measures. 
Oliver's study (2000) on negative feedback in child and adult second language 
learners in teacher-fronted lesson and in pair work tasks, found that not only were 
learners provided with negative feedback to their non-targetlike utterances in 
classroom, but that both child and adults often used the feedback in their subsequent 
language production when it was appropriate. In contrast to these results, Lyster & 
Ranta (1997) found less positive outcomes for implicit feedback and specifically for 
recasts. They conducted a study in four immersion classes (French and English) with 
students at the primary level. In spite of the teachers' tendency to use recasts (55% of 
the teacher turns) as the most common form of negative feedback, it was found that 
other types of feedback - elicitation, metalinguistic feedback, clarification requests, 
and repetition - were most conducive to students' self-corrections. Recasts generated 
the least uptake, as measured by immediate learner repair, which may suggest that the 
implicit nature of recasts is problematic, as argued in Lyster (1998). Analysing the 
data used in Lyster & Ranta (1997), Lyster concludes that "recasts did not lead to any 
student-generated forms of repair because recasts already provide correct forms to 
learners" (p. 53). According to Lyster, most recasts, as used by immersion teachers, 
are not likely to be noticed or negotiated by children, and therefore fail to provide 
learners with any indication that their utterance contained an error. 
However, as Mackey & Phillip (1998) suggest noticing, as indicated by 
immediate incorporation, may in fact be a 'red herring'. They used a pre-test, post-
test and delayed post test design to test the effectiveness of intensive recasts in the 
development of question forms in adult ESL learners. Two groups of learners 
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participated in interactions with NSs, but one group also received intensive recasts. 
The latter treatment resulted in a greater production of question forms, but only by 
learners at higher levels of proficiency, supporting the claim for 'readiness' made by 
Pienemann (1992) and for fixed developmental stages as suggested by Pienemann 
and Johnston (1987) and Pienemann, Johnston, and Brindley (1988). 
The studies cited here suggest a facilitate role for feedback. However, the 
utility of such feedback to help improve in learner's output seems to be influenced by 
how the feedback was provided by his or her interlocutor. 
3.1.4. Comprehensible Output 
Krashen (1981; 1985; 1989) claims that comprehensible input is a major 
factor in second language acquisition, however others, such as Long, argue that while 
input is necessary, it is not sufficient and that interaction, where meaning is 
negotiated, is also important (Long, 1983b; Long, 1996; Pica et al., 1987; Varonis & 
Gass, 1985). Swain (1985; 1995) adds a third dimension; she suggests that 
comprehensible output is also necessary. According to Swain (1985), "Being 
'pushed' in output ... is a concept parallel to that of the i + 1 of comprehensible input. 
Indeed, she calls this the 'comprehensible output' hypothesis" (p. 249). 
Swain's emphasis on comprehensible output is not on the comprehensibility 
of the message to an interlocutor but rather on the cognitive processes of the learner. 
Swain describes comprehensible output as where "learners may notice a gap between 
what they want to say and what they can say" (1995, p. 126) or where the learner is 
"pushed to use alternative means to get his or her message across" (Swain, 1985, p. 
248). The latter is very similar, but not identical, to the term 'modified output' used 
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by Pica to describe output which the learner must rephrase in order to be more 
comprehensible (Pica, 1988). 
Output represents the product of language knowledge; it is a part of the 
complete language process (Gass, 1997). Output is defined by Faerch and Kasper as 
"the interlanguage data which the learner produces"(l980, p.65). Swain (1985; 1995) 
believes that acquisition is assisted whenever learners have the opportunity to 
restructure their output in a meaningful context during conversation, especially during 
interactions where learners are stretched or "pushed" to make their output 
comprehensible. Thus, the learner is 1;1ble to try various phrases, words, and syntactic 
structures and see if they work. Also, output may be the trigger that forces the learner 
to pay attention to the means of expression neede.d in order to convey the intended 
meaning. 
Swain developed her hypothesis from her observations of the second language 
learning situation in immersion classrooms in Canada. Whilst Krashen claims 
immersion classroom are the most efficient for acquisition because of the abundant 
comprehensible input made available to learners, Swain found that this was in fact 
not the case. She found that comprehensible input did not result in native-like 
competence on the part of learners, even after many years of exposure. She argues 
that "It is not input per se that is important to second language acquisition but input 
that occurs in interaction where meaning is negotiated" (Swain, 1985, p. 246). She 
proposes that when the second language learner receives negative input in the form of 
confirmation checks and other repairs, he/she is given a reason to seek alternative 
ways to get meaning across. Swain concludes that comprehensible output is essential 
for acquisition and is independent of comprehensible input. Its role is to provide 
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opportunities for contextualised, meaningful target language use, to test out 
hypotheses about the target language, and to move the learner from a semantic 
analysis to a syntactic analysis of language. 
According to Swain (1995; 1998), pushed output aids second language 
learners in three ways 
1) It helps learners to notice the gap between what they want to say and what they 
can say. This 'noticing' (Schmidt, 1990; Schmidt & Frota, 1986) may trigger 
cognitive processes that lead to language learning. 
2) It helps learners to test hypotheses about their own language, and may sometimes 
lead to feedback which can help learners modify their output, and thus "stretch 
their interlanguage to meet their communicative]needs" (Swain, 1998), p.68). 
3) It helps learners reflect on their own language use through metatalk, possibly 
helping them to internalise new linguistic knowledge. 
These functions facilitate acquisition. This is somewhat analogous to Long's 
original proposal for the possible utility of interaction: interaction facilitates 
comprehensible input, and comprehensible input is necessary for SLA (Long, 1985). 
In a study using a think-aloud protocol, Swain and Lapkin (1995) examined 
student comments to try to gain information about whether or not output led them to 
notice gaps in linguistic knowledge. Their results showed that learners did notice gaps 
in their knowledge. Some of the time, learners dealt with these gaps by modifying 
their output. An interesting component of the study was that learners worked alone, 
not with an interlocutor. However, a direct connection between output and learning 
outcomes was not shown in the study by Swain and Lapkin (1995). 
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Nevertheless, one small-scale study of output and second language outcomes 
has been carried out. It showed the mixed results for outcomes in output students. 
Nobuyoshi and Ellis (1993) found that two out of three learners in their study 
increased in accuracy of past tense production; the third learner did not. The 
researchers suggested that some learners might benefit from output more than others 
depending on their learning style. They noted, however, that it is difficult to draw 
conclusions from such a small-scale study. 
It is also possible that different opportunities for learner output can be created 
by different types of signals from th~ NS. Pica et al. (1989) found that NNSs were 
more likely to modify their output in response to clarification requests than in 
response to confirmation checks. Their study, therefore, seemed to place output 
within the framework of interaction and negotiation. This is in contrast to Swain's 
original comments about the role of negotiation. She stated that negotiation leads to 
continued exchanges in which the learner comprehends the input; then, if the message 
is understood, the learner can focus on form (Swain, 1985), p. 148). Her view seems 
to be that negotiation can facilitate comprehensible input and attention to second 
language form, but output leads learners to 'notice the gap' in their own ability or 
knowledge and to test hypotheses. 
The importance of output has also been also demonstrated by Ellis and He 
(1999) who have shown that the modification of output conditions produces better 
learning results than the modification of input conditions. This was the case 
regardless of whether the input was premodified or interactionally modified. 
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3.1.5 Teacher-Learner futeraction in the Second Language Classroom 
"People of all ages learn languages best, inside or outside a classroom, not by 
treating the languages as an object of study but by experiencing them as a medium of 
communication" (Long & Robinson, 1998, p. 22). One of the benefits of the language 
classroom is that teachers can modify and manage interaction, thus providing 
opportunities for input and output, and giving feedback on their learners' attempts. 
Further, recent studies claim that the inclusion of 'focus on form' in classrooms that 
are primarily focussed on meaning and communication is especially helpful in 
promoting accuracy in second language acquisition (Long, 1991; Long & Robinson, 
1998). 
Despite these claims, earlier classroom ·· studies questioned amount of 
interactional opportunities that occurred. For instance, when Schinke-Llano (1983) 
investigated the verbal interactions that occurred between twelve native English-
speaking teachers and their students in public school classrooms. She found that the 
number of opportunities the LEP students had to interact with their teachers were also 
limited. fu each class, some students were native speakers of English, other students 
were non-native speakers that were fluent in English and a further group of students 
were non-native speakers with limited English proficiency (LEP). Schinke-Llano 
found that the teachers interacted less often with the Spanish-speaking LEP students 
than with the non-LEP students. Overall, the nort-LEP students received 64.9% of the 
instructional content-based interactions and the LEP students received 39.1 %. 
Schinke-Llano argued that the cumulative consequences of such differential treatment 
could hinder the LEP students' second language development. 
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Through a study on the amount of interaction opportunities available to ESL 
learners in three classrooms, Berducci (1993) expected to find that more than half of 
the classroom interaction time "would be spent using the participation structures in 
which negotiated interaction could take place" (p.l3). The findings revealed 86% of 
the time in one class and 80% of the time in another was spent in participation 
structures in which negotiated interaction could occur. A conversation-only class 
spent only 3% of the time in activities in which negotiated interaction could occur. 
Even though there was interaction in each class, hardly any of it consisted of meaning 
being negotiated and only an insignificant amount of negotiated interaction occurred 
between the students themselves. Moreover, the results indicated that it was primarily 
the teachers who negotiated with the students. 
Although the teachers observed in Berducci's study acknowledged the need to 
replace more traditional teaching methods with a curriculum based on a practical 
communicative approach, which capitalised on interaction activities to promote 
language learning, this was rarely translated practice. The findings were very 
revealing in this regard, especially as one would anticipate that if teachers claim to 
use a Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) approach there would be 
considerable evidence of this in classroom interactions. This raises a number of 
interesting questions. Firstly, if negotiated interaction is crucial for second language 
acquisition then why was there so little time spent giving students the opportunity to ,, 
engage in negotiation with the teacher and other students? Secondly, when negotiated 
interaction occurred, who received the opportunities to engage in it? Thirdly, are 
Berducci' s findings an indication of the interactional nature of other classes? 
Furthermore, it poses the challenge for teachers of ESL students to find out more 
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about the types of interaction that occur in their classrooms, and to also reflect on 
teaching practice and curriculum implementation which have the potential to facilitate 
second language development in the classroom context (Foster, 1998). 
The provision of corrective feedback during interactions in classroom can 
highlight relevant language forms and make them more salient for the second 
language learners. Moreover, the use of feedback can provide opportunities for 
learner uptake involving the repair of errors and an awareness of utterances needing 
repair. However, it is conceivable that ESL learners who receive limited opportunities 
to interact and obtain corrective feedback from their teachers or native English-
speaking peers may be restricted in their acquisition of the target language (Lyster, 
1998). 
3.2 Teachers' Attitudes and Beliefs 
Rokeach (1968) has advanced seminal work on the formation of belief 
systems, arguing that belief systems contain "every one of a person's countless 
beliefs about physical and social reality" (p.2) while exercising a profound influence 
on a person's knowledge base and all one's feelings and actions. Nespor (1987) 
argues that a person's beliefs involve several components: feelings, emotions, and 
affective reactions. According to Nespor, these emotional aspects of belief systems 
influence the storage of beliefs in memory, as well as the recall of these beliefs from 
memory in the process known as reconstruction. 
Applied to teaching, emotions and memory may affect the formation of 
teachers' beliefs about teaching, and teachers' views about different kinds of 
classroom practices. Nespor (1987, p.320) noted that "affect ... can thus be (an 
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important regulator) or the amount of energy teachers will put into (classroom) 
activities and how they will expend energy on an activity." Grossman (1990, p.lO) 
confirms that "many of teachers' ideas of how to teach particular topics can be traced 
back to their memories of how their own teachers approached these topics." 
Clark and Peterson (1986) talk about teachers' thought processes. They argue 
that thinking plays an important part in teaching. Teachers do have thoughts and they 
make decisions frequently during their teaching. Teachers do have theories and belief 
systems that influence their perception, plans and actions. They argue that teachers' 
action are directed by beliefs and pril).ciples that they personally hold. They consider 
teachers' beliefs as part of teachers' prior knowledge through which they perceive, 
process and act in their classrooms. They argue that innovations that take teachers' 
beliefs into consideration are likely to be regarded by teachers with enthusiasm, 
persistence and thoroughness. They consider beliefs as the basis for teachers' practice 
and decision-making. 
Pajares (1992) draws on the work of Rokeach (1968) in proposing ideas about 
how teachers' beliefs and practices originate. Pajares traces the acquisition of a 
person's core beliefs to the process known as cultural transmission, by which 
individuals discover the foundation upon which their social worlds are built. These 
core beliefs shape people's behaviour and perceptions, and help a person to construct 
an understanding of the world. Due to the formation of these core beliefs early in life, 
they are most central to a person's identity, and hence the most impervious to change. 
Teachers' professional beliefs, according to Pajares (1992), constitute a subset 
of their overall beliefs about the world. Consistent with his assertions about how 
people construct their overall belief systems, Pajares maintains that the formation of 
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teachers' professional beliefs commences at the time teachers begin their socialisation 
into the educational system during early childhood. Certainly by the time pre-service 
teachers enter teacher education programs and begin the study of teaching 
methodology, their ideas about how people learn are well established and difficult to 
modify. These ideas may originate with influential teachers early in a student's 
career, or with some critical experience during early schooling that, in turn, results in 
a deep-seated memory that serves as a catalyst for the evolution of the student's own 
teaching practices. Grossman (1990) asserts that these ideas then serve as a 
"conceptual map" (p.86) for teachers' decisions about how to proceed with classroom 
instruction. 
Evidence supporting this claim can be found in a number of studies that 
investigated the impact of past experiences or pre-existing beliefs on both pre-service 
and in-service teachers' current instructional practices (Almarza, 1996; Ashari, 1994; 
Bailey, 1996). For instance, Ashari (1994) studied the relationship between the 
beliefs and practices of Malaysian ESL teachers and found that her subjects taught 
English in the same way they themselves learned it. That is, their instructional 
practices were found to be led by their own individual learning experiences rather 
their professional education. 
Also, Johnson (1994) observes that existing research on teacher beliefs 
possesses three common characteristics. firstly, she asserts that teachers' beliefs exert 
great influence on what they say or did in the classroom, consistent with Rokeach's 
description of the general effect of individuals' belief systems on their behaviour and 
thoughts. Secondly, Johnson notes that teachers' beliefs profoundly affect how they 
assimilate new information about teaching and learning, and how they incorporate 
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such information into their classroom practice. Thirdly, she emphasises that the 
development of an understanding of teachers' beliefs represents an important 
prerequisite for improvement of teacher practices and teacher development programs. 
fu accordance with the teachers' beliefs and practice, Menges and Rando 
(1989) suggest that research on beliefs and practice will help teachers to achieve 
consistency between their beliefs and practices. Moreover, the research will enable 
those involved in teaching to develop new theories which may facilitate the 
continuing renewal of their instructional practices. Likewise, Richards (1996) 
proposes that teachers must become aware of their personal principles and how they 
affect classroom practice if teachers are to understand the relationship between their 
beliefs and practices. These principles are based on several factors: teachers' 
professional education, their professional experience, their belief systems, and 
cultural variables. Grossman (1990) adds to this list teachers' subject-matter 
knowledge and their beliefs about their students. 
fu a study examining the beliefs and practices of four pre-service teachers of 
English as a second language, Johnson (1992; 1994) concluded that teachers' 
theoretical orientations are often not reflected in their classroom practice. Menges and 
Rando (1989) refer to this gap as the difference between "exposed theory and theory-
in-use" (p.57). Johnson (1994) suggests this lack of congruence may result from the 
conflict between deeply held prior beliefs that evolve during a teacher's early 
schooling, and new ideas to which teachers do not receive exposure until their 
matriculation in teacher development programs, consistent with the previously cited 
assertions of Grossman (1990) and Pajares (1992). 
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Beliefs central to a teacher's personal identity continue to exert great 
influence on their classroom practices, despite the conflicts between these beliefs and 
ideas to which pre-service teachers first receive exposure in methodology courses, 
pre-service practical, and other early professional experiences. In a study of 
university students, Menges and Kulieke(1984) suggest another possible benefit of 
encouraging teachers to develop congruence between their beliefs and practices. In 
that study students reported greater satisfaction when they perceived a clear 
relationship between their teachers' classroom behaviours and the teachers' professed 
beliefs. 
Most recently, some attention has been directed towards teachers' beliefs and 
philosophies (Ashari, 1994; Johnson, 1994; Mohd-;Asraf, 1995). This research has 
focused on the beliefs and theoretical orientations of ESL teachers about how 
language is learned, how it should be taught, and the relationship with classroom 
practices. The assumption is that teachers develop certain beliefs and assumptions 
about language learning and teaching through various stages of their lives, and that 
such beliefs will have a strong impact on their instructional practices in the 
classroom. Teachers unconsciously intemalise beliefs about language throughout 
their lives. They also may be influenced by the many theories of second language 
acquisition they have been introduced to during their language education programs. 
Such conceptions about what is language, how it works, and how people learn, 
influence their behaviour in the classroom. The prevalent thought regarding the 
' 
nature of these beliefs and assumptions is that they are based on theory of language 
learning and teaching (Johnson, 1992; Stem, 1983). 
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However, Morris (1997) studied the beliefs and practices of four university 
teaching assistants of French as a second language to find out relationship between 
their beliefs about language learning and teaching and their classroom instructional 
practices. He has found a link between teachers' beliefs and their practices in their 
classroom. However, their beliefs were not based on or reflect the current theories of 
second language learning and teaching, but by their individual learning experiences, 
how they themselves learned the second language and also how they were taught. 
That is, the findings suggest that teachers' beliefs and classroom practices are 
primarily based on their personal learning experiences rather than the theories about 
language learning and teaching. 
3.3 Role of the Teacher in Target Language Usage 
In the foreign language context, the classroom is one place where there can be 
real communication in the target language and where there are opportunities for 
abundant comprehensible input, comprehensible output and modified interaction. 
Therefore, what goes on inside the language classroom is very important (Krashen, 
1980a; 1982). The logical conclusion of this premise is that it is the responsibility of 
the teacher to facilitate the use of the target language in the classroom. Higgs (1982), 
for example, argues that the teacher's role is: 
presenting the best possible mQdel of the language, providing feedback, 
guidance, and reinforcement, and making available target-language data in 
terms of comprehensible input, that is, the natural unconstrained use of the 
target language in the classroom. 
(p.8). 
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Similarly, Allwright (1984) asserts that "everything that happens in the 
classroom happens through a process of face-face interaction" (p.156). He calls 
interaction in classroom acquisition "the fundamental fact of pedagogy". 
Likewise, Chaudron (1988) claims that the foreign language classroom is the 
place where the fullest competence in the target language is achieved by way of the 
teacher providing input and opportunities for interaction - that is a rich, target 
language environment. This is particularly true in the context of foreign language 
learning as the classroom may be the only situation in which the target language is 
available. As such, Franklin ( 1990) claims that "it is extremely important that the 
medium of instruction in the language classroom be the target language" (p. 20). 
According to Halliwell and Jones (1991), there are three main reasons why 
teaching in the target language is helpful. Firstly, they suggest that students need to 
experience the target language as a real means of communication. Secondly, if we 
teach students in the target language, we give them a chance to develop their own in-
built language learning system. Thirdly, by teaching through the target language, a 
bridge is made between what is otherwise a wide gap between carefully controlled 
secure classroom environment and the unpredictability of real language encounters. 
Willis (1983) promotes the teaching of English through English, that is, by 
speaking and using English as often as possible, for ~xample, when organising 
teaching activities or chatting to students socially. In other words he suggests 
establishing English as the main language of communication in the classroom. 
Many researchers claim that the target language usage is not only feasible, but 
also preferable (Duff & Polio, 1990; Kalivoda, 1988; Kalivoda, 1990; Polio & Duff, 
1994; Satchwell, 1997). They argue that if teachers use the student's first language 
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they deprive students of opportunities to process the linguistic input needed for 
successful language acquisition. They further maintain that even the occasional use of 
the learners' native language reduces the role of the target language as the primary 
medium for communication in the foreign language classroom. 
This issue was borne out in a study by Carroll ( 1967) of the foreign language 
attainment of American college and university students. She established that one of 
the important variables affecting higher achievement ih foreign language tests was the 
extent to which the teachers and learners used the foreign language rather than first 
language in class. Carroll found that students in classes where the target language was 
frequently used received the higher marks in their language tests than those in classes 
where the students' first language was used for instruction. 
Similar results were attained in a study by Burstall, Jamieson, Cohen and 
Hargreaves (1974) when they investigated the effectiveness of teaching French in 
primary schools throughout England and Wales. They concluded that in language 
classes where little or no use was made of mother tongue language by the teacher, 
both the students' level of achievement in target language and the teacher's linguistic 
proficiency was rated significantly higher than in language classes where the teacher 
made frequent use of the first language. Also, in language classes where the students 
themselves made little or no use of their first language, their own proficiency in target 
language was rated significantly higher than in classes where the students made 
frequent use of first language. In other words both the teachers' and students' use of 
the target language were positively correlated with student achievement. 
Thus, numerous foreign language educators strongly advocate exclusive or 
near exclusive ~se of the target language in the classroom (Duff & Polio, 1990; 
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Kalivoda, 1988; Kalivoda, 1990; Polio & Duff, 1994). In fact, there are many who 
claim that it is detrimental not to do so. For example, Kalivoda (1988; 1990) 
maintains that the use of the first language restricts student opportunities for the 
development of their listening comprehension abilities. In turn, this limits the 
development of their oral production and often results in the students disregarding the 
teachers' use of the target language. The students learn to ignore the target language 
because they know they will hear the same information in the first language. As a 
consequence they have less practice at understanding the target language. 
Duff and Polio (1990) and Polio and Duff (1994) assert, moreover, that the 
classroom use of first language denies students the chance to resolve comprehension 
difficulties through the target language itself. It also prevents them from developing 
necessary skills for communicating in the target language culture. Further these 
researchers suggest that any use of first language by teachers results in a reduction in 
the amdunt of target language input, thus delaying students' acquisition. They 
conclude, therefore, that classroom input in the target language represents for most 
students, the only feasible source of target language input for second language 
acquisition. 
Similarly, Harbord (1992) outlines some of the problems involved in the 
excessive use of the first language in the foreign language classroom. For example, 
the teacher's overuse of the first language may cause students to believe that they 
'· 
must translate lexical items into the first language in order to understand them. They 
may fail to notice semantic equivalences, and pragmatic contrasts between the first 
language and the target language. Students may continue to use the first language 
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because of ease in communication, and may not realise that they need to use the target 
language in order to develop greater proficiency in the language. 
Several researchers (Duff & Polio, 1990; Massey, 1994; Polio & Duff, 1994) 
argue that students express greater satisfaction with foreign language teaching where 
teachers use the target language in the classroom. When examining the motivations of 
Canadian secondary school foreign language students, Massey ( 1994) reported that, 
in retrospect, students would have preferred greater use of French by teachers in the 
classroom. Further, in another study by Zephir and Chirol (1993), 60% of French as a 
second language (FSL) university students believed that the teachers' exclusive use of 
French in the classroom would enhance their ability to comprehend and communicate 
in the target language. 
Several studies focus on the degree of use and description of the language 
used by foreign language teachers in the classroom (Duff & Polio, 1990; Guthrie, 
1984; Guthrie, 1987; Nerenz & Knop, 1982; Polio & Duff, 1994; Rollmann, 1994; 
Wing, 1987). The general finding is that, although teachers use the target language, 
they do so in conjunction with abundant use of the first language. For example, 
Guthrie (1984; 1987) claims that very few of the university-teaching assistants of 
French used the target language for more than 80% of class time. Moreover, they 
reserved target language usage for certain purposes, so their utterances in the target 
language were predictable and repetitive, and they are more likely to attend to the 
'· 
forms of the language they are teaching rather than to the meaning of the utterance. 
Similarly, in a study undertaken by Nerenz and Knop (1982), where teachers used the 
target language for more than 90% of class time, students used the target language 
primarily to demonstrate correct forms rather than to express their own ideas. Nerenz 
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and Knop consider that through the selective uses of the target language, students 
listen for specific cues which indicate teachers' expectations for their output. This 
enables them to follow class activities without having to process much of the 
teachers' target language. 
According to Wing (1987), who investigated the patterns of target language 
use by secondary schooL Spanish teachers, target language use for instruction in 
linguistic form exceeded its use for actual communication. Overall, she found that the 
average teacher used the target language f~r 54% of class time, with only six of the 
fifteen teachers using the target language for more than two-thirds of the class time. 
In general, teachers devoted substantially more class time to the presentation and 
discussion of forms than to actual communication when speaking in the target 
language. Whether this is true for all language teachers is unclear as this point, and as 
some researchers claim, the use of the target language is highly dependent on the 
methodology used by the teachers (Celce-Murica, 1991; Klinghammer, 1990; 
Rollmann, 1994). 
Related to the issue of target language use is the notion that teachers' use of 
the target language reflects the ultimate goals of the particular pedagogical approach. 
Some approaches aim to prepare students to read in the target language, whilst others 
focus on its grammar, and such methodologies may be less than communicative in 
their orientation. It would seem that approaches that emphasise the development of 
oral skills would strongly encourage the use of the target language in the classroom. 
In line with this, Celce-Murica (1991) reviewed various language teaching 
approaches and the teachers' use of the target language in the classroom. These are 
summarised in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Teaching approaches and target language use 
Approach 
Grammar-Translation 
Direct 
Reading 
Audiolingualism 
Situational 
Cognitive 
Affective-Humanistic 
Comprehension-Based 
Communicative 
Target language use by the language Goal of instruction 
teacher 
Instruction in students' native language; Focus on grammar; develop 
little use of the target language; teachers ability in reading, particularly 
do not need to be able to speak the target classical texts. 
language. 
No use of students' native language is Development of the ability to 
permitted. Teacher must be a native use the target language for all 
speaker or have native-like proficiency. four skills. 
Teacher does n,ot need to have oral Reading comprehension is the 
proficiency in the target language. only skill emphasised. 
Teacher must be proficient only in Particular emphasis on the 
structures and vocabulary being taught development of oral-aural 
due to controlled materials. skills. 
Only the target language is used in the Spoken language mastery; 
classroom. structures and vocabulary 
related to particular everyday 
situations. 
Teacher should be proficient in the target Language learning viewed as 
language, and have also the ability to acquisition of rules; emphasis 
analyse the target language. on all four skills. 
Teacher should be proficient in both Learning a language seen as 
target language and students' native the students' self realisation; 
language. Translation may be used emphasis on personally 
initially to help students feel comfortable meaningful communication. 
in class. 
Teacher should be native or near-native Emphasis on listening 
speaker who principally uses the target comprehension as basic in 
language in the classroom. allowing development of the 
other skills to develop. 
Teacher should be able to use the target Development emphases the 
language fluently and correctly. ability of communicate in the 
target language. 
Adapted from Celce-Murica (1991) 
As Celce-Murica demonstrates, the communicative approach emphasises the 
development of oral skills focusing on preparing students to communicate in real 
situations. One way of obtaining this outcome is through the exclusive use of the 
target language in class. 
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Klinghammer (1990) reports on foreign language teachers' use of the target 
language in their classrooms from a qualitative perspective. She conducted case study 
research with five secondary school teachers of Spanish and German. She concludes 
that teachers' use of the target language represents an important indicator of the 
method that the teacher uses in the classroom. For example, in a grammar-translation 
class the teacher only used the students' ,;native language, while teachers who used a 
direct method rarely used the students' native language. 
Likewise, Rollmann (1994) compared teacher language usage in foreign 
language classes in 1976 and again in 1993. She claims an increase in the use of the 
first language in the classes she observed in 1993. According to Rollmann, the more 
current use of the communicative methodology enables students to communicate 
ideas, to pose questions, and ask for clarifications, however, she does not caution that 
this may also occur in their first language. As a consequence, teachers are more likely 
to respond to student comments in the first language. 
Atkinson (1987), Medgyes (1983; 1986; 1992), and Reves and Medgyes 
(1994) question the notion advanced by proponents of communicative methodologies, 
that the first language should be prohibited in the foreign language classroom to the 
point that a monolingual environment is created. In Atkinson's view, it is misguided 
to expect teachers to create a monolingual environment in their classrooms without 
first considering the characteristics unique to the foreign language classroom which 
would include exclusive target language use by the teacher. 
Others have questioned the appropriateness of communicative methodologies 
in certain learning environments. In a report based on high school teacher's classroom 
observations, Savignon (1991) notes that many teachers express doubts about the 
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whole idea of the communicative approach, and maintain that only highly motivated 
and committed students can achieve success with this kind of instruction. In addition, 
Li's (1998) survey of South Korean secondary schools, found that teachers had 
difficulty applying a communicative approach due to their own deficiency in spoken 
' English as well as the low English proficiency of the students. 
Medgyes (1983; 1986; 1992) and Reves and Medgyes (1994) assert that 
communicative methodologies place too much pressure on teachers who must 
simultaneously pay attention to an innumerable details: they must note both the 
attention and form of their own linguistic utterances and those of their students, give 
attention to each student, create communicative situations, act as language monitor 
and communicative partner with students, deal with student difficulties, and conduct 
the class in the target language. Such demands prove excessive for many language 
teachers. 
Researchers argue that, in the EFL classroom, the use of the first language can 
promote students' understanding especially in the early stages (Atkinson, 1987; 
Brumfit, 1976; Rollmann, 1994). It can also act as a bridge to the second language 
and provide efficiency and expediency when presenting of new material (F. 
Chambers, 1991; G. Chambers, 1992; Danhua, 1995; Franklin, 1990; Mitchell & 
Redmond, 1993). Ill addition, it can be used as a learning strategy when other 
strategies have failed to facilitate compr_,ehension and interpretation (Papaefthyrniou-
Lytra, 1987). 
Other researchers consider the use of the learners' native language in language 
classroom to have several possible benefits: it makes it easier to set up 
communicative activities in elementary language classrooms where learners' level of 
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proficiency does not permit them to understand instructions given in the target 
language (Atkinson, 1987; Rollmann, 1994); and it may empower students to 
communicate in the classroom in the language in which they are most proficient 
(Atkinson, 1987; Blyth, 1995; Weschler, 1997). 
Correspondingly, Tedick and Walker (1994) note other benefits of L1 use in 
language classrooms, citing three specific advantages. Firstly, they argue that L1 
facilitates "ongoing L1 development in the L2 classroom" (p.302), emphasising that 
students' proficiency in L1 continues to improve through the study of a foreign 
language and this improvement esta~lishes a worthy goal. Secondly, teacher use of 
first language also facilitates the teaching of culture and the "critical analysis of 
cultural phenomena" (p.302) from the target language culture. Finally, the exclusion 
of first language "limits the degree to which teachers can set and achieve 
sophisticated pedagogical goals" (p.302). Tedick and Walker assert that many 
teachers do not use L1 for fear of being judged "pedagogically incorrect" by 
advocates of the communicative approach. 
3.4 Target Language Avoidance by the Teacher 
Despite research advocating first language use in foreign language 
classrooms, the fact remains that to learn the target language one must be exposed to 
it. For, although it is possible to learn foreign language through the medium of the 
mother tongue, such teaching does not generally prepare learners for face-to-face-
communication. Gritter ( 1977) differentiates between "proper" and "improper" uses 
of the mother tongue. He states that: 
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... any use of first language that leads to more efficient and intensive practice 
in the foreign language by the students is good use of first language; any use 
of first language that leads the student away from the target language or tends 
to make a passive listener is bad use of first language. 
(p. 155) 
Reves and Medgyes (1994) surveyed non-native English teachers from ten 
countries. They found that non-native teachers us~ "bookish" language (p.367), spoke 
poor English, focused on forms rather than meaning, and emphasised the printed 
word rather oral skills. Non-native teachers also used more of the students' first 
language, than the target language. 
Polio and Duff (1994) suggest that one of the main reasons for lack of success 
in learning foreign language learning is that students are not engaged in any 
meaningful interactions in the foreign language during class time. fu addition, 
teachers sometimes use the students' first language to explain and to manage 
behaviour, as they believe that it will better facilitate the lesson. Ellis (1984) and 
Margaret (1986) argue that by doing so, teachers deprive the students of valuable 
target language input. Even though these claims are well known, both in the literature 
and even among practitioners themselves (Savignon, 1991) many foreign language 
teachers, especially non-native speakers avoid using the target language (Wing, 
1987). Some possible reasons for this will be explained in the following sections. 
3.4.1 Teacher's Target Language Proficiency. 
. ~ 
A number of researchers question whether the proficiency of the average foreign 
language teacher is sufficient to maintain exclusive use of the target language in the 
classroom (Allen & Valette, 1977; Brosh, 1996; F. Chambers, 1991; G. Chambers, 
1992; Dickson, 1996; Harbord, 1992; Horwitz, 1996; Medgyes, 1983; Medgyes, 
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1986; Medgyes, 1992; Medgyes, 1996; Reves & Medgyes, 1994). They propose that 
competence in the target language was important for maximising target language use, 
there was stronger evidence to suggest that it was just one of the many factors which 
affected their judgments about the appropriate balance of target language and native 
language. 
Non-native teachers often have poor target language proficiency. For them, it 
is impossible to communicate in the same way as in their first language. Horwitz 
( 1996) claims that "It is appropriate to think of a great number of language teachers 
as language learners-albeit advanced ones" (p.366). F. Chambers (1991) and G. 
Chambers (1992) refer to foreign language teachers being plagued by feelings of guilt 
over their target language shortcomings, and F. Chambers (1991) claims that these 
feelings of guilt do nothing to improve the classroom performance of teachers. 
Moreover, teachers who think that it takes them too long to get their point 
across in the target language, possibly due to their lack of second language 
proficiency, seem to use the target language less (Duff & Polio, 1990). 
3.4.2 Foreign Language Anxiety. 
Horwitz (1996) argues that most non-native language teachers are likely to 
have uncomfortable moments speaking the target language. Those who suffer from 
higher levels of language anxiety will tend to use the target language less in the 
classroom. 
According to research undertaken by Franklin (1990), in which 201 teachers 
of French as a foreign language were surveyed, 83% of the teachers believed that 
their lack of confidence in speaking French affected their use of the target language in 
classrooms. 
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Horwitz (1992; 1993) also interviewed several groups of non-native teachers, 
including pre-service foreign language teachers, certified practicing and non-
practicing Russian teachers and pre-service English teachers (primarily from Korea 
and Taiwan). She found that in every group the majority of subjects reported 
considerable levels of foreign language anxiety. Also, these teachers actually avoided, 
either consciously or unconsciously, using the target language due to their feeling of 
anxiety. 
Accordingly, when language teachers are not comfortable using the target 
language, they may either shield themselves from using it in class or communicate 
negative messages about language learning to the students. If the teacher does not 
seem to use the language comfortably, it is difficult for students to believe that they 
will be able to use that language confidently (Horwitz, 1996). 
According to Schulz (1991), the use of the target language does not mean that 
teachers must have native speaker competence. However, they must be able to speak 
a language fluently and accurately enough to feel comfortable in using it as a means 
of communication whether for instructional purposes, classroom management, or 
social interaction. 
3.4.3 Attitudes and Beliefs. 
Teachers' attitudes also affect the use of the target language. Several 
,, 
researchers (Duff & Polio, 1990; Ellis, 1984; Nolasco & Arthur, 1986; Polio & Duff, 
1994; Savignon, 1991) have demonstrated that teachers' unwillingness to use the 
target language is attributable to their beliefs that students will not understand 
grammatical explanations unless translated into the students' native language. 
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3.4.4 Students' Target Language Proficiency 
Some teachers also believe that in some lessons the content is too difficult (Duff & 
Polio, 1990). Franklin (1990) ~gues that students with learning difficulties cannot 
learn or understand the foreign language when it is spoken to them, and may react by 
misbehaving and so teachers do not use the target language. Likewise, Eldridge 
( 
(1996) notes that foreign language students often revert to using their native 
languages when they fail to understand, or are misunderstanding the target language. 
As a consequence, teachers decide to use the first language instead of the target one 
(Dickson, 1996). 
3.4.5 Behaviour of Students 
Franklin (1990) also concluded from his survey that the major problem facing 
teachers implementing communicative methodology and using the target language is 
the problem of discipline. In her research, 95% of respondents identified behaviour 
and discipline as reasons for not maintaining the target language as the medium of 
instruction. This factor is most strongly influencing teachers' judgments about use of 
the target language. In such circumstance, persistent use of the target language was 
thought to alienate students and to limit opportunities for learning. Native language 
was therefore used to restore good behaviour and maintain pupils' interest (Dickson, 
1996). 
\. 
3.4.6 Mixed-ability Classrooms 
Some believe that it is difficult to make the use of the target language as a 
medium of language instruction in mixed-ability classes. Low ability students cannot 
learn and cannot understand the foreign language when the teacher speaks to them 
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(Franklin, 1990). For example, Franklin surveyed 267 teachers of French in Scotland. 
He found that the behaviour and the mixed-abilities of students were potential 
impediments to using the target language. 
3.4.7 Student Expectations about Teachers' Classroom Language Use 
Several researchers (Atkinson, 1987; Franklin, 1990; Rollmann, 1994) have 
suggested that students prefer that their teachers incorporate some of their first 
language into their instruction. Their explanation is that teachers' exclusive or near-
exclusive use of the target language may overwhelm the students, leading to feelings 
of discouragement. In tum, these researchers argue, that such feelings cause students 
to place pressure on their teachers to speak their native language. 
However, other researchers (Duff & Polio, 1990; Massey, 1994; Polio & Duff, 
1994; Zephir & Chirol, 1993) have reported results of studies involving secondary 
school and university foreign language students who report satisfaction with their 
teachers' language use where the target language predominates. 
3.4.8 Departmental Policies 
The departmental policy within a school is an important variable for the use of 
the target language. Some teachers' claim that the amount of first language to be used 
in the classroom is never mentioned by their supervisors. Therefore they believe, 
rightly or wrongly, that they can use the first language to give instructions in the 
foreign language classrooms (Duff & Polio, 1990). In addition, several researchers 
such as F. Chambers (1991), G. Chambers (1992) and Harbord (1992) have suggested 
that "target language only" policies are imposed by supervisors against teachers' 
wishes. These researchers propose that such policies contribute to teachers' feelings 
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of guilt when they use students' first language in their instruction, assuming that they 
are doing something wrong by engaging in such language use. 
3.4.9 Materials 
The choice of textbooks used in the language classroom may also affect the 
amount the target language used. Duff and Polio (1990) argue that some textbooks 
provide all the rules of grammar and also list all necessary vocabularies, along with 
the meanings in first language. Therefore it becomes unnecessary for teachers to 
explain these language points again in the target language. 
Mitchell and Redmond (1993) observe that the foreign language textbook 
presents additional difficulties for enhancing the use of the target language. They 
claim that texts that contain explanations, instructions, and other directives in the first 
language make it difficult for teachers to maintain their own target language usage in 
the classroom. They also assert that such material stimulates further discussion in the 
first language and this further restricts the use of the target language. 
3.4.10 Content Focus on Grammar 
Atkinson (1987) asserts that it is important to teach students about the 
structure of the target language and to use the students' native language in order to do 
so, on the grounds that it is difficult for students to understand the complexities of the 
target language grammar when delivered in that language. If this is the case, then it is 
to the detriment of target language use. In addition, Dickson (1996) and Neil (1997) 
state that the only language activity which is carried out mostly in students' first 
language is the teaching of grammar. 
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Summary 
In order to acquire a second or foreign language, input must be made 
comprehensible to learners. Modified interaction not only provides opportunities for 
making input comprehensible to learners, but also it provides opportunities for 
learners to push out or make comprehensible output; and then to receive feedback on 
their attempts. 
In foreign language learning settings, students often do not have much 
opportunity to use the target language outside the classroom, therefore classroom 
interaction in general and with teachers, in particular, is the most important resource 
for target language learning. At the same time, teaching through the medium of the 
target language might be a problem for teachers, especially non-native speakers. The 
overuse of the mother tongue language in the language classroom presents a very real 
danger to success in language acquisition for learners. 
Examination of foreign language teachers' beliefs and practices regarding 
their language use in the classroom may also have important ramifications for the 
content of teacher education programs. Teachers who feel anxious about speaking in 
the target language may learn new ways to exploit the target language for pedagogical 
purposes. Such teacher development programs may also help to raise novice teachers' 
consciousness of their beliefs, and how these beliefs impact their practices. 
Therefore, it has been conclude<! that an exploratory study examining foreign 
language instructors' beliefs and practices about their instructional language use is 
required. A variety of reasons for target language avoidance have been suggested. 
However, it remains unclear exactly which reasons could explain the current situation 
in Thailand. The study described in the following chapters attempts to determine what 
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reasons prevent Thai teachers of English from using English in EFL language 
classrooms in Thailand. 
3.4 Research Questions for this Study 
3.4.1 General Research Question 
What factors hinder Thai teachers of English in Thailand, from using English 
in their EFL classrooms? 
3.4.2 Specific Questions 
1. What are the reasons that Thai teachers give for or for not using English in their 
EFL classrooms? 
2. What would encourage Thai teachers of English to speak English in the 
classroom? 
3. Do Thai teachers of English at primary schools have different reasons for not 
speaking English in their classrooms compared·with secondary school teachers? 
4. Do Thai teachers of English in private schools have different reasons for not 
speaking English in their classrooms compared with those teaching in public 
schools? 
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CHAPTER4 
METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in this research was based on survey methods, which 
contained three steps: two stages of focus group interviews and a large-scale 
questionnaire. The information obtained from the initial focus group was used to 
inform the design of the questionnaire. The second stage of focus group interviews 
was then used to clarify the results of the questionnaire. The reason for interviewing 
at this stage was to clarify both the ideas that emerged from the first interviews and 
the data obtained from questionnaire survey. A qualitative thematic analysis was 
used with the interviews and a quantitative analysis was undertaken with the data 
from the questionnaire. 
The diagram below provides a summary of research methodology and shows 
how triangulation was achieved. 
Initial focus group inter~iew (20 participants) 
(Data from this used to inform the questionnaire design) 
Questionnaire surveys 
(200 participants) 
'--------------------" Focus group interview phase two 
(to consider questionnaire responses) 
(The same 20 participants from 
first round interview) 
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4.1 Focus Group Interview: Phase One 
In this research, focus group interviews were selected as the most appropriate 
initial data collection procedure because, as Stewart and Shamdasani (1990) claim, 
focus groups are useful for exploratory research where little is known about the 
phenomenon of interest. In addition the methodology offers several advantages as 
noted by Hess (1968). For instance, it allows respondents to react to and build upon 
the responses of other group members which may result in much broader and deeper 
data: One individual's comment may often trigger a chain of responses from the other 
participants. Also, the participant can find some comfort in the fact that his or her 
feelings are not greatly different from those of peers. In addition, a participant needs 
only to speak when he or she has feels strongly about a subject and not because a 
question requires a response, as is the case in a one-to-one interview. 
Another benefit is that focus groups elicit information in a way which allows 
researchers to find out why an issue is salient, as, well as what is salient about it 
(Morgan, 1988). That is, an issue which is claimed by multiple participants can imply 
as an important factor. If multiple understandings and meanings are revealed by 
participants, multiple explanations of their behaviour and attitudes will be more 
readily articulated. As a result, the gap between what people say and what they do can 
be better understood (Lankshear, 1993). 
Although focus group research ~has many advantages, as with all research 
methods, there are limitations. Some can be overcome by careful planning and 
moderating, but others are unavoidable and peculiar to this approach. The researcher, 
for example, has less control over the data produced (Morgan, 1988) than in either 
quantitative studies or one-to-one interviewing. The researcher has to allow 
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participants to talk to each other, ask questions and express doubts and opinions, 
while havihg very little control over the interaction other than generally keeping 
participants focused on the topic. By its nature focus group research is open-ended 
and cannot be entirely predetermined. 
It could not be assumed that the individuals in a focus group are expressing 
their own definitive individual view. They are speaking in a specific context, within a 
specific culture, and so sometimes it may be diffiCult for the researcher to clearly 
identify an individual message. This too is a potential limitation of focus groups. 
Focus groups can be difficult to assemble. It may not be easy to get a 
.. 
representative sample and focus groups may discourage certain people from 
participating, for example those who are not very articulate or confident, and those 
who have communication problems or special needs (Morgan & Kreuger, 1993). The 
method of focus group discussion may also discourage some people from trusting 
,, 
others with sensitive or personal information. Finally, focus groups are not fully 
confidential or anonymous, because the material is shared with other participants in 
the group. 
Although a number of ways have been suggested in the literature to overcome 
these problems, such as blind exit questionnaire pooling responses to focus 'group 
themes' to ascertain how far the individuals agreed with the group, this was not done 
in the current study. It was felt that further demands on the participants might prove 
awkward and discourage them from further participation, particularly after the first 
interview, and thus, endanger the completion of the data collection. In this study, the 
researcher attempted to reduce the limitations inherent in this type of research by 
explaining to the participants from the beginning the procedure for focus group 
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discussions as well as ensuring that each participant was put at ease and was 
comfortable to share his or her ideas. In addition, the researcher was unknown to the 
participants and not connected in any way to their employment or teaching situation. 
Also, all participants met each other for the first time when the interview occurred. 
None of them knew each other's background, names, and schools at which they were 
employed. Each teacher was asked to sign the consent form in order to make sure that 
they agreed to participate and that they clearly understood the procedure of collecting 
the data of this research and that all information associating them to the data would 
remain confidential. 
The main purpose of this research is to gain information about Thai teachers' 
views and experiences of target language avoidf!.nce. Therefore, focus group 
interviews were used to draw upon respondents' attitudes, feelings, beliefs, 
experiences and reactions in a way in which would not have been feasible using other 
methods, for example through observation, one-to-one interviewing, or questionnaire 
surveys. These attitudes, feelings and beliefs may be partially independent of a group 
or its social setting, but are more likely to be revealed via the social gathering and the 
interaction which being in a focus group entails. Compared to individual interviews, 
which aim to obtain individual attitudes, beliefs and feelings, focus groups elicit a 
multiplicity of views and emotional processes within a group context. Compared to 
observation, a focus group enables the researcher to gain a larger amount of 
information in a shorter period of time. Observational methods tend to depend on 
waiting for things to happen, whereas in a focus group the researcher follows an 
interview guide. In this sense focus groups are not natural but organised events. 
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Therefore, this research is designed in such a way to gain information from the 
participants in ways that one both efficient and effective. 
4.1.1 The Interview Schedule 
The focus group interviews schedule were constructed based on the research 
questions which are "What are the reasons that Thai teachers give for or for not using 
English in their EFL classrooms?" If it was found that they do not use English in the 
classroom, the next main question is "what would encourage them to do so?" 
According to Stewart and Shamdasani (1990), in order to construct the 
questions, two principles must be considered: 
1. that questions be ordered from the more general to the more specific; 
2. questions of greater importance should be placed early, near the top of the 
guide, while those of a lesser significance should be placed near the end. 
(1990, p.61). 
As these two principles appear to be conflicting, the researcher can start with 
general questions, move to specific questions and thenback to a set of more general 
questions (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990). The funnel approach (from general to 
specific) is one way of engaging the interest of participants quickly. Very specific 
questions about the topic towards the beginning may seUhe discussion on a track that 
is too focussed and narrow. 
Number of Questions 
Kreuger (1988) suggests that a focused interview should include less than ten 
questions and often around five or six. Stewart and Shamdasani (1990) propose that 
most interview guides consist of fewer than 12 questions. 
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Types of Questions 
Unstructured, open-ended questions allow respondents to answer from a 
variety of dimensions. Questions must be carefully selected and phrased in advance to 
elicit maximum responses by all participants. "Questions that include words such as 
how, why, under what conditions, and similar probes suggest to respondents that the 
researcher is interested in complexity and facilitating discussion" (Stewart & 
Shamdasani, 1990, p.65). However, Kreuger argues that why questions should be 
rarely used in a focus group as they force participants to provide quick answers that 
seem rational or appropriate to the situation (1988, p.62). 
Some examples of general open-ended questions include: 
"What did you think about the program?" 
"How did you feel about the conference?" 
"Where do you get new information?" 
"What did you like best about the proposed program?" 
(Kreuger, 1988. p.60) 
Therefore, in this study, the interview questions consist of three parts: part 
one was introductory in nature and covered information relating to the teachers' 
experience in teaching English; part two consisted of questions about target language 
usage; and part three was a closure, in which the participant were encouraged to 
express any additional comments: 
4.1.2 Focus Group Interviews Guide 
Give an explanation 
~1~~~:; ~'ilu~u;th'l'll'il'll'ilUf'lruf'lum'i'Yln~1u~m;1l.!'lu1ud ~uu~'ilf!An'i' 1'll'l~nru Luuun~mn 
, , 'II , , 
mqJqJ1L'iln 'lJ'il'llJ'VI11YJm-KE.J~~D Lf'lLL1U lh::LYlfl'il'il~LI'l'i'L~E.J LU~1U'VId'l'll'il'ln1'i'L~E.JU ~uu1;vh 
1YJmi1vm;L~mnum'i'L ~ .!l11Y1~-:Jn~~l um'i'~'ilU'll'il'lf'l~ 1 YJE.J 
Good morning/ afternoon/ evening. Thank you for coming. My name is 
Sasithom Vacharaskunee. I am a PhD student of Edith Cowan University, Australia. 
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As a part of my study, I'm doing research regarding target language use by Thai 
teachers of English. 
Present the purpose 
_qQJ ..::::., ..::::1 .d IV .c::lt,CV !j,:!f O.o:::llllJ~ .d 
(;)fil'U'EIEl1n'll!l!ln1J1m1EJ~:;L!lEJ(;)Lnmnu .. :nt.n~EJf'1~\I'U ~(;)lJ\I'VIlJ1EJ'll'El\ln1~Vl11~EJ'U L~!l , , 
~mm~mnu m~'l~ m~fl'"mJ1~1·'ll'El\lf'1~'lu~'El\ILjEJu1'll1m~fl'"n11H L(;)EJ1~EJd ~:;t11hl~m~ 
~roJ'U1n1~~'El'Ufl1H1fl\lnt)lffin~\l~:; LU'ULL ~\le.J-Kn~u 'l ~f'1~~~!l'U 'l ~mH1fl\lm1H 'l um~~!l'UlJ1n~u 
~U'UlJ1~ti1~1~ L ~!l~ :;lJ1 t11 L~'U'El~!llJ~ LL~'l 'UV11\I t'l~\1~1lJ~!llJm1n f'1llif'1~Vln~1'ULU'U~\1~1 LU'UlJ1n 
'IJ 'IJ , 'IJ , 
~:;1~iJm~~(;)'VI-;'Ell:ln ci'1V1f1J Vln 61~fl~(;)Lii'U f'1llif'1~ ~1lJ1~1:1~~:;'if(;)LL~\1~1f'1llif'1~lJ f'111lJ~(;)Lii'U~ 
'll , I , 'll , 'll 
~1\lhh1n'l un~lJ ~uu'tlmn 'l~f'1ruf'1~;~muunuL'El\l mru1~(;)LL~:; LL~(;)\If'111lJ~(;)Liiu ~f'1rum;~n 
, , 'll'IJ , 'IJ , 'IJ'IJ 
I would like to explain some more details about this research. The aim of this 
research is to examine the use of English in English as a foreign language or EFL 
classrooms in Thailand. This research may lead to an improvement in the teaching of 
English in Thailand and in particular to support teachers to be able to do this. Further, 
it will provide a base line for future studies to explore ways of increasing positive 
outcomes in EFL contexts. I am not here to share information, or to give you my 
opinions. Your perceptions are what matter. There are no right or wrong or desirable 
or undesirable answers. You can disagree with each other, and you can change your 
mind. I would like you to feel comfortable to say what you really think and how you 
really feel. 
Discuss procedure 
m~~(;)f'1EJ'll'El\IL~1~:;iJm~fl'nLvnJL~'El~~1~uu~:;1~1~~~1(;)L'U~\I~f'1rum~(;) 'El~1\l~~uu1~ 
'IJ , , 'IJ 'IJ 
LjEJ'Uf'1llif'1~ LL;1 'l 'U~(;)'VIlJ1EJ~1Vln~\l~:; LU'Uf'111lJ-K1J ~:;1~iJ'lf'1~Vl~11J~1 Lf')~ LU'U~n~11 u~:;LEJf'),r'U 
, 'IJ , 'IJ 
"' ~uu!lmn 'l ~ f'1llif'1~ L iiu~1n1~~ (;) f'1EJ'll'El\l L ~1 Luu-KnHru:;m~~'UVl'U1 LL~:; LU~EJ'Uf'111lJ~ (;) L iiu f'1llif'1~ I , 'll 'll , , 'll 
1~;'El\lf'1'EIEJL~~u'ULjEJn~'El L~!l~(;) LL~:;~U'U'll'Elf'111lJmru1'l~mf'1~~(;)VJ~:;~1'UL~1~:;'l~L1mU~:;lJ1ru 
'IJ , 'IJ 'IJ 'IJ 
1 ~1 LlJ\l ~uu~(;)~1L~1iJ'El:;h~ ~:;~(;)f'1EJntiflnLEJ'El:; 1~Vl~11J~1f'1rum~1ti'l(;)iJ~1mlJ'El:;h'VI-;fl1~f1:; 
'IJ , , 'IJ 
~1f'1llif'1~iJm1lJU~:;~\l~~~:;;1lJ 'll'Elf'111lJmru1 ~\l~'El 'l u ~(;)'VIlJ1EJt'l'EIUfum:JudL~EJ~:; 
, 'IJ , ~ 
The discussion will be tape recorded so that I do not miss anything you have 
to say. I explained these procedures to you in the letter I previously sent you. As you 
know everything is confidential. No on~ will know who said what. I want this to be a 
group discussion, so feel free to respond to me and to other members in the group 
without waiting to be called on. However, I would appreciate it if only one person 
talks at a time. The discussion will last approximately one hour. There is a lot I want 
to discuss, so at times I may move us along a bit. If you have any questions, please 
feel free to ask me. If you feel comfortable to participate please sign the consent 
form. 
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Participants introduction 
fiUJfl~~'f.l'U.n1~fl\IOOMlJ1'U1'U~ULL;'l 
, 'll "I 
How long have you been teaching English? 
fiUJfl~~unnum~~'f.lum~ii''lnnMvt;'f.l1~ 
, 'll , "I 
Do you enjoy teaching English? 
fiUJfl~lJUillvt11 'Un1~~'f.l'U.n1M1fl\lnnML~m:; r;ludvt;'f.l1~ 
" \1 Ql .. , 
Do you have any difficulties teaching English to students at this level? 
Probes: What are the problems? 
Focus group interviews 
1 'Ufl'l1l.l ~ m'f.l\1 ~rufl~ ~rufl~~~~1'i):; 1 ~LU'UU"'fEJ1 um~L;EJuim~il\ln(jM 
In your optmon, what are the important factors for acquiring second 
language? 
Probes: If the 'teacher' was not mentioned - Do you think teacher has an 
important role? 
If not -Why not? 
fiUJfl~~ ~~1.n1~~1 ~lJ1JV11JTV11 umn~EJ'U ;.n1~fl\IOOMVI~'f.l1~ 
, 'll 'll "I 
Do you think the language used in EFL classrooms play an important role in 
the acquisition process? 
~UJfl~~'lEJ'f.lfl1J1EJoj{n L~O~'f.JEJ~1Vh 1l.Jvt1~ 1 ~.n1M1fl\IO()M~\Ii1 flqJ 
Probes: Tell me more about why you think this is important. 
If not - Please tell me why it is not important. How could it be more useful? 
v ~ 
fiUJfl~1 'll.n1M11~ 1 'Un1~~'f.l'U.n1~fl\lnoM 
, 'll "I 
What is the main language you use in the language classroom? 
fiUJfl~ 1 ~.n1M1,r'U~'f.l'U.n1M1fl\IOOMI'J'n'f.l ~ L 'l'n1VI;'f.l 
, 'll "I 
Probes: Do you use that language all the time? 
~UJfl~ 1 ~.n1M1fl\IO()M1 'Un1~~'f.l'U.n1M1fl\IO()MlJ1n LL~1 VI'U 
How much English language do you use in language classroom? 
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L~'il1(;)~ "lillfl~ 1 ~m~11Y·.m~p~1 um~~11um~1Y-1n~~ 
Probes: When do you use it? 
What would, encourage you to use spoken English in the language classroom? 
nlru1'flfi'I.J1tJL~).JL~).Jf'l::: 
Probes: Tell me more about that. 
1 uuVJ L~EJU~1'11(;)~ ~ruf1~~1lJ1~G1 ~m~11Y'In~~1 um~~'iltifl1~11Y'In~~ 
In what part of your lesson could you use spoken English? 
vh LlJ flillfl~fi (;)~1~1lJ1~G1 ~m~11Y\JnQ~1 um~~'iluuvi L~EJU~1\I,rti 
, 'll "I 
Probes: Why do you think you could use it? 
When do you use Thai language for instruction? 
vh1lJf1ruf1~1~m~1VJEJ1um~~'ilum~1Y'InQ~ 
, 'IJ •J 
Probes: Why do you do this? 
Do you believe . other English teachers in Thailand use Thai or English in 
language classroom? 
1 um1lJfl(;)'lJ1l-lf1rum f1ruf1~f\(;)~1vh LlJflillfl~vf11u~-11 ~m~11 VJEJ1 um~~11um~11Y-1nl'1~ 
, 'll , 'll , 'll •I 
Probes: In your opinion, what are reasons that Thai teachers use Thai when 
teaching English? 
Closure 
flrumiJ~'ilfl(;)L Viw~lJL~lJL~mnum~1 ~m~1L VJEJ1 um~~'ilum~1Y'InQ~n'V1~1lL~ 
, 'IJ •J 
Do you have any further comments about the use of Thai in English 
classrooms? 
Thank you very much for coming this morning/afternoon/evening. Your time 
is very much appreciated and your comments have been very helpful. 
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4.1.3 Participants 
Focus group participation was voluntary. The participants included were 20 
Thai teachers of English in Thailand, 19 females and one male. These teachers came 
from twenty schools (primary, secondary, private, public) in Bangkok, Thailand. The 
schools were randomly selected from all schools in Bangkok area. The primary 
means of communication initially was by telephone to ask permission from the 
principal of each school. Those teachers who expressed interest in participating in the 
focus groups were sent more information about the procedures and topics to be 
discussed along with a copy of the re~earch proposal. 
The participants consisted of: five primary teachers from private schools; five 
primary teachers from public schools; five secondary teachers from private schools; 
and five secondary teachers from public schools. Members of each focus group were 
randomly selected based on their experience and background in English teaching as 
well as other factors. As a result 13 of the teachers who volunteered to participate 
have a degree in EFL teaching, two have graduated in Thai language teaching (one 
primary private and one primary public teacher), two have a Social Studies teaching 
degree (both primary public teachers), one a Physical Education background (a 
primary public teacher), and one had previously been a nurse (a primary public 
teacher). Most of them had considerable experience in English teaching - 14 of the 
teachers have taught English for more than 15 years and one has taught English for 
three years, however, five had taught English for only one and a half years. Each of 
the members of the focus group were asked to sign an Informed Consent Form and 
each was asked to participate with as much or as little input as they felt comfortable 
in providing. 
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4.1.4 Procedure 
The volunteer participants met the researcher at a hotel conference room. The 
hotel was located in central Bangkok. In order to maintain a relaxed atmosphere, tea, 
coffee, soft drink and light snacks were serve during the discussions. The time for 
interviewing each group was approximately one and a half to two hours. 
For the focus groups the teachers were stratified into four groups according to 
the type of school in which they were employed (primary private, primary public, 
secondary private or secondary public). According to Morgan (1988) facilitators are 
the key to successful focus group interviews For this reason, each interview was 
guided by the researcher, who acted as a facilitator, whose role was to develop the 
group's exploration of a given topic. The questions and probe questions were given in 
Thai and the discussion also occurred in Thai to ensure a comfortable and relaxed 
atmosphere. The participants were asked to answer a series of semi-structured guide 
questions, although as with most focus group discussion conversation about other 
topics was also encouraged. 
The participants were asked about their use of English, and their opinion 
regarding the factors that prevented them and other Thai teachers of English from 
using English in language classrooms. The data were transcribed and coded to help 
establish the content of the questionnaire. Four techniques were used for recording 
participants' responses: (1) using the tape recorder during the interviews (with the 
agreement of the participants), (2) taking notes during the interview, (3) taking notes 
immediately following the interview, and ( 4) transcribing the recorded raw data after 
the interview as soon as possible. A sample of a typical focus group discussion 
transcript appears in Appendix B. 
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4.1.4. Pilot Testing and Descriptive Validity 
Securing valid discriptions, explanations, and interpretations of the 
experiences and perceptions of the participants is the major concern of this study. To 
ensure the quality and validity of the focus group interviews, a pilot testing of the 
interviews was conducted with five EFL teachers from Thailand. Their comments and 
suggestions provided a useful reference for the modifications of the interview 
questions so that the validity of the study could be increased. 
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4.2 Questionnaire 
In order to receive responses from a large group of teachers in Bangkok, a 
questionnaire survey was used. The advantage of this is lower cost, in time as well as 
money. Questionnaires can be administered simultaneously to large groups. In 
addition, they provide a standardised data-gathering procedure and potential for 
human error can be minimised. The use of a questionnaire also eliminates any bias 
introduced by the feelings of the respondents towards the interviewer, or vice versa 
(Wiersma, 1995). 
Moreover, it IS generally ·believed that respondents will answer a 
questionnaire more frankly than they would answer an interviewer, because of a 
greater feeling of anonymity (Best & Khan, 1998). The respondent has no one to 
impress with his/her answers and need have no fear of anyone hearing them. 
Therefore, to maximise this feeling of privacy, it is important to guard, and 
emphasise, the respondent's anonymity (Best & Khan, 1998). 
However, the primary disadvantages of the questionnaire are nonreturns, 
misinterpretation, and validity problems (Berdie, Anderson, & Niebuhr, 1986). 
Nonreturns are questionnaires or individual questions that are not answered by the 
people to whom they were sent. Oppenheim (1966) emphasises that "the important 
point about these low response rates is not the reduced size of the sample, which 
could easily be overcome by sending out more questionnaires, but the possibility of 
bias. Nonresponse is not a random process; it has its own determinants, which vary 
from survey to survey"(p 34). 
Misinterpretation occurs when the respondent does not understand either the 
survey instructions or the survey questions. If respondents become confused, they 
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will either give up on the survey (becoming a nonreturn) or answer questions in terms 
of the way they understand it. In order to prevent this problem, the questionnaire in 
this research was firstly pilot tested to ensure that meaning was clear and it was also 
designed in such a way that space was allowed for comment, to each item, by the 
respondent, so that they had room to elaborate their meaning should they feel the 
need to do so. 
In this study, the researcher tried to further minimise these disadvantages by 
incorporating three important portions in the questionnaire - the cover letter, the 
instructions, and the questions. The cover letter explained to the respondent the 
purpose of the survey and asked them to reply truthfully and quickly. It also 
explained why the survey is important for language teaching and learning in 
Thailand. Also the confidentiality of the results was strongly stressed. This was done 
to help minimise both nonreturn and validity problems. A clear set of instructions 
explained how to complete the survey and where to return it. The instructions were 
done in such a way that any questions ior problems were, wherever possible, 
'· 
anticipated and attempts were made to prevent them from occurring. The questions 
were not ambiguous and were written to discourage feelings of frustration or anger 
that lead to nonreturns or validity problems. 
4.2.1 Questionnaire Construction 
~ 
In this present study, the data from the phase one focus group interviews, as 
well as from the literature review, were used to inform the design of a questionnaire. 
This follows the recommendation made by Converse (1986) and Rossi (1983) who 
claim that the most obvious way that focus groups can assist in questionnaire and 
scale construction is through providing evidence of how the respondents talk about 
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the topic. Also, and perhaps most importantly, the use of an introductory focus group 
interview was done to ensure that the researcher had as complete a picture of 
participants' thinking as possible (Morgan, 1988). Following the transcription and 
analysis of the phase one focus group interviews, a questionnaire was developed. This 
was pilot tested and amended accordingly (see 4.2.3). 
4.2.2 Questionnaire Structure 
The questionnaire consists of three parts. The first part contains 14 Likert-
scale items, which relates to the teachers' general beliefs about language use in 
classroom. Part two consists of 56 Likert-scale statements concerning the teachers' 
language background and their language use in the classroom. Finally, part three 
included opened-ended questions inviting any further comments on instructional 
language use._In order to avoid the use of undecided responses, in part one and two, 
the participants were asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement along a four-
point scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree". Within each 
category, the questionnaire contains multiple items designed to evaluate the same 
construct. For example: 
Grammar content 
Question 32. I introduce new grammatical concepts in my classes in English. 
Question 42. I give instructions in Thai for English grammar lessons 
During the focus group interviews, 20 issues of concern to the teachers about 
'· 
the target language avoidance emerged. For convenience in managing the data, these 
issues were broadly categorised into the following constructs. In the construction for 
the questionnaire, every attempt was made to order the questionnaire items in such a 
way that items from within a specific category were evenly distributed throughout the 
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instrument. Table 4.1 shows the distribution of each specific topic amongst the items 
of the questionnaire. 
Table 4.1 The distribution of specific topics in the items of the questionnaire. 
Categories No. of Items 
Questions 
Teachers' general beliefs about the value of the use of target language in the 14 1-14 
classroom. 
Target language avoidance by teachers 
Teachers' self awareness Teachers' language proficiency 2 27,31 
Teachers' language anxiety 3* 16,22,25 
Teachers' confidence in ~anguage use 2 17,21 
Fear of providing a poor model 2 23,29 
Teachers background The effects of teachers' own schooling on their 3* 20,26,30 
experience classroom practice 
Teacher training 3* 15,19,28 
Issues pertaining to the Students' language proficiency 3* 36.38.47 
students 
Age 3* 34,49,50 
Classroom management 2 48,59 
Students' inadequate background knowledge 2 41,57 
Students' expectation forteachers' language :_ 2 33,44 
use 
Students' objective for studying language 2 45,56 
Classroom Class size 2 35,51 
Mixed ability classroom 2 40,55 
Content Grammar content 3* 32,42,52 
Translating difficult content 3* 54,58,60 
" 
Content and time available 2 37,46 
Examination The focus on grammar 2 43,58 
The university entrance examination 2 39,53 
Department Departmental policy 2 18,24 
*In most cases, each category was covered by two questions, however, the nature of some meant that 
three were required. (See Appendix C for questionnaire schedule) 
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4.2.3 Survey Pilot and Revision 
The questionnaire was translated into Thai and pilot tested with a group of 30 
teachers working in Bangkok. As a result some items were amended to make them 
more comprehensible to the participants. The data from the pilot test of the 
questionnaire were analysed for reliability. The reliability of the scales and their 
individual items was empirically examined through the calculation of Cronbach's 
Alpha coefficients using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS - version 
9.0). Examination of Cronbach's Alpha provides information about the reliability of 
any given set of measures. Since Alpha is interpreted as a correlation coefficient, it 
ranges in values from 0.00 to 1.00. Generally, scales that obtain Alpha levels of 0.70 
or greater are considered to be reliable (Nunnaly, 1978). The result of this was r = 
0.82. 
Professors from language studies and linguistics in the Education Faculty at 
Edith Cowan University provided initial input during the questionnaire development. 
They also reviewed the final test questions for appropriateness and content. In 
addition a native Australian, who has Thai as a second language, checked the 
linguistic structure of the document to ensure ease of understanding and that there 
were no problems with ambiguity and clarity. Several Thai teachers of English also 
provided review and commentary of the test. 
~ 
4.2.4 Participants 
Two hundred Thai teachers of English in the Bangkok area participated in this 
part of the study. The use of a stratified random sampling procedure was applied to 
ensure that a proportional representation of population subgroups were surveyed. 
They represented the following groups: 
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1. 50 primary teachers from private schools; 
2. 50 primary teachers from public schools; 
3. 50 secondary teachers from private schools; and 
4. 50 secondary teachers from public schools. 
4.2.5 Procedure 
Permission letters were randomly sent to 80 school principals - 20 of each 
school type and sector, 47 of whom replied with a nominal list of all teachers of 
English in their schools. After receiving permission from those principals, 286 
questionnaires were sent to the schools. In this cohort were: 
1. 15 primary public schools; 
2. 10 secondary public schools; 
3. 10 primary private schools; and 
4. 12 secondary private schools. 
Of those sent the questionnaire, 227 responded, they were: 
1. 54 from primary public schools; 
2. 62 from secondary public school; 
3. 59 from primary private schools; and 
4. 52 from secondary private schools. 
Of the questionnaires returned 12 were not complete (one from primary public 
" schools, seven from secondary public schools, and four from primary private schools) 
and were therefore excluded from the sample. Finally, to obtain a balanced sample, 
50 from each type of school were randomly selected to be used in this research. 
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4.3 Focus Group Interview: Phase Two 
Results from the questionnaire were then shared with the same 20 participants 
from the focus groups interviewed in phase one. The participants met the researcher 
at a hotel conference room where the first round interviews were taken place. Each of 
the interview lasted approximately one hour. The participants were first presented the 
results from the first round interview and questionnaire survey. Then they were then 
asked questions about the results and the contradiction between the information from 
the first round interview and the results from questionnaire surveys. All the 
discussion occurred in Thai to ensury that the participants would be comfortable to 
participate. Audiotape recordings were made of the interviews. 
4.3.1 The interview schedule 
After receiving the results from questionnaire survey, the interview schedule 
for phase two was developed. Firstly, the researcher returned to the questions asked in 
the initial focus group interviews. Then the researcher asked questions about the 
contradiction between the information from first round interview and the results from 
(, 
questionnaire surveys. 
4.3.2 Focus Group Interviews Guide 
Present the purpose: 
~1~~flillfl'lYln~1U 'lJflUflillVln~1U~lJ1LU1U~ ~flU~U~!il'U'llflflfllJ1El'l1tJ~::L~tll?l'llfl\ln1'l-KlJ.nTI~ill .-
, 'IJ , , ·; 
L Ufl¥\1~ n1'l-Kl.Jml!t~fi¥\I~L ~fl~~::vh L ~f111l.J ~!?I L 'l':iu~1;lJ1~1nm'l-Kl.Jml!tN'lflU LL 'ln LL~ ::~fll.J~ 
'IJ 
"' .t ~1nLLUU~flUbi1l.JL 'VI 'iT !?I L ~U'lJU 
Good morning/ afternoon/ evening. Thank you for coming in again today. 
Firstly I would like to explain some of the details about this second round interview. 
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The reason for interviewing at this stage Is to clarify both the ideas that emerged from 
the first interviews and the data obtained from questionnaire survey. 
Discuss procedure: 
~ v ' n'lrr«vtn1Mru1ui1~~vi1n1~UuVlnL~£J\J Vln~\JVln'ilf.J'l , , 
-1~~1u~ ~~:; LU'Um1lJ-Ku ~Q'U'll'il L~lJ~1nm'i'U1~'illJ"n~1;~1nm'i'-Kurm~~'l 'U'i''illJ LL 'i'nm L~'il'U LL-n:; 
~ ~ 
~1mXw:-J-n~1;m~1nLLUU~'ilumlJ 'V1-K-1~1mXu'llt~'l;~ru~'i'Vln~1'Uhh~LL~~-l~11lJ~~L-t:iu1;vnlJ , ~ , 
~:;mn ~:;1~i1~1(JlfllJ~~m'V1~fle:l~ ~1'U~1lJ1'i'm-t:iu;1tJ'V1~'il'ii~LLii'-l L'i'1~:;~~~tlll'UlJ'i':;lJ1ru 1 -if1-'l 
~ ~ , 
lJ-l'V11n~1'UlJ~'il~-l-KtJ~fl~11lJn'i'ru1G1lJ~\Yu1; , 
As I did the first time we met, today' s discussion will be taped recorded, but 
As you know everything is confidential. To start with I would like to review the 
information we discussed during the first interview. Then I will show you the results 
from the questionnaire surveys. After that, I would like you to feel free to dicuss 
those results. Again, there is no right or wrong answer. You can agree or disagree 
with the results or with your colleagues. The discussion will last approximately one 
hour. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me. 
Review of the results from interview phase one: 
II Ill IJ ~I V.JV ".J.d' ~-1Vi~\Yu'l11 L~'U'il 'l 'V1Vl1 (Jl'el'UU~m-J-n~1nm'i'-KWl1MruLi1t~ ~¥-lVl LL"n1 'l 'U'V1'U1Vl'V1'U-1Vl1'U~:; LU'U'V1lJ1 ~'llfl-1 
~'il L~'Ufll~m~tJm1nm1lJ~~L-t:i'UlJ1n~~()-l~m.J~~(Jl1lJri1 ~u ~-lLL'i'n~vh 'l ;m'l ~mMT~'-1nnM'l 'U;fl-1 
, , ~ "I 
1;1~mnunLti'il-l~1mJqJ'V11~~11lJ~1lJ1'i'G'llfl-l~~ LL-n:;'lt~-l"n-llJ1~'ilm1lJLn'i'-ln-K1m'i''l~mM1~-ln1JM 
Vln~'il ~ ~L -t:iu 1;Gn~ ~ LU'U'V1lJ1~~-l~'UL ~ ~'V1lJ1 ~ 'l 'U'V1~1~~'il-l , ~ 
What I am passing to you now is the results from the interview phase one (see 
appendix D) which were collected from 20 Thai teachers of English. On page one, 
you can see all categories of responses ranked by the highest agreement to the lowest 
agreement. As you can see, all teachers agree that teachers' low language proficiency 
make the use of English in class problematic. The second reason for target language 
avoidance is teachers' language anxiety. All responses from page one were classified 
under seven constructs as you can see on page two. 
'· 
Presentation of the results from the questionnaire survey: 
Vl'il'Ud~\Yu'ilmm:;L~'Ut~~ru~'i'G-l&.J"n'llfl-lLLlJU~'illJmlJ ~~ru~n-t:iu'lu'V1~1~~1lJL'UV11'i'1-l &.Jmhmn 
, ~ , ~ :.J 
I I 'V '11 tl tl ~ I 
11L 'V1Vl&.J"nVil'l'i'L 'llfnM"l~-lnnM'UfltJLU'UL ~'i'1:;'ll'el~fllJ L'U'UL1mmru LL-n:; L'V1())&-J'n~'U '1())1lJlJ1n~fl m'i'~'il 
, ~ "I , I 
ubmm~ 'll'U1~'llfl-l;'il-lL~tJ'U~'l'V1~ um~tJ'U~fi'U ~~~-l'V1lJ1tJ'llfl-lUnL~tJ'U~L~tJ'UfnM"l~-lnnM n 
(1,1 , , "I 
1'i'~n~~~'i'L~L~tl-l~'el LL-n:;LLU1J'eltl1-l'll'il-l~'i'~~'el'U~'i'Ul1~'i'L'el-l 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Now I would like to show you the result from the questionnaire survey. As 
you will see in the table on page three (see Table 5.2). It would seem that the 
strongest reason given be the respondents to the questionnaire for Thai teachers 
avoiding the use of English is because of the grammar - based entrance examinations. 
Other reasons they gave in descending order included impracticable to use English in 
grammar instruction, large class size, low proficiency students, students' objective for 
studying language, inadequate knowledge from teachers' training ,and effect of 
teachers' own schoolng on their classroom. 
LLR ~ li'lillli'l'l-, ~ 1~ L ~hJ~1mtJ1;~1~fl ~1-:J t)d tJ.:Jii'l.:J LL~ 1?1-:Jt.JRL; L ~"U~11i'll'L "ULL~R ~til'~ Lml1 'l.:J L~EJuiJ li'l11lJ L 
, ~ I ~ 
~!1~~1-:Jrl"U ~.:J~LL~ 111-:JL "U\11~1~~ LLR~L "U\11~1~;1 ~1"U-,~Li1u"h(;lflU~Ii'l'l(;lflUL "ULLUU~flU\nlJrlU 
~ 
~1mlJ~~1 fl~1 nuuu-,~EJ~vh 1 ;li'l~L ~Jl1H1~.:Jn\)HL "Um'l~fl"U 
It was also found that seven factors showed significant differences between 
the groups of the teachers. You can find this information on page four (see Table 5.4). 
The higher mean score shows the higher agreement, for example, the teachers in 
primary public schools agreed more strongly with the statement regarding the 
influence of their low English language proficiency on language instruction. On page 
five you will find another table (see Table 5.5) which is a summary of the responses 
to the question "What would encourage you to use English in language classroom?" 
Focus group interviews 
What do you think about the results that I have shown you? 
li'lillli'l'l~1EJ0~11L~lJ L~lJ1~\11~fl1~ , ~ 
Probes: Could you tell me more about that? 
vh 1lJ~1"U 1~ L ~"U~'"ltJ 
If not agree: Why don't you agree with them? 
All of you told me last time that teachers' language ability is the strongest reason for 
teachers avoid using English in class, why do you think so? 
Do you believe that the grammar-based examination is the important factor for 
English language avoidance by the teachers? 
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vh1~~-11~ 
Probe: If not - Why not? 
mlJ 
Could you share with me some ideas about the reasons for the contradiction between 
the information from the first round interview and the results from questionnaire? 
I V tl I V I I 
flrumfi tn'11U'iln"nnuLL~'1ii-liJU'1~EJ1rnY1vh 1 'VIfl~ 1 VJEJ 1lJ1 1 'Jf.fl1M'l ii'-1noH 
, 'll 'll "I 
From these results, do you think there are other factors that hinder Thai teachers of 
English from using English in language classroom? 
What would encourage you to use English in language classroom? 
Closure 
V I I 
..:::::1 4 01::11 ...:!il 1 flillfl~lJ'IJ'il L~'ilULL U::'ilU 'lfln'VI~fl lJ 
, 'll I 
Do you have any further comments about the use of Thai in English language 
classrooms? 
Thank you very much for coming thiS morning/afternoon/evening. Your time is very 
much appreciated and your comments have been very helpful. 
\. 
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4.4 Data Analysis 
Following completion of the data collection in each stage of the study, an in-
depth analysis of the data was undertaken. 
Focus Groups Analysis 
The information collected from a focus group discussion is raw data. The 
entire interview was transcribed in order to provide a complete record of the 
discussion and facilitate analysis of the data. The next step was to analyse the content 
of the discussion. The aim of this analysis was to look for trends and patterns that 
reappear within either a single focus group or among various focus groups. Kreuger 
(1988, p.109) suggests that content analysis begins with a comparison of the words 
used in the answer. Also, the emphasis or intensity of the respondents' comments 
would be considered. Other considerations relate to the consistency of comments and 
the specificity of responses in follow up probes. 
According to Marczak and Sewell (1999), when conducting analysis for the 
focus groups, consideration should be given to five factors: 
1. Words. Actual words and meanings of the words should be determined. 
One might make frequency counts of commonly used words. Cluster 
similar concepts together. 
2. Context. Examine the context~of words by finding the triggering stimulus 
and then interpret the comment in light of that context. 
3. Internal consistency. Trace a flow of conversation and note changes or 
even reverses of position after interaction with others. 
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4. Specificity of responses. Responses that are specific and based on 
experiences should be given more weight than responses that are vague 
and impersonal. Greater weight should be given to responses in first 
person rather than third person hypothetical answers. 
5. Find the big ideas. Look for trends or ideas that cut across the entire 
discussion. 
In the process of analysis, the tape-recorded interviews were transcribed by 
researcher. These were then coded by key words, which were categorised by the 
wording of the teachers' responses.· At this stage, the teachers' responses were 
considered by words and/or context, which was guided by the procedure of Marczak 
and Sewell (1999), discussed above. The key words were grouped and reviewed to 
see if there was category overlap or category relatedness. In addition, the constant 
comparative method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was utilised to analyse the interview 
data. This method consists of the following steps: 
1. Comparing incidents applicable to each category: incidents in the data 
were coded into as many categories of analysis as possible. Furthermore, 
an incident for a category was coded and then compared with the previous 
incidents in the same and different groups. 
2. Integrating theoretical properties of the categories: at this stage, a shift 
occurred from comparing incidents with other incidents in the same 
category to comparing incidents with the overall properties of the 
category. 
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I i 
3. Delimiting the theory: modifications to the categories become fewer and 
fewer as more and more data were processed, as such, the data became 
more select and focused. 
4. Writing theory: in this phase, based on a series of written memos, the 
categories that had emerged from the data were described. 
The computer software "NU*DIST" (version 4.0) was used to facilitate the 
ease of transcription and analysis. NU*DIST was orriginally designed to do what the 
acronym claims - to assist researchers handling non-numerical unstructured data by 
indexing, searching and theorising. According to manual NU*DIST allows 
researchers to manage documents and ideas easily, rigorously and flexibly, in 
symmetrical systems. 
Finally, to increase the reliability of the analysis of the interviews, the peer 
examination technique was also utilised. Two Thai research consultants from 
Prasarnmit University in Bangkok were asked to read the transcriptions of the 
interviews and comment on the findings that had emerged from the study, particularly 
to determine the categorises they saw emerging from the data. In general, the 
catergorisation was very similar. In order to present the data, the transcriptions were 
translated to English by researcher and each of these were checked by a native 
speaker. 
Questionnaire Analysis 
The likert scale data from the questionnaires were analysed according to the 
frequency count and mean percentage calculations. Multivariate analysis 
(MANOV A) was also used to compare the findings from the primary and secondary 
teachers, and the private and public school teachers. Also post-hoc Scheffe tests (p = 
-95-
.05) on the univariate F-ratios were performed to find any significant differences 
between the groups. Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS- version 9.0) was 
used for the analysis. Finally, the open-ended questions were individually analysed 
and the themes emerging from these categorised using NU*DIST to assist with this 
analysis. 
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CHAPTERS 
RESULTS 
This chapter will present the results of the data analysis of the focus groups 
interview and questionnaire surveys. Firstly, a description will be provided of the 
phase one focus group interviews with particular attention given to the factors that 
impede Thai teachers of English in using target language in the classroom. Secondly, 
the results of the questionnaire will be reported using descriptive statistics relating to 
each dependent variable. The questionnaire results also include a MANOV A analysis 
used to examine whether there were any significant differences between the four 
groups of teachers. In addition, the results of a series of ANOV As will be presented 
along, with supporting Scheffe tests, performed on the scores obtained for each 
dependent variable. Finally, a description of the data obtained in the phase two focus 
group interviews is reported. 
5.1 Descriptive Results: Interview Phase One 
The interviews were difficult, at first, as participants seemed to be somewhat 
uncomfortable with the topic. However, in accordance with Thai culture, they never 
gave up or withdrew from the interview, participating until it was finished. Although 
" 
reluctant to respond initially, after it was explained once again1 that the responses 
would be confidential, and that everyone was reassured that no judgement would be 
made based on their responses, most of the teachers were more willing to contribute 
1 Informed consent had been gained from all the participants prior to participation in this study. 
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to the group discussion. Only one private secondary school teacher shared very few 
ideas, except when she was personally asked for her opinion. 
Each interview started with a general discussion about such things as the 
participants' background in English teaching, problems they encountered, and 
teaching at their school. It took approximately 10 minutes to complete this section. 
Then the more general topic of language teaching was discussed, which then lead in 
turn to a more specific discussion about target language avoidance. 
The interviews were conducted in form of conversational style. The issues 
that emerged were in response to all the questions and probes used by the researcher. 
In addition, the participants not only answered the researcher's questions but also 
introduced their own ideas, agreeing or disagreeing with others in the group. During 
the interview process, the researcher acted as a facilitator by listening and asking 
questions in order to encourage participants to share their ideas with the group as 
much as possible. As a result, all the issues that were emerged were those specifically 
identified by the participants, not by the researcher. 
Repetition in the form of different structured questions and answers, 
confirmation, and peer-interaction and agreement provided evidence of corroboration. 
However, some ideas were suggested by only one teacher only (i.e. teachers' fear of 
providing the poor model, students' inadequate background knowledge, and the 
effects of teachers' own schooling on their classroom practice). However, it was 
" 
deemed that these may have wider application and were therefore used to inform the 
questionnaire. 
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The following were the issues that emerged from these interviews with regard 
to Thai teachers' avoidance of English in language classrooms (See Appendix D for 
the categorises). 
These responses were classified under seven constructs as follows: 
1. Teachers' self awareness, including: 
i) Low level of language proficiency, 
ii) Language anxiety, 
iii) Lack of confidence in the target language, and 
iv) Fear of providing a poor model; 
2. Teachers background experience, including: 
i) The effect of teachers' own schooling on their classroom practice, 
ii) Inadequate teacher training; 
3. Issues pertaining to the students, including: 
i) Low level of language proficiency, 
ii) Age, 
iii) Inadequate background knowledge, 
iv) Students' expectations for teachers to use Thai, and 
v) Students' own reasons for studying English; 
4. Classroom management, including: 
i) Large class sizes, 
'· 
ii) Mixed ability classes, and 
iii) Bad behaviour; 
5. Content, including: 
i) Grammar, 
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ii) Translating difficulties, 
iii) Content and time; 
6. Examinations, including: 
i) The focus on grammar, and 
ii) The grammar-based university entrance examination; and 
7. Departmental policies, such as: 
i) The lack of encouragement within the English language department 
for using English. 
5.1.1 Teachers' Self Awareness 
i) Low Level of Language Proficiency 
All the teachers (n=20) said that they believed that English avoidance by Thai 
teachers was due to their low proficiency in English (See Appendix D). They felt that 
they did not have the ability to use English for communication. This was especially so 
for those who did not have specialist English teaching training and who believed that 
their poor proficiency is the sole reason for not using it. As one of the teachers 
commented: 
"mut!n L; L'G'lEJ~1 r;l1 fl'iLtl-1 LL 'VI'G'l:; ~:; ~t!Uill'VI1~ m t~n fi111J"'11J1'il:l'V'ltl~"l ::'V'l (1l~tl"'1'i .fl1~1 
"lJ \J Q.l' \J "lJ 
~-ln\l~L;{fl'G'lt!(?lL1m" 
"I can say ... teachers themselveS are the main problem. We don't have the 
ability to communicate in English all the time." 
(Teacher E) 
The awareness that they, as teachers, struggled with English is also evident is 
in the following comment: 
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"VIU~1EJ1J'iln~'VI~'iltl LG'il ::~1 [;]'1fl'nmr;)')~ r?l;1EJ'lJ'il-:Jfl1H1fl,:JnO~'iln L~EJ-:J~1'il~1-:J 1 'i' L ~U 1 'VIlJ ~ , ., 
~:: ~L'il-:JEl-:J1~;L~El~1'il'iln€i'-:J1-:J" 
~ 
"How do you pronounce the last letter of the alphabet? ... See? I don't even 
know how to pronounce it." 
(TeacherS) 
ii) Language Anxiety 
Teachers (n=16) revealed that they felt anxious when they had to speak in 
English in front of their students. They said they were afraid of making mistakes or 
losing face and that they did not want their students laughing at them. For example, 
one teacher said: 
"1~i~::u'iln€i'-:J1-:J~ ~'il2Ju1~'ilmm~EJ'VI~1u:: 1~l~mH1fl'-:Jn~H'lf::L~EJ~::~1EJn~1" 
"I don't know how to say it, but, I don't want to lose face. Not using English 
is easier." 
(Teacher A) 
and another commented: 
'V tl I ~ 
"1J1-:JI'l¥-:JL'i'1ll'il'ilnL~EJ-:J~r?llJ1-:JU::UnL'jEJunl11L'i'1::nu~un~U1U1lJ'll'illJL~EJL1~1L~'ilL'VIr?ln1nU , , 
v 
LLlJlJUU" 
"When I pronounce a word incorrectly, students laugh and make jokes with it. 
I don't like being in that situation." 
(TeacherN) 
The teachers felt that everybody was judging their language, so they avoided 
" using English in their classes. This is demonstrated in the follow extract taken from 
the focus group interviews. 
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~ .JJ ct I U I ~ ..d o o '1 W: "WlnVl'U~ ::'nm.nn L '111m:: hlm~th:: L Vl P!n'UU!lt.JlJI~~'N L 1'fl1V'I'W tn ~~m~ m!l!ln btl L 'llln~:: 
'IJ 
I I I V I t1 I I tJ I tl I 
u!lm1 "LlJL 'll~'llfu"'!l~!lm~uti1lJ1 'll~'llfu"'!l~!lm~i!lfuuimtJ~~~ 6')" 
'll 'IJ I 
"The students are very rich and they go abroad very often. When I say 
something, they say, "No, it's not that, it is this". It's embarrassing." 
(TeacherL) 
This evidence supports Horwitz's (1996) claim that language anxiety is one 
factor why in language classrooms discussions slip so easily from the target language 
to the first language. 
iii) Lack of Confidence in the Target Language 
Related to the two previous ·categories is the issue of teacher confidence. It 
would seem that some teachers (n=7) are inhibited by their lack of confidence in 
speaking English, rather than their anxiety per se, although of course, there is a fine 
line between two. The teachers explained that the difference between 'lack of 
confidence' and 'language anxiety' is that language anxiety happens when one has to 
speak English in any situation, but lack of confidence happens only when one has to 
speak English in some specific situations, such as talking with native speakers or 
teaching high-proficiency students. 
For example 
"~1~truh 1 wih L!l~ L 1m~::~ tnflTI~-J'il~n~~nuun (~tJu~ L~~ 1 LL~nuumit.Ju~!lu 1~n;1u::" 
"I'm not confident when I speak English with high proficiency students. But I 
can do with low proficiency ones':" 
(Teacher 0) 
Some teachers expressed a lack of confidence in their ability to say something 
in English and as a consequence sometimes did not even try to speak English. For 
instance: 
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"I can speak English with my friends but not with native speakers." 
(Teacher I) 
iv) Fear of Providing a Poor Model 
One private school primary teacher believed that to be a good teacher you must 
provide a good model and not teach something incorrectly. She felt that if she uses 
the inappropriate structure in English, students might remember the wrong pattern. 
This type of sentiment coincides with the statement by Schulz (1991) that teachers 
must speak the target language fluently and accurately. Thus teachers avoid using the 
target language, altogether, rather than provide a poor model. As one teacher said: 
I V tl I V I ..,J V I V I ".W~ :;'5'~n ~~m Ln ~11 L nv'l ~'El:; 1 '5'~~ hl L 'V'l'5'1:; L~n 61tn'El\ln1'5'~1'ElEn\I'Vlrtnl'l'El'I'ElEl1'1m.W'V'l ~~1 
'IJ 'IJ I 'IJ 'IJ 
vt;mh:;tEJfl~~ 'l'El'Elnhl tim~m.Jrh:;~11u~\l~~ '1 ifu1~~1L;'ElnEJ"'1vt'fufl~u:;" 
"I feel guilty if I say something incorrectly. Students need a good model. If I 
say the wrong words or sentences, students might remember the wrong thing. 
That would be unforgivable for a teacher." 
(Teacher K) 
5.1.2 Teachers' Background Experience 
i) The Effects of Teachers' Own Schooling on Their Classroom Practice 
One teacher said that English teachers from her own schooling had influenced 
her classroom practice. She had never been taught using English in English classes, 
\. 
and consequently she felt that the use of Thai in language class is the norm. As she 
stated: 
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I V 
"" YlL'VIlJ1::LL'n'l" 
"When I was young my English teachers never used English in classes ... never 
at all. I think that it is a suitable way to teach." 
(Teacher H) 
ii) Inadequate Teacher Training 
It seems that most teachers (n=l4) found that their initial teacher training did 
not encourage the use of English in class. Those teachers who had studied English 
teaching. said that none of their university teachers used English or had discussed the 
use of English as a medium of instruction e.g., 
"" L'lEJULflEJ" 
"I majored in English teaching, but my university teachers never mentioned 
language use in classes at all." 
(Teacher I) 
"~1 n'i.l1~1'l~l~ Lfl EJ~'ilti1fln1'l~ 'iltiilTI~nfl'\IO~lY;1EJ~1 l~ Lfl EJU'il n Lfltl~1 ;'il\1 L ~ il11Y1 fl\10~ 1Y 
II I II 'II tJ I \1 ~ 
'l ti'VI'il\1 m\IVi L 'lJ1~VItlJ 1VImtl'lh L ~'l1::ntlJ Lfltl 1V~Elum~1'ltl~ VI L 'VIli'ilwl'u, 
~ ~ 
"The university teachers never even taught me how to teach English. They 
never told me to use English in class either. Maybe they didn't know how to 
speak English, because I never heard them." 
(Teacher E) 
5.1.3 Issues Pertaining to the Students 
i) Low Level of Language Proficiency ~ 
The teachers (n=l4) claimed that students with low proficiency could not 
understand English when it was spoken to them. They felt that they must spend a long 
time helping these students comprehend the lesson. Therefore, the teachers felt that 
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by using Thai they could help the students to better understand the content. For 
example, one teacher said: 
«::11 J I V V I I t1 'V 
"YnnUnL'Jtl'UVl!l!l'U ~~:: L'll'lL ~UVl L~tl'U'll'llJ'lnLLflfl'l~ 1 VltJEJ,:nmtif11m!lV!LL-n'lL'J'l~::L 'll fl'l~ 
tl'ln\)1Y llUL'll'l1;!l~'l'lh" 
"The low proficiency students are slow to understand the lesson. Even when I 
use Thai, they don't survive. How can we use English with them?" 
(Teacher E) 
Similarly another teacher explained the reason that she used Thai was because: 
ii) Age 
"~VI LL~ ~'l L~m L 'll'leJ'I1~ L ~'lL ~ L~tl !l~'l1U~!l'IL ~L~tlfl'l1Y'ltl'lml1Y~::" 
"Even if I speak one word, they don't understand. So, there is no point in 
using English with them." 
(Teacher K) 
The primary teachers (n=2) were very concerned that the age of their students 
affected their ability to comprehend. For example, one teacher said: 
"~'l LUuun L~tJu~uL~n ~ L<J'ln1~~'llJ'l<J~ 1 ~m~tl''ln1)1YlJ'ln" 
"We can not use much English with young children." 
(Teacher K) 
They felt that if students· were too young, they would not readily understand a 
different language. They felt the use of Thai was necessary for translation purposes 
and to aid in the students understanding e.g., 
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"L~nL~n 1ti ~'il..:J~::1..:Jl.l1n lJ1--l~¥--lL~1n~'il..:JL~mM11vltlLUn1~~':lt!LLU~" 
"We have to be more careful with young children. Sometimes we have to use 
Thai for translation." 
(TeacherN) 
Overall, the teachers felt that the use of English is just too difficult for 
beginning school students. 
iii) Inadequate Background Knowledge 
One teacher also expressed the opinion that the issue of what students had 
learned in their previous years at school should also be considered. In turn this 
provided justification for not always using English because the students do not 
always have the same background knowledge. As one teacher explained: 
q = .r;:f.g IV ..J ~ o::!il ~ 
n h..:JL~tJUL'iln'llum::lJY'IlJ~1UlJ1lJ1n LLI?lml~~VllJ1~1n LNL~tJU'll'il..:JnVllJ. Vl~mVJPI1J1~ m:: 
.. 
I I 'II I I I.J' I 'V I 
'il'e:ltin11 flUULlJL'llL~~1::m1lJ~1lJ1~t:'lV11-.lll'lH1'll'il..:JL'll1L'il-.l LLI?l'llti'iltl01J'~U~1UlJ1nm1" 
'll .. 
"Our school only has the secondary level and students are from different 
primary schools. Those who come from private schools have a lot of 
background knowledge, but those who come from public schools may not. 
This is not because of their language ability, but it would depend on their 
background." 
(Teacher E) 
iv) Students' Expectations for Teachers Using Thai 
Some teachers (n=l2) said that when they used English to explain the lesson, 
'· 
their students asked them to use Thai because it is more understandable. For example: 
"UnL~tJUL'il-.llJ1..:JVin'll'ilL~Lnl:;jl?lll'lH11VltJ m1::m..:JViL'll1~tl1tl1lJLL;1 LL~niJ..:J1~L~1L~'il~~" 
"Students themselves sometimes ask teachers to use Thai because sometimes 
even when they try hard, they still don't understand." 
(Teacher D) 
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This is particularly evident amongst students who plan to attend university. 
They generally prefer Thai to English as they are mainly only interested in learning 
clear grammar rules and developing their reading skills. As one teacher commented: 
"lJ1'1YinL ~flTtfi.a-.lmp~nlJV'nn L '1!1 L Vlilfrun'U LL~ L 'll10~1JlJil0~1L ~ L ~fl11fi 1 VIE! L 'll11Jiln11 L 'lJ 
11~ilmn Lfttl L 1~1lJ1,i'l~'l LL~ ::n~il'llJ1 ~ lfW11lJVh ~11l.J L ~1L "''OlJ L 'J1" 
"Sometimes when I try to use English with them, they ask me to use Thai. 
They say they don't want to waste time by listening and trying to understand 
me." 
(Teacher F) 
v) Students' Own Reasons for Studying English 
Teachers indicated that, for most of the students, their goal was to pass their 
examinations. Senior secondary school students in particularly were keen to attend 
university. The teachers reported that their students believe that the more they acquire 
grammatical knowledge, the higher their marks would be. Therefore, the teachers 
believe that the students are not concerned will developing their oral English 
communication skills. For instance, one teacher stated: 
"Vli!'Ud L'll1fl1"'1"'1::EJ'I1~~1?l~1~il'l~l?lL~1~ LL~Lmvl1'Ji!l?lL'Un1'J~illJ~il'UO~i!LL~1" 
'IJ 
"They don't value being a good speaker at this stage, just passing the test is 
enough." 
(TeacherL) 
and another described how: 
"UnL~EJ'U~il~ l.J. ce:-<t--b "''::VI'J'IOLL~~illJL'll1lJVI11Vlm~EJ ~1L'J1JJ1LL~hl~i!'Ui!::h ~'Ui!nLVI 
'IJ 
4 
~ I V I tJ I tJ 
'Uil"''10 1'Jmmru L'll10"'1::1l.J~'UL "''LL~'l ~1l.J~L'l~T~I?lfl11fi.a'ln~MI?l1El L'll1Vh Li]u1l.J11?l~'UL 
.. .. 
~EJi!n" 
"The year 10 to year 12 students are especially concerned about entering 
university. If we focus on something other than grammar, they will not pay 
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any attention. Moreover, if we talk to them in English, they act like they don't 
hear us at all." 
(Teacher A) 
So it can be inferred that teachers avoid using English as another way of 
appeasing student desires. 
5 .1.4 Classroom Management 
i) Large Class Sizes 
Classes in Thailand are very large compared to current Western Australian 
schools. There are generally 45 to 60 students in each class. Some of the teachers 
(n=9) claimed that class size is an important impediment for using English for 
instructional purposes. As one elementary teacher explained: 
I V I I I I V I II II tl 'II I 
"El\I'VIll\IL~En..lL'VIqJLLI'lLVIU ~EJ..:~bmM1Lvli:.JlJ1nLvnuu mL~1'l'llmM1-Ei'..:Jn(JM ih::vh'l'VI LlJ~ 
1lJ1~11~1ElllflU1EJUnL~EJULUU~1Ell.ll'll'l~ 1; n~lil~1 'l ~mMIL VlEl~T~:: L'VIlJ1::n~1 LL~1nm1U1 , 
Lll1~1UnL~EJU~::L~1l~" 
" The bigger the class size, the more I use Thai. If I use English, I can not help 
students individually to make them understand the lesson. I think that using 
Thai is more suitable and pray that they get what I say." 
(Teacher H) 
They felt that whole class participation in activities was difficult, and this 
could lead to lack of discipline as well as other educational problems. For example: 
'· 
.d V V .d_ ..::::1 fV .o:::::i II l_.d tl I .:::!t .4 "Um'VIfl\IVIU\IlJUnL~EJULLI'l "'-r;:;; l'lunm~~::vh Llil LLCI'lu &::o I"'U 1Er..1lJl1mnun11..:~iruL~EJ" 
"If we have just 7 or 8 students in one class, we might possibly do that, but 
here ... 50 ... Wow ... I don't want to think about it." 
(Teacher N) 
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ii) Mixed-ability Classroom 
Many teachers (n=l4) described their classes as being of mixed ability with 
students of different language proficiency levels. As a consequence, they felt that the 
use of English would prevent the whole class, particularly the low proficiency 
students, from understanding the lesson. For example: 
~\lmp~nL~LL ~1 ~fl0~1UnL~tJU~t!U 1~:;L ~1 h L 'vUJ" 
"It is difficult to teach the mixed ability class. They are not the same levels. If 
I use English, I'm not sure the low proficiency students would understand." 
(TeacherL) 
I V ..J .J V I '11 I I V tl II "t!tJ1\I'VIt!\IL~tJUYW1~:; ~~:;1 'lf.f11~1L vmu:;LYJ!l1 'VIifu1 ~':nUnL~tJUYl\I'VIt!\I~:;L 'll11 ~ L~1" 
"For the mixed ability class, I use Thai to make sure that the whole class 
understands." 
(Teacher B) 
iii) Bad Behaviour 
The teachers (n=14) expressed quite strong opinions about the need to use Thai 
and not English for discipline in class. The following reaction to the question "As one 
of you mentioned the use of Thai for classroom management, why don't you use 
English for this purpose?" was common amongst the teachers: 
~ 
'II 'II I I .c::!l I "1'lf.rn~1~\ln1l~fnUP~lJ'VI!l\IL~tJULUtJU:; ~V1L~U~LUmP~:;" 
"I , ~ 
"Manage discipline in English! Are you kidding?" 
(Teacher N) 
That is to say they believe that the used of Thai is more suitable for classroom 
management. One teacher exemplified this in the following way: 
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l.::::f 'II 'II I 'II I I 4 'II 
"1lJlJYl1-:J L'i1!'lt:dl'llfl1~11vJEJ lJ'ULih..A1u1lJ1!ii'EIEJ1-:JLUE.I1lU1J VI'U-:J ~'EI-:J ~1lJ ~1nL'll1~::'iL~ 
'U 
EJ~1 ~'EI-:JVI1JU1nLL~1VI-K-:J~1f1U1J~1lJ 1~1~ one two three ~'EI-:J1~fl1~11VlEJ" , 
"No way. We have to use Thai. It is impossible. I just count "VIfi.:~ ~'fl'l ~1),1" they 
know they have to shut up after three. Not "one, two, three". I must use Thai." 
(Teacher I) 
Further the teachers claimed that if they use English in class, their students 
would not understand and as a consequence they would behave badly. 
5.1.5 Content 
i) Grammar Content 
Most teachers (n=l4) considered Thai to be a more effective medium than 
English for the introduction of important English grammar points and when making 
grammatical explanations. For example, when asked "When do you use Thai 
language for instruction?", some teachers responded: 
"~'EI-:J1 ~rn~ 1 VlEJ'U:: L1ft1~'EI'U~1n Lfl'i-:J~;1-:J 11mm~~1-:J 1" 
"I have to use Thai for teaching Grammar." 
~ I V I tl 
"11mmum1u'EI:: 1 'fYioi{u'lf'EiuLnum1~ ::1 'llrn~T~'-:Jn~~, 
"English grammar is too complex." 
ii) Translating Difficult Content 
(Teacher H) 
(Teacher D) 
The use of translation was an issue was explored within the focus group 
interviews. 
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_,J I V I V V I V 
"L 1"n1Vl~'ilUYnnm'JmuLL-n::'tl'lhnEJvnn 1flN~'l1\IEl1n 1L UEJ n!?l'il\IL 'llm'Wll VlEJ'll1EJLLu-n~nEJ" 
"When I teach reading and explain difficult grammar, I have to translate into 
Thai." 
(Teacher I) 
This justification for translation is that it is leading the students to 
understanding. Further, some of the teachers (n=7) explained that the most common 
use of Thai is for translation, principally for vocabulary. 
"L ~m'Wll VlEJL um'JLLu-n ~1 Pl~,;~mn~::" 
"I use Thai to translate some difficult words." 
(Teacher D) 
The teachers also revealed that the method they employed in class was one in 
which they translated sentences from the target language into the mother tongue and 
then the students memorised these target language forms. 
iii) Too Much Content for the Time Available 
The textbooks used in English classes contain a lot of course material, which 
must be completed within one school year as a requirement of the education authority 
and the schools. Teachers (n=6) argued that the use of English might prevent them 
from covering all the subject matter in the required time. This sentiment is clear in the 
following interview extracts: 
"un~LL;1L'l1;'il\IL;\I~'ilULU'tl·vn1~VfU!lUL1m~iilu 1 LVl'illJ ~1L~.fl1'Wlfl\ln~~ L'l1n;'il\IL~L 
1mJJ1n~ul Un'l'l'ilfl1J1EJ LL~!?l'tluff1~m~1LVlEJ~'ilUL~11LL;1 LU'tlV11ii'\ILV1~m~ni}· 
"We have to teach as fast as we can to finish the content within one semester. 
If we use English, we have to use more time for explanation. Even using Thai, 
we still have some content left over every year." 
(Teacher C) 
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_) 
.cS q C: tJ tJ I .cl I'JJ' I "VIU-l'MlL~tJ'UL(;)nvn .. mJ1n mfl~'l'll.rnM'lfl'-lno~ L'fllJVI'U-l b tl 1m11~:~uLVIlJL'fltJ" ~ "I ~ 
"The books are very thick. If we use English, it would take six years to finish 
a book." 
(Teacher I) 
5.1.6 Examinations 
i) The Focus on Grammar 
Within the Thai curriculum, English examinations have a strong focus on 
grammar. The teachers (n=14) revealed that the topics taught in English classes 
mostly emphasise language structure. Because of this, students learn language by 
memorising vocabulary and grammatical rules in order to pass the exams. As some 
teachers stated: 
"~!l~!JU~nm:Ju')(;)L~n~L1tl1m~LLY1U~-3J'U ~n~!l-3~1tJL~nL;~!lU~1'U'U:fl: nL'fltJ!'l!l-3~!1 
un1~1L YltllJ1n 1 n!l~1-l~U!lnL1m~!l'Ubmm~n~:VIlJ1tJ~-ln1~L ~.rnM'lL YltJ" 
"All exams evaluate grammar. I have to help my students pass the exams, so I 
have to teach them more grammar. As we discussed before, teaching grammar 
means using Thai." 
(Teacher J) 
V ¥' tJ I I 'V 'V I I I 
"'lJ!l~flU1(;) 1 1tl1mru LL'fi1L~1~:~!l'U!ltl1-lfl'U'U!ln LVIU!l~1nU'UL(;)fltJ1-lh nf\ (;)')1.fl1M'll YltJU 
"The examinations are on grammar. How can we teach something other than 
grammar? I think Thai is the best language to use for grammar instruction." 
(Teacher K) 
ii) The Grammar-based University Entrance Examinations 
Closely related to the previous issue is that of university entrance. In Thailand, 
after finishing Year 12, students who want to attend government universities must 
take a university entrance examination. All Thai students are nervous about this. The 
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English examination, which forms part of the university entry assessment, focuses 
mostly on grammar and reading skills. Most of the secondary school teachers (n=8) 
interviewed said that their school's main concern was for students to be able to attend 
university and, as such, each teacher had been preparing students since Year 7. 
Therefore, due to the influence of the university examinations, all English classes 
have grammar-based instruction, and teachers feel that the use of Thai is more 
practical to meet this end. For example: 
II I II I I 
Q._,.c;f oClt. CV Cf GJ.<dil CVoClt.oClt.O:::.. 
"UnL'JEJU!?I'il\II:-J1'l.ln1'J~'ilUL'll1lJ'VI11VlfJ1'i'lEJ L'll1L'll'il11lJUfl'iln1'J!?Ic;)~U'll1!?1'll'il\IYnnL'll1L'i'lEJ LL 
"'::~\I~L 'll1~'il\lm~Jnfi'il11mm~LL'i'l::nm~J~nm~J~1u L'll1~'il\lm~Jfi1'ilfimEJ~"'::LflEJc;) ~1fi~J 
'IJ 
II II V 4, I II tl II I V 't'llm'W1~\Imyt~'tu'VI'il\IL'll1n-,::~~m1JJ'uh~1~J:: 'll'il~'illJL'll1:W'VI11Vlm~EJ1:w1c;)1c;) fi11:W ~1:w 
1'J\lVl1\ln1'J~c;)'VI~'iln1'JYl'\l um~EJU 1~~u't -,'VI~J'iln" 
"The/students must pass the university entrance exam. They believe it judges 
their life. What they need is grammar and reading skills. They really want a 
clear explanation. If I use English in class, they feel it is nonsense. The 
university entrance examination doesn't test any speaking or listening skills. 
So, they don't care about those." 
(Teacher J) 
"~1 L 'J1~'ilU'il:: 1 'J~U'iln L'VIU'il-,1n~'il~'illJ L ~1lJ'VI11VlfJ1~El L 'll1n-, ::i~n L 'VIii'ilU~11~1~¥lJ'il:: 1 'J 
L'i'lEJ ~'il~'ilu1'c;1 1fi~J\1~;1\I L'i'lEJ~'il\IL ~m'W11 VJEJ'ilfl1J1EJ 
"If we do something other than university entrance exam preparation in our 
teaching, they feel that they get nothing. The exam is based on grammar. 
Again, using Thai is the most appropriate." 
(Teacher H) 
5 .1. 7 Departmental Policies 
i) The Lack of Encouragement for Using English 
Most teachers said that the language to be used in the classroom was never 
discussed by their program supervisor. Further, as their departments do not have a 
policy about the use of English, they believe that the use of Thai is acceptable. 
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"~1'V1~1'VIlJ'J(;) L~Lf1!'Jri1'V1U(;)L~!'J~1~'il..:JL ~JnWJ'il::L ~ ~1~mJ..:J~u'l ~'l ~mM1fl..:Jn~Mnf1..:J~'il..:JL 
.f 
'lllJ1n'llu" 
" My head of English deprutment never mentioned language use in class. If 
she forced me to use English, I might try more." 
(Teacher B) 
... ' ... ... r:: " v .,J " .f 
"mi1nlJ11 (;)'il..:J;;:!(;)JnM1fl..:Jn~M'l U'V1'il..:JI"l~'il (;) L 1~1 fl~n~:: l"l'il..:J~::nmM1Vl 'l 'll:JJ1n'llu" 
"If they have a rule about using English all the time, teachers might be more 
aware of their use of Thai." 
(Teacher M) 
Summary 
The teachers in the initial focus groups cited many reasons why they consider 
the use of English in their classrooms to be impractical or unsuitable. They reported 
that variables, such as their low proficiency in English and their anxiety about using it 
prevented their use of English. Moreover, most teachers emphasised other variables 
that played a key role in preventing them from using English which included factors 
relating to the students, such as, their low proficiency, their behaviour and the reasons 
they decided to study English in the first place. In addition, they asserted that other 
factors prevented them from using English, for instance, the examinations they were 
required to prepare their students for, including the university entrance examinations, 
which are grammar-based, and that the use of Thai is best for clarity in the 
presentation of grammar. The teachers also expressed opinions that large class sizes 
~ ' 
and mixed ability classrooms also prevented them from using English. Some other 
factors reported included the content of the curriculum and insufficient time, 
departmental policies and the students' age. Despite this, all the twenty teachers 
participating in this study generally agreed that the use of English by teachers is an 
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efficient way to promote their students' acquisition of English and, as such, presents 
something of a conundrum for English pedagogical practices in Thailand. 
These findings represent the views of 20 teachers. It remains unclear, 
however, how representative these views are for Thai teachers in general. Therefore, 
I 
a much larger survey was required. This was done using a questionnaire developed on 
the basis of the above responses. The data collected by questionnaire is described in 
the following section. 
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5.2 Results from Questionnaire Survey 
The results of the questionnaire will be presented in the following sections. In 
Parts one and two of the questionnaire, 200 teachers responded to 60 belief 
statements about language use, using a four point Likert scale which ranged from 
Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Disagree (D), and Strongly Disagree (SD) (See 
Appendix C for questionnaire schedule). These responses were converted to 
numerical scores in the following way: SA - 4, A - 3, D - 2, SD - 1. From this a 
descriptive analysis of the data was conducted. The "strongly agree" and "agree" 
responses were considered as "Agreement". The "disagree" and "strongly disagree" 
were classified as "Disagreement". Part one of the questionnaire relates to the 
teachers' beliefs about the importance of using the target language. The frequency 
count of agreement for each statement was converted to a percentage. Part two 
concerns the factors that prevent teachers from using English which related to 
teachers, students, the classroom, the English curriculum and its content, 
examinations, and the departmental policies. In part two the participants' responses 
were calculated as mean percentages in order to find out the· highest agreement: the 
higher the mean, the higher agreement. Scores greater than two represented 
agreement and scores less than two represented disagreement. Next a comparison was 
made between the teachers employed in the two different types of schools (public and 
private) and between teachers working at the two levels of schooling (primary and 
secondary). Multivariate analysis (MANOV A) was used to compare the findings. 
Post-hoc Scheffe tests (p = .05) on the univariate F-ratios were performed to 
determine any significant differences between the groups. 
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5.2.1 Result from the Questionnaire: Part One 
The results of Part one of the questionnaire are concerned with the agreement 
or disagreement of the teachers (n=200) about the importance of using the target 
language in their classes. The frequency data were converted to percentage scores. 
The frequency data and the percentage score of agreement and disagreement are 
shown in table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 The frequency data and percentage of respondents' scores on the 
importance of using the target language. 
Agreement Disagreement 
Statements 
Ql. Teachers should present new grammar to students in English. 
Q2. I believe instruction in Thai has a limited place in the English classroom. 
Q3. Announcements about administrative matters should be made in English. 
Q4. Teachers should respond in Thai to student questions about course material. 
Q5. It is difficult for students to understand grammar presented in English. 
Q6. New English vocabulary should be presented using Thai translations. 
Q7. Material about English culture should be presented in English. 
Q8. I believe English teachers should avoid the use of Thai in their classrooms. 
Q9. It is better for teachers to present difficult English concepts first in Thai. 
~ 
Q10. Teacher should answer student questions about administrative issues in 
Thai. 
Q11. Using Thai does not have a place in the English classroom. 
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SA A D SD 
(n=200) 
28 85 69 18 
(56.5%) (43.5%) 
67 99 
(83%) 
21 78 
(50.5%) 
26 90 
(58%) 
19 87 
(53%) 
29 71 
(50%) 
26 110 
(68%) 
55 107 
(81%) 
61 72 
(66.5%) 
31 98 
(64.5%) 
19 75 
(47%) 
30 4 
(17%) 
83 18 
(49.5%) 
71 13 
(42%) 
82 12 
(47%) 
77 23 
(50%) 
53 11 
(32%) 
32 6 
(19%) 
54 13 
(33.5%) 
59 12 
(35.5%) 
96 10 
(53%) 
Table 5.1 (continued) 
Statements 
Q12. The teachers should present new vocabulary exclusively in English. 
Q13. Material about English culture should be presented in Thai. 
Q14. It is appropriate for English teachers to use Thai in their classroom if the 
instructor considers it important. 
Agreement Disagreement 
SA A D SD 
(n=200) 
26 89 81 4 
(57.5%) (42.5%) 
15 71 99 15 
(43%) (57%) 
75 106 13 6 
(90.5%) (9.5%) 
The results of part one of the questionnaire indicated that most teachers (81%) 
believe that English language teachers should avoid using Thai in classes (question 
number 8). At the same time, however, they apparently believe that the use of mother 
tongue helps students to understand English. This is especially true with regard to 
grammar teaching and administrative issues, for example, 53% of teachers reported 
that it is difficult for students to understand grammar presented in English, and 64.5% 
of the teachers felt that they should answer student questions about administrative 
issues in Thai. Less than half of the teachers ( 4 7%) considered that instruction in Thai 
does not have a place in the English classroom. However, 90.5% believe that it is 
appropriate for teachers to use Thai when they consider it necessary. 
5.2.2 Results from the Questionnaire: Part Two 
Part two of the questionnaire relates to those reasons the teachers give for 
their target language avoidance. The multiple items, which evaluated the same 
construct, were computed and calculated together. All responses of the participants 
were also calculated as mean percentages with higher mean scores representing a high 
level of agreement. Table 5.2 presents these mean scores and the standard deviations 
obtained for the responses. The factors are presented in descending order. 
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Table 5.2 Mean percentage of response to reasons for avoiding using English 
Factors 
Examinations focus on grammar 
Impracticable to use English in grammar instruction 
Large class size 
Low proficiency students 
Students' objective for studying language 
Inadequate knowledge from teachers' training 
Effect ofteachers' own schooling on their classroom 
Teachers' poor language ability 
Students' young age 
Use of Thai for translation 
Manage students' discipline 
Departmental policies have never encouraged of English use 
Students' expectations that teachers will use Thai 
Too much content for the time available 
Mixed ability classes 
Fear of providing poor model . 
English university entrance examinations focus on grammar 
Teachers' not confident with English language use 
Teachers' language anxiety 
Students' inadequate background knowledge 
3.21 
3.14 
3.13 
3.04 
3.02 
2.92 
2.78 
2.76 
2.73 
2.62 
2.59 
2.58 
2.54 
2.48 
2.45 
2.43 
2.42 
2.40 
2.35 
2.14 
SD 
.55 
.38 
.72 
.52 
.50 
.41 
.46 
.49 
.54 
.61 
.62 
.46 
.57 
.54 
.56 
.58 
.68 
.59 
.54 
.51 
From Table 5.2, it would seem that the strongest reason why Thai teachers 
avoid using the target language is because of the grammar-based tertiary entrance 
examinations. A mean score of 3.21 showed that the teachers agreed that the English 
exams evaluate students' grammar ability. Supporting this are results that indicate 
that the teachers believe it is easier for students to understand grammatical concepts 
by introducing them in Thai (X=3.14). Therefore, the teachers strongly agree there is 
a need to teach grammar, and they also believe that the best way to do so is through 
the use of Thai, not English. 
Another reason for why target language is avoided and receiving a high level 
of agreement from the teachers is the large class size 0<=3.13). That is to say they 
believe that they cannot use English with large class sizes. 
Although receiving less overall support, the response to the factor of low 
proficiency student also seems to influence teachers' target language use. They 
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agreed that the students with low proficiency would not understand content that is 
introduced in English (X=3.04) believing that the use of Thai is more feasible. 
From the results it would appear that teachers believe that students' reasons 
for studying English influence whether or not they use English for instruction 
(X=3.02). They agreed that most students' objectives for learning English were to 
pass the exams which were grammar-based. As teachers thought that it was 
impracticable to teach grammar in English, they favoured the use of Thai. They also 
believed that students learned English to improve their reading skills as opposed to 
listening and speaking skills, therefore, the use of English for instruction was not 
necessary. Further, the teachers believed that the translation method was the best way 
to teach reading. 
The results also indicate that the teachers' background, specifically their 
training, plays an important role in their target language avoidance according to the 
teachers (X=2.92). For example, the teachers indicated that in their professional 
development they have never been discouraged from using Thai, so they believed that 
it is suitable to use in class. However, they did agree that they had, in fact, been 
encouraged to use both English and Thai in their teaching. Furthermore, the results 
revealed evidence that, in their professional development programs, the teaching of 
language was emphasised over the teaching of grammar. 
Other factors that influenced teachers' choice of language in class were the 
effects of their own schooling (X=2.78). Teachers said that they tended to imitate the 
practices of those who had taught them and that they believed that their own language 
teachers were positive role models for their own teaching. Most indicated, however, 
that their own language teachers had used Thai for instruction in English. Ability in 
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English was also a factor in preventing some of the respondents from using English in 
language classroom. Teachers generally agreed that they were not confident in their 
ability to communicate in English (X=2.76), they also believed that they were not 
fluent enough to teach their classes without using Thai. Although there was a general 
agreement on this point (greater than 2), this response was not as strong as others. 
The age of the students was seen as another reason for using Thai rather than 
English (X=2.73). Teachers believed that younger students were not capable of 
understanding lessons presented in English. Primary teachers in particular generally 
agreed that the use of Thai was more. suitable. 
Other factors receiving agreement on a preference for using Thai, though less 
strong than those presented above, included the use of Thai for translation when 
explaining new reading stories and new English vocabulary (X=2.62); classroom 
management (X=2.59); departmental policies (X=2.58); and students' expectation that 
teachers use Thai for instruction (X= 2.54). 
Receiving a somewhat lower level of general agreement were factors 
including the large amount of the content to cover in a limited time (X=2.48); mixed 
ability classrooms (X=2.45); fear of providing a poor model (X=2.43); the focus of 
English university entrance examinations on grammar (X=2.42); teachers' lack of 
confidence with the use of English (X=2.40); teachers' language anxiety (X=2.35); 
and students' inadequate background knowledge (X=2.14). 
5.3 .2.1 The Effect of Type and Level of Schooling 
A comparison was made between the teachers' responses according to the 
level of the schools in which they taught (primary and secondary) and according to 
the type of school in which they were employed (private and public). The mean 
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percentage of responses were compared using multivariate analysis (MANOV A) of 
the data. This is presented in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 The significant difference between variables 
DeEendent Variable df F Sig. 
Teachers' language ability 3 2.893 .037* 
Teachers' language anxiety 3 1.627 .184 
Teachers' confidence oflanguage use 3 1.424 .237 
Teachers fear of providing a poor model 3 1.538 .059 
Teachers' training 3 2.787 .042* 
Effects of teachers' own schooling 3 4.475 .005* 
Low proficiency students 3 .281 .839 
Age of students 3 3.868 .010* 
Student's bad behaviour 3 2.569 .056 
Student's inadequate background knowledge 3 2.011 .114 
Students' expectations 3 .179 .911 
Students' reasons for studying English 3 .950 .417 
Class size 3 1.370 .253 
Mixed ability classroom 3 3.445 .018* 
Grammar 3 1.239 .297 
Translation 3 2.656 .050 
Content and time 3 1.574 .197 
Examination focus on grammar 3 1.977 .119 
University entrance examination 3 13.513 .000* 
Departmental policies 3 3.982 .009* 
*Groups are significantly different at the .050 level 
Overall the results showed that there was a significant difference between 
teachers working in different schools and sectors for seven of the variables. These 
included the teachers' language ability, the effects of teachers' own schooling, their 
teacher training, the age of their students, mixed ability classrooms, university 
entrance examinations, and departmental policies. To investigate these differences, 
post-hoc Scheffe tests (p = .05) on the univariate F-ratios were performed. Table 5.4 
~ 
shows these comparison between the four groups. 
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Table 5.4 Mean percentage of the variables which shows significant differences 
between groups 
Factors Primary Primary Secondary Secondary 
Private Schools Public Schools Private Schools Public Schools 
X SD X SD X SD X SD 
Teachers' language 2.80 0.36 2.89* 0.53 2.61 * 0.49 2.72 0.52 
ability 
Teacher's training 3.05* 0.47 2.97 0.35 2.82 0.40 2.75* 0.39 
Effects of teachers' 2.97* 0.38 2.68* 0.51 2.74 0.46 2.70 0.39 
own schooling 
Age of students 2.83 0.57 2.87* 0.54 2.54* 0.51 2.69 0.72 
Mixed ability 2.64* 0.55 2.62* 0.58 2.30* 0.49 2.38* 0.57 
classroom 
University entrance 2.18* 0.49 2.11 * 0.60 2.64* 0.67 2.71 * 0.58 
examination 
Departmental policies 2.50* 0.40 2.75* 0.44 2.50* 0.51 2.77* 0.44 
*Groups are significantly different at the .050 level 
This is represented diagrammatically in Figure 5.1 below 
Figure 5.1 
3.1 
Diagram of mean percentage of the variables which show significant 
differences between group 
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SCHOOL 
~ 
Primary 
private 
Primary 
public 
Secondary 
private 
Secondary 
public 
Results of the MANOV A show a significant difference (p < .05) between 
teachers' language ability and teachers working in different schools and sectors 
(F=2.893, df 3, p=.037). The post-hoc Scheffe test revealed the significant between 
primary public schools and secondary public schools. The teachers in primary public 
agreed more strongly with the statement regarding the influence of their low English 
language proficiency on language instruction (primary public X=2.89, SD.= 0.53 
versus secondary private X=2.61, SD.=0.49). 
Significant differences were also found between the teachers working in 
different sectors in relation to teachers' training (F=2.787, df=3, p=.042). The 
primary private school teachers agreed more strongly than did the group of secondary 
public teachers that in their own professional development, the teaching of language 
for communication was emphasised over the teaching of grammar, and that they had 
not been discouraged from using Thai in classroom instruction (primary private 
X=3.05, SD.=0.47 versus secondary public X=2.75, SD.=0.39). 
They were significant differences between the effects of teachers' own 
schooling and groups of the teachers (F=4.475, df=3, p=.005). The result from post-
hoc Scheffe test showed the significant occurred between teachers in primary private 
teachers and those in primary public schools. The primary private teachers, at X=2.97, 
SD.=0.38 also had a higher level of agreement than did the teachers in primary public 
schools (X=2.68, SD.=0.51) on the statement that they emulate the practice of their 
" 
own teachers, and in doing so use Thai for their classroom instruction. 
There were significant differences between the teachers in primary public 
schools and those in secondary private schools in respect of the influence of ages of 
the students (F=3.868, df=3, p=.OIO) The primary public teachers agreed more 
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strongly than did the group of secondary private (Primary public X=2.87, SD.=0.53 
versus secondary private X=2.54, SD.=0.51), with regard to the statement that the use 
of Thai was required for young students. 
With regard to question about mixed ability classrooms, significant 
differences were found (F=3.445, df=3, p=.018). It was revealed that the primary 
school teachers achieved a higher agreement score than the secondary school teachers 
to the statement that the mixed ability classroom effected the use of English in classes 
(primary private school X=2.64, SD.=0.55, primary public school X=2.62, SD.=0.58 
versus secondary private X=2.30, SD.=0.49 I secondary public X=2.38, SD.=0.57). 
Significant differences were also found (F=13.513, df=3, p=.OOO) with respect 
to the statement that the university entrance examination affects their use of English 
in classes. The post-hoc Scheffe test indicated the significant occurred between 
primary and secondary level teachers in both private and public schools. It showed 
that the secondary schools obtained significantly higher mean scores than did primary 
school levels (secondary private X=2.64, SD.=0.67 I secondary public X=2.71, 
SD.=0.58 versus primary private X=2.18, SD. = 0.49 I primary public X=2.11, 
SD.=0.60). 
With regard to departmental policies, there were significant differences 
between the groups (F=3.982, df=3, p=.009). Specifically, the teachers in primary 
public and secondary public schools obtained the higher mean scores than those in 
primary private and secondary private school in the statement that their supervisors 
had never encouraged them to use English in classes (primary public X=2.75, 
SD.=0.44 and secondary public X=2.77, SD.=0.44 versus primary private X=2.50, 
SD.=0.40 and secondary private X=2.50, SD.=0.51). 
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5.2.3 Results from the Questionnaire: Part Three 
In part three of the questionnaire, the teachers were asked open-ended 
questions. Only twenty-nine teachers answered the question "What would encourage 
you the use English in language classrooms?" This included primary private teachers, 
twelve primary public teachers, three secondary private teachers, and six secondary 
public teachers. None of the teachers answered the question "Do you have any further 
comments regard to language use by Thai teachers of English?" Table 5.5 is a 
summarise of the participants' responses. 
Table 5.5 Responses of participants regarding the question about encourging of 
target language use 
Participants' responses Primary Primary Secondary Secondary 
Private Public Private Public 
Preservice More training in speaking 1 3 1 
and listening skills. 
Encourage the target 4 1 
language use in teaching. 
Inservice Travel in English- 1 2 
speaking countries 
Study in English-speaking 1 2 1 4 
countries for short term 
TESOL training 
Conversation classes with 1 3 
native speakers of English 
Visit schools in English- 2 1 3 
speaking countries to 
observe EFL teachers' 
classroom teaching. 
'· 
Seminar in improve 3 2 1 1 
teachers' own language 
ability. 
As shown in table 5.5, teachers believe that the fundamental factor that would 
encourage English usage would be an improvement their English language 
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proficiency. Most of them suggested that the schools should implement teacher 
training to this end. Some also suggested that the schools should offer some form of 
scholarship for teachers to go aboard to an English-speaking country in order to 
develop their speaking ability. Others suggested that schools should provide the extra 
English classes for teachers to study under the instruction of native speakers, so that 
they can practice their oral English and in doing so reduce their language anxiety. 
Some typical responses were: 
"The school should support teachers to take some English courses in United 
States, England, Australia or New Zealand." 
(Secondary public school teacher) 
"l1'>1L~EJ'Uf11'i'~~1t1-Kn~(;l'i'ViLPIHL'U1'll1mH1fl·m(]HL;fl~~~'il'U l~EJL;'ll1'1~1-J'll1~ lJ1~'il'UL~ 
EJ'Jll1Jn1'i'~(?l]'U1YlnH::n1'i'W~" 
'll 
"Schools should arrange an extra English course taught by Native speakers for 
teachers to improve speaking proficiency." 
(Primary private school teacher) 
Summary 
From the survey of 200 Thai teachers of English, it would seem that teachers 
avoid using English because they "teach to the test", which, in the case of Thai 
'· 
schools, is the grammar-based examination. Therefore, the content of Thai English 
classes is focused mainly on grammar and this reduces the use of English. 
Other reasons receiving a high level of support were large class sizes and the 
low proficiency of students. The teachers were also concerned about their own 
language ability. They felt that they required ways to help them develop their oral 
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language proficiency. This was particularly supported by the teachers' responses to 
the open-ended questions in the instrument. Thus, the results from this large-scale 
survey were slightly different from the first round interviews where much more 
emphasis was placed on teachers' language ability and teachers' language anxiety. To 
clarify these ideas the focus interviews for phase two were then conducted. These are 
described in following section. 
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5.3 Descriptive Results: Interview Phase Two 
After the questionnaires were analysed, the results were presented to the 
original focus groups in order for them to discuss these and also to clarify the ideas 
that emerged from the first round interviews. Although researchers such as Best and 
Khan (1998) suggest that the anonymity of questionnaire will provide more truthful 
answers than interviewing, the respondents in the second pliase focus group seemed 
to strongly disagree and suggested that the respondents of the questionnaire were not 
truthful and they suggested that this was because the respondents feared "loosing 
face". When the results were shown to the teachers, many were surprised. They 
maintained that they believed that the most important factor contributing to target 
language avoidance is the teachers' poor English language ability and language 
anxiety. The focus groups did not believe that the strongest reason was the 
examinations that focus on grammar. For example: 
"1~~1Lllu11J1; 1~"~~'~ YnnL'll1fl'I1~1;V~'ilU"l1nm1lJi~n"~~'~ '1 EJ\IL\I~neT,:n:fuh~1 U1lJ'V11 
'Vl~n ~'il~ IK1fl'lL~'L'11lJT~'bl~ ~mM1fl\lnnM 1;" 
'IJ 'IJ ., 
"It's not true ... I don't think they answered you honestly, I still strongly agree 
with the teachers that the lack of target language proficiency is the main 
problem." 
(Teacher J) 
They asserted that the questionnaire result was not the true reason and 
suggested that the result occurred because of Thai "style". They explained that Thai 
people rarely say something detrimental about themselves, particularly Thai teachers, 
as they like to protect their status as English teachers. 
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"L'lJ1tn~~:;tJnJ'i:l..:Hii'1L'i:l\l ~~\IILL;1~1L~1i1fn1:U"'1:U1~GY'I'i:l L~1f1'l~ .fl11t'lfl\IO~~'i:lUbm 
m~n1~" 
"They are protecting themselves, I think. Even teaching grammar you can use 
English if you have enough ability." 
(Teacher E) 
However, the focus group participants' claims might be the results of their 
own need to save face. They may have been embarrassed that the widescale 
questionnaire did not confirm their responses, and thus they may have constructed a 
face-saving explanation in the presence of the researcher. Whether teachers do not 
use the target language in the classroom because of embarrassment about their ability 
(focus group) of because they were teaching to the test (questionnaire respondents) is 
really not answerable. Even so, it would seen that both factors are shown as important 
issues for target language avoidance by Thai teachers of English. 
Besides, all of them agreed that although it was not the strongest reason, the 
focus on grammar-based examinations was still hindering the use of oral English 
usage. They acknowledged that every entrance examination to each school and 
university, is based on grammar and that they are forced to use Thai to ensure 
adequate learning. For example: 
I II '11 I tJ tl' II .J I II 
"L~11:U"'1m~mhfl:;1~1~L~EHlU'll'i:l"'mrV11~wn1:UL'll1L~'Vl1\IL1mmru LUUVIU1'VlL~1Vif?l'i:l\l 
Y'lmm:u~n 'l ;,rn L~EJuvh~'i:l"''i:lUL ~1 'L ~\IL~I'Ju LL~:;:U'VI11'Vlm-KEJtl~:;ui'Vld1~" 
"I cannot help it because of the grammar comprehension exam. We have to 
prepare our students to familiar with the school and university entrance 
examinations." 
(Teacher F) 
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Further, the groups conveyed the feeling that this problem would not be 
solved as the tradition of grammar focused exams was so entrenched in Thai 
educational systems. 
J ..::!1 V tJ I ~ 'II tl I.J I "LlJflV'Wifh'l'llfl~fllJ lJfln L~L~m1dh.!n1'l1~ bmmru dhm1U1ULL~1~..'JLLI?l'V'Ifltl U.CO> n t'to 
~ ~ 
111; i!wih!lJ1U1UlJ1nLL;1 LL~::nf"l..'JL~~1lJ1'l\HU~EJULLU~..'JL;" 
"When we are talking about English exams, they have been all about grammar 
rules since I was in Year 1, about 50 years ago. It is very firmly established 
and I don't think it can be changed." 
(TeacherT) 
Yet, according to the 1996 curriculum, English teaching and learning methods 
in Thailand should have changed. In the curriculum documentation, the emphasis is 
on communicative approaches that develop proficiency in oral skills. For this reason, 
therefore, the examination, as well as teaching methodology should focus on 
interpersonal interaction between teachers and students in the target language. 
Despite this, all the teachers claimed that they still teach as they did ten years ago 
when the grammar-translation method and audiolingualism was advocated. This is 
clearly illustrated in the following excerpts from the second focus group 
transcriptions: 
"nLf"lEJL;rJUL'VIi:iflwl'uu:: LL;1ii'udJufl~1..'JhL'VI'lfl LL;1~~1 Communicative approach ~ 
flfl::h f"l~flT~ L~i;1EJJ1~1~flfl::L 'l fl~1..'J~U::~nEJ..'Jb ~1fi~fltiLLlJlJL~1j~L ~UL1El'ln'l~fl~~" 
"I heard about that. ... so what is the point? What is the communicative 
approach? I don't think Thai teachers know much about it. And for me, I'm 
using the grammar-based approach as I always have for seven years." 
(Teacher G) 
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I I I I V 'V d" I V IV V I 
~~fi~Vi~Vi~!'l wnil'--1'1 'lln1't~'il'UL'U'UL 1£J1m'ill'ilEJ~ L'W'i'1~UnL~EJ'U"'~L!'i LlJ!1l'il--1'W!'IlJ1n"'~L!'i LlJ , ~ ~ 
~'il--1 ~lJ fl11lJ1h~w(] ~n'UlJ1n L~ L'~'U"' ~lJLfl'i'~'UL"' L~EJ~1 L 'i'1~'il'ULL1J1J L 'VI'U ~'il~'il1J L ~1lJ'VI11'Vl 
d" I 'V I 
m~EJnil'--1LU'ULJEl1mru ~'il--1L'll1LU~EJ'U'll'il~'il1J;n L'i'1'il1"1"1~LU~EJ'W1fi~'il'U" 
"That is a good word 'Communicative' but can we do this in our classes of 50 
students? So what is the right method? I still use the translation and grammar-
based approach where students don't have to talk so much, it's easy for me to 
manage the class, too. Who cares what approach you use with your students? 
The university examination is still based on grammar. If they change the exam 
style, we might change the way we teach students." 
(Teacher M) 
"n'VI~n~ !?l'i'L ~1,r'ULL VI~~~ Ltl~EJu t~'l ~611fl'i' 'i!~1--1~t N L~EJ'UL 'VIll'ilunun Ltl~EJu'VIu--1~'il L~EJ'UL~ 
~ ~ 
n'Vln~'UL'i'IEJ LU'UVIU--1~'il~lJ1nL'i'IEJL'll.1L~'UL'i'IEJ~1"'1'VIfumM1~--1nnML~'iln1'i'~'il~1'i' ~lJ'ilfl'i'ih , ., ~ ~ 
nnlJLWEJU LL~iL'VIlJ vnn~L~--1n~1fl'U'Vi1(;j1'i'1~n L'i'1LU~EJu1fi~'il'ULU'ULL1J1JL'i'11 ~fl~LU'U~ 
r v d" v v 1 
'UEJnm--1 LL'i'l~OL 'U'UL 1El1m'illL'VIlJ'il'UL~lJ LLmn't 'llfl1M1 L 'VlEJL 'Un1'i'~'il~1'i'" 
"Only the curriculum has been changed, not the teachers. In our school, we 
just changed the textbooks for each level. Those books are guided by an 
introduction in which they say they are the best for developing communicative 
skill, the teacher's books are full of guidelines for target language usage and 
also oral activities. Guess what? We, teachers, are very smart. We canteach 
using those kind of books in our own way ... the teacher-directed or teacher-
centred, whatever. And of course, we use Thai for communication." 
(Teacher Q) 
Therefore it would seem that even 1996 curriculum alone cannot encourage 
Thai teachers of English to use the target language in their classes. However, the 
teachers made several suggestions about things that might promote target language 
use in classes. These included developing the teachers' English language proficiency; 
the implementation of an English-only policy in the class, in conjunction with giving 
the English department supervisor more power to enforce the implementation of this 
policy; supportive colleagues; opportunities for working with native-speakers; and 
improved pre-service programs. 
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All the teachers in the focus groups agreed that if they were proficient enough 
in English, they would feel more comfortable using the target language in classes. As 
with the written responses on the questionnaire, some teachers suggested that schools 
should provide English courses for Thai English teachers so that they may improve 
their oral English ability. Also, in accord with the written questionnaire responses, 
some suggested that the opportunity to go abroad would assist them to develop more 
ideas about using English in the classroom. For instance, one teacher said: 
.. , 
U'i::'i'llJn1'HUV11tl" 
"Why don't they send us to England for a couple of months so we can 
understand their culture and gain some experience?" 
(Teacher E) 
"~1 L'i1L~~~~*-11J1'i'11l'UL'i1L ;1l1lnL~tl-1~1 LL~::ni"'1fln1'i'i'l'UVl'U11'11-1 1n~::~ L 'i1ll~::L~Lm LU 
l ~Y"~VInUL~flL 'U~1l-1Ljtl'U~1-l" 
'IJ 
"If we have a native speaker teaching us how to pronounce the words and how 
to communicate in English, I think we would use English in classes more 
often." 
(Teacher D) 
and another said: 
"~1L'i1lJ~L~tl1'111qjV11-l.fl1H1~-lfl\)H lJ1~1tJ~flL'i1L'Un1'iL~.fl1H1 L'i1ll~-l~::i~fl~~'U" 
"If we could practice our knowledge all the time with the 'experts', we will be 
sure of ourselves and feel more comfortable using English." 
(TeacherN) 
Some of the teachers suggested that it would be helpful if schools had a policy 
in all foreign language classes to exclusively use the target language for instruction. 
As some teachers explained: 
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"~1~~1 ,~U!ln~1b ~L ~LL~m~fl',:Jn()~b 'U~'tl'IL~EJ'U LLUU <O>oo Ltl!l;L 'li'U~L~EJ O~'l~'tl'IWEJ1EJ 
1lJLW'i1~L'i10EJ'l1~'tlEJ1nl?ln'l1'U" 
"If the principal says that the target language must be used 100% in foreign 
language classes I would think I have to try my best. .. I don't want to lose my 
job." 
(Teacher B) 
"~!l'llJnD~1b ~~~LL~~un L~EJ'UL ~.fl1~1fl'lm)~ "~1lJ1 VlEJ L~~'ll1Ul" un L~EJ'Unn~1~!JUI?ln ~~ 
nn~1t~u1~'tl'tln ~11~vh" 
"We should have rules for all teachers and students that in foreign language 
classroom that is 'No Thai'. Students don't want to fail and teachers don't 
want to be fired, right?" 
(Teacher R) 
Many of the focus group teachers indicated that the situation was very 
dependent on the head of the English department. Some teachers claimed that if their 
supervisors were not good at English, it became very difficult for them if they 
encountered problems with regard to language usage as there was no one they could 
go to for advice. Some argued that their supervisor should be a native English 
language speaker who would help them develop their oral skills. This is demonstrated 
in the following quote: 
"~1 L 'i1lJUqJ,10'tlEl1n~ ~iJ~mn~ ~ 1 ~1~1,~1,l.J1 ~ djwJ¥'!n ~'I~~~ LW'i1 ~~ ~ 1~~1EJ LL~ 
~!l ~~W~1~ LL~~~1EJLL~UqJ,1 L1~1~L'i1~~ 1~ ~~1 ~qJ L'i10~'tl'l~'tl~1'iO'ULU'Um~fl''ln(j 
<=: A<=<f ~ .J-=:.~ ~ cv ~ nLU'Un1'iL'ilJVl~L,lJ!l'Un'U'U~" 
"When I have some problem, I think I would like to have some advise. It 
would be great if the head of my department was a native speaker, then she 
could correct all my mistakes and help me when I get stuck with the language. 
And of course, I would have to talk with her in English. That would be a good 
start." 
(TeacherL) 
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However, others felt that the issue of a native speaker supervisor was less 
important, so long as the person can provide assistance as required. For example: 
"~1lt1~1'VIlnrn~1Plqj'U:: ~1L'li11~Li]u~tl1n1~L~fllJ~L~1'n~l~L~El1n'Un1~L~ll1M1fl-lfl()ML'U 
~ll-1 mn~::l~i1LLN'NL ~ LL;'lflJlll()fl~lJ ~~11~~m.Jr.i1 LU'U'U::~1~'Jlt1~1lt1lJ1(;)~:: LU'Ul YlEJltl~ 
'IJ 'IJ .... 'IJ 
ll ri-1 '!Ill LL~L ~~1EJ L ltl~ll L ~11;~1-:Jll'Wll" 
"The supervisor is important, if she doesn't enforce an 'English only' policy 
herself then, all teachers would not have the motivation to use English. So this 
policy would be forgotten. For me, it doesn't matter, if the supervisor is a 
native speaker of English or Thai as long as she can assist me when I need 
help." 
(Teacher A) 
Even so, many felt that practice at using English in "pretend" situations was 
not the same as facing real ones. They asserted that it might be helpful for their own 
English language development if they could work with native speakers. They 
suggested that schools hire more native speakers for teaching English and assign all 
-
Thai English teachers to work with them. For instance, one teacher said: 
I 'II tl ~ II tJ I "L~11lJlrn 1'lfmM1fl-lfl()ML u"'mum~ru~~\l ~ ~\lLLlJ~::L~EJu1 'Ultlll\lnur.J-}'\lnmlJ 1Jumi1ll'W11 
tl I I I tl I 'II tl I 
Q.J 0 q q ~ 
L~1~::1?lll\l'U-l Ylll\l~1 pattern YlL'll1"'ll'U L~1~11L~1Vlll\lVllllJLL1JlJ'U'U:: LW~1::L'll1"'fl'UL~1L~ll 
'IJ 
tl I 'II tJ' I tl tl' I 'V tJ I 
\lUll~ L~1LVI~EllJfi1VIlllJ111rn iJullJL'll"'mum~ru~~\l LLVI\l1L~11rnvi1\l1'Ull1Jr.J-}'\l~~\l ~nl"1\l~" 
" We never face the real situation. Even when we study in class with a native 
speaker, I feel like we have to remember the grammatical patterns that she 
teaches us each day. Then we can prepare ourselves in order to answer her 
questions. It's not real. If we had a chance to work with a native speaker 
everyday, it would be great." 
(Teacher T) 
and another: 
"~1 L ~1l;vi1-11 'U nu r.J*\ln~:: LU'U 1fi~ ~~~ ::~ roJ'U1ll1 M1 fl\l fl()M'llll \l L ~1" 
"Working with a native speaker might be a good way to improve teachers' 
language ability. It must help." 
(Teacher Q) 
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In addition, other teachers suggested that it was not only the supervisor who 
had an important role to play in teachers' target language use, but also their 
colleagues. Some teachers claimed that at times they felt bad when they tried to speak 
English because other teachers laughed at them. They felt that if they had some 
colleagues who were supportive, they would feel more comfortable. 
I IV IJ tJ ,X 
U!?Ift'tl!?I L 1ft1 L .WEJ--1 LLflllJ l?l'tl--1Vh L 'i'l ~ LEJ'l ~ L'i'lfh~nft'l L 'll.fl'l~~--1n~MlJ10'lJU" 
"Teachers should be sincere and not ridicule other teachers' mistakes. You 
don't want someone to sympathise with you when you say something wrong, 
but don't laugh at us. That way we will feel comfortable using the target 
language." 
(Teacher G) 
Some claimed that it would be an advantage to work with other teachers when 
preparing lessons. They believe that if they could discuss their problems with 
colleagues this support for each other would be extremely beneficial. 
""~~~mmfiEJ~1vh--11u;1lJnu "~~1~~1EJnu~li1rhn"J"JlJ LL;1n'll1EJnu~m1"1~ ;;:lli1mM'l~--1n 
~Mii'--1L--1nUL'V1~n1'i~,!u ")" 
"It would be great if we could work together. We could help each other to 
think about the activities, sometimes we could assist each other with the use 
of the target language." 
(Teacher C) 
\. 
Many of the focus group teachers indicated that the pre-service program for 
teachers played an important role in influencing their use of English. Teachers 
claimed that they had never experienced being taught in English or having to speak it 
in front of a class. Some teachers argued that if they had had a chance to practice this 
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skill, they would be more confident and feel more comfortable using the target 
language. They felt that if this had occurred during their training and was combined 
with their course supervisor promoting the use of the target language in classes, they 
would have more awareness of the language and try to use English more often e.g., 
.J".cS: I q .J .q q QJ ..J I 'II~ QJ II "~~~nLLEJLL'G'l:;L~E.JlrollJ1nL'i'ltJVHMl'UL~E.J'UlJ'VI11Vltn'G'lE.J m~1lJLflE.JL'VIi:-JO ~tn.n1~1fl'l0f1~ 'VI'U1 
'U 'U 'U "I 
~fl'lLjE.J'UL'i'lE.J 1~LflE.JL~~n~tnOlJL~fl'U 1~1E.J ~~1~1L~11~~n~'lLL~L~n 1llfl'l"l:;~" 
"I feel really sorry that my professors in the teacher training program in the 
university never let me practice speaking English in front of the class or even 
to communicate with my friends. I think it is easier if you start practising this 
skill when you are young." 
(TeacherR) 
"m"l1~~(?)1lJlJ'VI11VJm~E.J~1'l1m~~"~:;L~uLL'i'l:;nl~tflm~~1nun~mn~n~fl'UL;m~fl''ln 
~~L 'Un1~~fl'ULE.Jfl:; 1 LL~lJ'U~1E.J1UL~E.JLL;1~1'1,¥lJ~ 1 ;flflE.JL~O~'UL VI~ 1'G'l:;O'U" 
"The university professors should encourage and give more opportunities for 
pre-service teachers to practice using English for communication. But it's too 
late for me now, maybe for the next generation." 
(TeacherM) 
Summary 
The results from the second round interviews showed that the focus group 
teachers disagreed with results from the questionnaire survey, which indicated that 
the strongest reason Thai English teachers did not use English is because of grammar 
focused exams. They felt that the factors which hindered the use of the target 
language were the teachers' target language proficiency and their language anxiety. 
The teachers offered many suggestions as to how to encourage the use of the target 
language. These included professional development to improve teachers' English 
language ability; the implementation of an "English only" policies in schools; 
changes in supervision; the encouragement to work co-operatively; and more practice 
using English in pre-service programs. 
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CHAPTER6 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to describe the factors that prevent Thai 
teachers of English from using English in their classrooms. The study used two data 
collection instruments to gain information about the target language avoidance: focus 
group interviews and questionnaires. This chapter discusses the results reported in 
Chapter 5. 
From an analysis of the data, certain patterns related to the teachers' beliefs 
and practices regarding the use of English and Thai emerged. The 220 Thai teachers 
of English who participated in this study generally agreed that they should teach by 
using the target language. They viewed the use of English as the most efficient way to 
promote their students' acquisition of that language. At the same time, however, they 
also agreed that it was best to use Thai, rather than English, for particular classroom 
activities, such as the teaching of grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, and for 
some administrative purposes. They also cited many reasons why they considered the 
use of English to be impractical in their classroom. 
Although there was a general consistency about causes of target language 
avoidance, the emphasis varied in the data collected from focus group discussions and 
that collected by way of questionnaires. Data obtained from the focus group 
~ 
interviews demonstrated that teachers avoided using English because of their poor 
target language proficiency and their anxiety in using English. They claimed that they 
did not have the ability to use English for communication and that this caused anxiety 
when speaking English in front of their students. 
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Most teachers were well aware of the focus on grammatical proficiency in the 
r' 
university entrance examinations. Because of this, they emphasised the need for 
clarity when teaching grammar. In the teachers' opinion, however, clarity for most 
students was only achievable by using Thai. They felt that the complexity of English 
grammar would not be understood if it was taught in the target language. 
6.1 Target Language A voidance by Thai Teachers of English 
An analysis of the data collected for the present· study revealed a number of 
factors underlying Thai teachers' avoidance of English in their classrooms. These 
include: teachers' self awareness (low level of language proficiency, language 
anxiety, lack of confidence in the target language, fear of providing poor model); 
teachers background experience (the effect of teachers' own schooling on their 
classroom practice, inadequate teacher training); issues pertaining to the students (low 
level of language proficiency, students' age, students' inadequate background 
knowledge, students' expectations teachers using Thai, and students' own reasons for 
studying English); classroom management (large class size, mixed ability classes, and 
bad behaviour); examinations (the focus on grammar, and the grammar-based 
university entrance examination); content (grammar content, translating difficult 
content, too much content for the time available); and departmental policies (the lack 
'· 
of encouragement within the English language department for using English). 
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6.1.1 Teachers' Self Awareness 
-,_~/_/ 
i) Teachers' English Language Proficiency 
All teachers in the focus group interviews claimed to have poor English 
proficiency resulting in high levels of anxiety about their language use. This was 
identified as one of the primary factors influencing Thai teachers' avoidance of 
English in their classrooms. On the large-scale questionnaire, teachers agreed with 
this; however, the weight of opinion identified the grammar-based examinations to be 
the main cause of target language avoidance. As shown above in the second phase 
focus groups, it was suggested that the reason for this difference might be cultural, 
that is, that Thai people do not want to loose face, and have difficulty expressing any 
deficiency in their teaching skills. This is particularly true for teachers who are well 
aware of their position as role models. If they acknowledged any lack of ability in 
English, this would have serious consequences for their careers. They would lose face 
in front of their students, their colleagues, their school principals and even in front of 
the researcher. 
On the other hand, it may be that the teachers are bound by the responsibility 
of preparing students for exams which are known to test grammatical proficiency. For 
this reason, they would want to ensure their students' understanding of grammar rules 
by whatever means possible. Under these circumstances they might disregard their 
own poor language ability. 
However, in response to the open ended questions in part three of the 
questionnaire, all teachers indicated that the enhancement of their English skills 
would encourage them to use the target language more in classes. This suggested that 
teachers were basically concerned about their poor English language proficiency. 
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This result is supported by the findings of other researchers (Allen & Valette, 1977; 
Brosh, 1996; F. Chambers, 1991; G. Chambers, 1992; Dickson, 1996; Harbord, 1992; 
Horwitz, 1996; Medgyes, 1983; Medgyes, 1986; Medgyes, 1992; Medgyes, 1996; 
Reves & Medgyes, 1994). 
The reason for teachers' poor English language proficiency may be partially 
explained by the teacher training selection process in Thailand. It may also be 
explained by the status of teachers in Thailand. Generally, those students who choose 
to enter teacher collages have achieved lower tertiary entrance scores in the. National 
University Entrance Examination. Information from the Ministry of University 
Affairs (1999a) has revealed that candidates who achieved scores of 55% or above 
could enrol in the Faculty of Education. By contrast, scores of 62.5% were required to 
study in the Faculty of Mass Communication and 82.5% to enrol in the Faculty of 
Arts (Literature). Frequently, a career in education is the last choice of prospective 
university students (Office of the National Education Commission, 1999). This is 
partly attributable to the position of teachers in Thai society and to the fact that 
teachers in Thailand get lower salaries than other professions (Hayes, 1996). 
Information from the National Statistical Office (1998) shows that salaries for 
teachers remain at a low level. For example, new teachers graduating with a 
Bachelors' degree are paid 6,530 Baht2 per month, while a secretary, with a lower 
Bachelor's degree, earns 7,119 Baht per p10nth. Other examples of careers requiring a 
Bachelors' degree, and which earn more than teachers, include accountants at 12,301 
Baht per month, human resource officers at 12,488 Baht per month and even 
salespeople who can earn 13,999 Baht per month. As a result, for those with a high 
2 AUS$ 1 = 23 Baht in November 2000 
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level of English language proficiency, there are better-paid careers available and as a 
consequence, may teachers in Thailand are in the education field by default. 
Although financial recompense is not the only motivaty factor for teachers, it 
does mean that due to their low-level salaries, it is also difficult for teachers (both 
motivationally and financially) to take courses to improve their English. Those 
teachers whose English proficiency does improve then may be attracted to other 
professions as their skill is better recognised financially outside the classroom (Office 
of the Rajabhat Institutes Council, 1998). 
This is a difficult problem for English education in Thailand. It is a situation 
that can only be addressed if the status of teaching and the entrance requirements for 
study in education are challenged. To attract high calibre teachers, the entrance 
requirements for students in teaching colleges need to be raised. Moreover, the 
government needs to implement regulations that require teachers to gain appropriate 
qualifications. However, even though this may act as disincentive for teachers to go 
into the teaching school, it would have long-term benefits for education Thailand. 
ii) Teachers' Language Anxiety 
All teachers from the focus group interviews agreed that language anxiety was 
a primary problem. The teachers said they felt anxious when they had to teach in 
English. Even so, the data from the questionnaires suggests that anxiety would only 
slightly affect teachers' use of English. It may be that questionnaire respondents have 
never faced such a situation. For example, one teacher who responded negatively to 
the statement, "I am not afraid of making mistakes when I speak in English", 
suggested she rarely spoke English anyway: 
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I 
"~1'V'l L ;1 'l ~.nTt¥1~-:JnfletL ~EJ..:J LL~mm L~EJ\IL~'ili!~'l 'U~'il\1 L~EJ'UL ~1,r'U~\11~;~ nn~1~1~:; ~lfl'V'l~1 
"I ~ ~ 
tJ I I tl tJ t1 tJ I tJ t1 I I I I 
f1'l L'V'l'l1::111'lLifl~EJJJfif1lJ1n'il'U~1\IVI'U1 LL~1'lJ1'V'lL ~1~11'l11'lJ1'V'lL~11lJ LflEJlJL'iln1~VJ~:;n~11lJL 'If 
L\l'V'l1:; LL~Ul1~1'V'l L ;1 fl'l~1'U~'U 61f)L ~'Uil'U ~1'V'l L ;1ifu'l ~~1 fl'lvf11u1~iJt 'iln1~~ ~ ::'V'l lfl.fl1 ~ I ~ ~ 
I 'II I II I 
QJ IV.c!i V ~ .c!; QJ~ QJC: -oC:il 
H1'il\IOfletlJ1n ~um::VJ\I'l~nnlfllfl'U L'V'l'l1::LlJ'ilL'lJ1'l~nnmVI'l'ilnlfllfl'Un~1lJ1'l~VJ~::VIEJifl'V'llflLL 
"I ~ ~ , ~ 
~:: 'l ~mH11 VJEJ LL VJ'U ~1'V'l L ;11~ifu'l ~~1 ~nmmnu'l:: L~'UVI~'il1~" 
~ 
"I use English only for pronouncing some English words in classes, so I have 
never felt afraid of making mistakes as I am well prepared. I never have a 
chance to be afraid, not only me, I'm sure all teachers do not have a chance to 
speak English that much to make them feel anxious because if they start to 
feel anxious or afraid they can stop and switch to Thai. I'm not sure about my 
answer to this question." 
(Primary public teacher) 
However, the impact of language anxiety and target language use has also 
been observed by Horwitz (1992; 1993; 1996) who noted that teachers with high 
levels of language anxiety tend to use the target language less in the classroom. 
6.1.2 Teachers Background Experience 
i) The Effects of Teachers' Own Schooling on Their Classroom Practice 
In the focus group interviews, the participants were asked what their own 
language teachers at school had done and how it affected their practice now. Some 
teachers revealed that their own language teachers had engaged in many classroom 
behaviours that are now considered undesirable. They recalled an emphasis on rote-
learning vocabulary, along with the deductive presentation of the rules of English 
'· 
grammar. They also noted that their own teachers did not use a communicative 
approach, in fact, they ~ad never heard their teachers use English for communication 
in class. This, they claimed, has impacted on their own inability to communicate in 
English. If the teachers' own learning experiences have involved emphasis on 
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grammar instead of on communication skills, it is perhaps not surprising that they feel 
their own classrooms should be conducted in the same way even though some 
deemed this to be "undesirable". This finding is supported by Grossman (1990) and 
Freeman (1994) who proposed that tea~hers often trace the evolution of their 
l...,.__r-
classroom practices to the way in which they themselves were taught. Similarly, 
Bailey (1996) claims that "we teach as we have been taught rather than we have been 
trained to teach" (p.ll ). 
ii) Inadequate Teacher Training 
Fourteen teachers in the focus group interviews, as well as 73% of responses 
in the questionnaire, noted that the lack of professional development opportunities 
affects their use of English in the classroom. Tedick arid Walker (1994) contend that 
pre-service teachers need to be taught how to instruct in the target language. 
However, the teachers in this study reported that their training was largely theoretical 
and lacking in sufficient opportunities to practice their teaching. They also revealed 
that their training emphasised the grammar-based, translation approach, to language 
instruction rather than the communicative approach. 
The results of this study reveal that Thai teachers agree their initial teacher-
training to be of little advantage in their classroom experiences. Hayes (1996) also 
found that his Thai interviewees felt their training program was not relevant to their 
,. 
practice. This may be due to the curriculum in universities which in practice does not 
emphasise the communicative approach. In fact, while the Faculties of Education in 
all Thai universities offer courses for English language improvement in all four 
macro skill areas, as well as the theory of language teaching, very few offer 
instruction in second language teaching methods (Chiengmai University, 2000b; 
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Kasetsart University, 1999; Rajabhat Institute Chandrakasem, 1999; Srinakharinwirot 
University, 2000b). 
Senior university students are required to do English teaching practicums and 
are assigned to schools for one semester. Each student works in a school under the 
responsibility of a practising teacher who acts as their trainer. The student's 
supervisor from university also observes his/her progress once a month. While this 
monitoring system is common practice in many countries, in Thailand it actually 
perpetuates the current system, as more oftefl, than not the model the students follow 
is non-communicative and grammar. based, and, more importantly, with Thai as the 
language of instruction. 
The problem is further complicated for primary teachers who are normally 
trained under a "Primary Education" program. This requires them to learn to teach all 
subjects, including English (Chiengmai University, 2000a; Rajabhat Institute, 2000; 
Srinakharinwirot University, 2000a). However, little distinction is made between the 
teaching methodologies for different subject areas. Primary trained English teachers 
do not received adequate English language input. From the data presented it seems 
that the teacher training program in Thailand needs to provide Thai teachers of 
English with role models which encourage them to use English for instruction. 
Moreover, it should allow them opportunities to practise a communicative teaching 
approach. In addition, pre-service English professors need to provide effective 
models of English use for their students. Also, the English teaching program for pre-
service teachers should not distinguish training in "Primary Education" and 
"Secondary Education", at least with regard to Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL) methodology. By doing so the trainee teachers could receive a 
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more in-depth understanding of specific English teaching approaches. If this is done 
in the target language the trainees would also
1 
acquire more English language input 
themselves, and such an approach would provide a positive model for English 
language usage, rather than target language avoidance, as is the current situation. 
6.1.3 Issues Pertaining to the Students 
i) Low Level of Language Proficiency 
When dealing with students with low proficiency, the teachers said that they 
-, 
must use Thai to present the material. They believed that these students could not 
understand lessons presented in English unless they received a great deal of 
additional help from the teacher in Thai. This finding is consistent with the research 
of Atkinson (1987), Franklin (1990) and Rollmann (1994). 
The teachers also generally agreed that low proficiency students have 
difficulty understanding the lesson, even when Thai is used. The teachers felt that it 
would be time consuming if they only use the target language for instruction. (Also 
see section 5.1.3). 
ii) Students' Age 
The teachers in this study, particularly those of primary levels in both private 
and public schools, saw the need to use Thai as the language of instruction for 
younger students. They believed that these students had particular difficulty in 
understanding lessons presented in English. Thus, the age of the class was a further 
determining factor in the use of Thai in English language classes. This influence was 
greater among the lower aged students, particularly those in Year 1. Teachers 
attributed the need to instruct in Thai to the younger students' inexperience with 
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language in general and specifically to their inexperience with English (especially in 
its printed form) within the wider community. Therefore, this is not the problem with 
their proficiency per se, it relates as much to the students' language background as it 
does their age. 
It is possible that some of the teachers in primary schools had a degree in 
"English teaching" rather than "Primary Education". "English teaching" courses in 
universities in Thailand generally train. pre-service teachers to teach in secondary 
schools. Pre-service teachers in "Primary Education" programs, on the other hand, are 
trained to teach Mathematics, Social Sciences, Sciences, Art, the Thai language as 
well as the English language (Chiengmai University, 2000a; Chiengmai University, 
2000b; Rajabhat Institute, 2000; Srinakharinwirot University, 2000a; 
Srinakharinwirot University, 2000b). As a result, teachers with an ''English teaching" 
degree might have difficulty with primary levels because they have not been trained 
to teach such young students. 
iii) Students' Expectations for Teachers Using Thai 
The teachers in this study reported that their choice of language for instruction 
was also dependent on the students' expectations. Teachers agreed that students felt 
satisfied when lessons were introduced in Thai since they could understand the 
content in detail. This supports the findings by Atkinson (1987), Franklin (1990) and 
" Rollmann ( 1994) which point out that students prefer that their teachers include some 
of the first language in their instruction. 
According to the results from the questionnaire, however, the student 
expectations did not appear to affect the teachers' use of Thai or English in the class 
in this study. Some teachers, who reported that their students preferred them to use 
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English for instruction, still used Thai to introduce grammar lessons. On the other 
hand, some teachers, who claimed that their students expected them to use Thai in 
class, used English for instruction. This contradiction seems to diminish the 
importance of this as a contributing factor in teachers' target language avoidance. 
iv) Students' Objectives and Attitudes Toward Language Study 
fu the focus group interviews, the teachers argued that the students' reasons 
for learning English affected their use of English. The teachers felt that their students 
did not pay attention to content other than grammar. This suggests that most students 
are motivated by the need to pass the grammar-based exams. Therefore, whether the 
teachers use Thai or English might be dependent on the students' motivation. Many 
language education researchers have noted difficulties encountered by teachers in 
their attempts to use the target language consistently in their instruction because of 
student resistance to such language use. Garden (1996) observes that many teachers 
consider target language use problematic because of students' low motivation for 
language study and lack of interest in language learning, a belief echoed by Savignon 
(1991). Guthrie (1984; 1987) also proposes that teaching assistants reserve their use 
of the target language for those purposes least likely to disrupt the continued 
functioning of the class, a view that Nerenz and Knop (1982) support for secondary 
language classes. 
\. 
Several teachers considered their students incapable of understanding English, 
and attributed this to anxiety, disinterest, or lack of language ability. Students' own 
willingness to accept the use of English as the language of instruction is an important 
consideration. This creates something of a vicious circle. Teachers do not use English 
because it is unintelligible for their students. These students themselves require 
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instruction in Thai, but by doing so they can never achieve proficiency in English. 
This perpetual cycle seems omnipresent in much of Thai English teaching and 
learning, and presents a major obstacle for change in this area of pedagogy. 
6.1.4 Classroom Management 
i) Large Class Size 
Most schools in Thailand have approximately 50 to 60 students in each class. 
Teachers in the focus groups and questionnaire surveys identified large class size as 
an important reason for not using the. target language as a medium of instruction. This 
is similar to findings by Franklin (1990). In Franklin's research, 82% of respondents 
suggested that the large class size made it difficult for them to use the target 
language. 
Discussions with teachers in the first round of interviews highlighted their 
concerns about the large numbers of students in their classes. They reported that 
when they carried out communicative activities with the whole class, many students 
did not pay attention. This in turn leads to disciplinary problems as the teachers feel it 
is impossible to manage large classes while they were using English. Thus, it would 
seem that Thai teachers, therefore, avoid using English, not because of the large class 
size, but because of the resultant difficulties with student behaviour. 
ii) Mixed-ability Classroom 
The data show that teachers believe mixed ability classes to be an impediment 
to teaching through the medium of the target language. This supports research by 
Mitchell (1988) and Franklin (1990) whose participants in those studies agreed that 
the realities of mixed ability classes make the use of the target language impossible. 
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The teachers reported mixed ability classes to be a problem due to the 
presence of low proficiency students. They agreed that they could not use English 
because these students would not understand the lesson and would behave badly. This 
is the same dilemma as the mixture of low proficiency students and behaviour 
discussed above. It is a cyclic problem where one thing leads to another and back to 
the same problem (as shown in Figure 6.1 below) and it is difficult to find a solution 
which will break the pattern. ~-/ --\ 
Figure 6.1 The cyclic problem 
Grammar instruction 
and 
Non-communicative 
teaching 
Thai language to 
control 
Non-communicative 
teaching 
Thai language to 
control 
Communicative tasks 
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iii) Bad Behaviour 
One of the other reasons that teachers gave for using Thai in class is to 
manage students' behaviour, particularly with low proficiency students, as discussed 
above. Teachers identified the need to discipline in Thai. This is supported by 
Franklin ( 1990) who has also shown that teachers found it difficult to use the target 
language to manage classes. 
The teachers also generally agreed that low proficiency students could not be 
trusted to work with other students. For instance, they felt that the students, in fact, 
' 
would behave badly if asked to work in pairs. However, it may be that the problem 
lies not with the students and their ability, but rather with the teachers. It is quite 
possible that teachers with good classroom control would not find low ability students 
a problem. Unfortunately the survey data cannot prove or disprove this hypothesis. 
However, it is clear that, for many teachers, students with low level of proficiency 
pose a serious threat to the use of English as the medium of instruction. 
The problem of students' behaviour is difficult to address. In many ways it 
can be a reflection of the teachers' practices, rather than simply the inherent qualities 
of the students. This may be particularly so in the case of Thai teachers, some of 
whom are both unqualified and untrained. But even where teachers are qualified, the 
type of lessons and teaching approaches, such as the grammar-translation method, 
may be less than interesting for the students and may actually cause discipline 
problems. This suggests the need for a methodology which motivates students. One 
such approach is "Communicative Language Teaching" which focuses on 
individualised learning, paired activities and group work. This approach actively 
involves the students in their own learning, and as a consequence is more motivating 
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for them (Harmer, 1998). This methodology is actually promoted in the Thai 
curriculum (Department of Curriculum and Instruction Development, 1996) (see 
Chapter two for more details), but despite this, teachers are not employing these 
methods. Amongst other reasons, they feel that they cannot with the large student 
numbers they teach and because of their perception about potential discipline 
problems. 
6.1.5 Content 
i) Grammar Content 
The importance of teaching grammar and the appropriate language of 
instruction for this was consistently mentioned throughout the focus group interviews 
and in the questionnaire responses. 14 of the 20 focus group teachers saw the need for 
using Thai when teaching grammar. Questionnaire responses generally agreed with 
this. In the teachers' view, it was impractical to use the target language in a grammar 
lesson, as they believe that the content is difficult to explain in English and students 
might not understand clearly. 
Target language use when teaching grammar has also been addressed by 
Dickson (1996), Duff and Polio (1990), Harbord (1992), Mitchell (1988), Morris 
(1997), Polio and Duff (1994) and Wing (1980) whose participants found the 
teaching of grammar to be actually more difficult in the target language, because they 
... 
perceived limitations in the students' understanding of grammatical systems in 
general, and in their grasp of the target language. They also agreed that they could 
better explain the grammar in their native language. 
However, because the teaching of grammar is all-pervasive in their English 
classes, these Thai students' opportunities to acquire naturalistic language skills are 
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greatly reduced. For Thailand two solutions are possible: firstly, the emphasis on 
grammar could be reduced. Secondly, teachers should be encouraged to use English 
in grammar lessons. This can be done by using simple and direct explanations. In 
another way, teachers can explicitly te~ch and use grammatical terms in the target 
language (Duff & Polio, 1990). In fact, Kalivoda (1990) argues for the exclusive use 
of the target language in class, including its use for grammatical explanations. She 
argues that this should promote oral proficiency and communicative skills. Similarly, 
Terrell (1991) claims that when using the target language, not only does the student's 
~- / - \ ' 
understanding of grammar improve but he/she also receives a great deal of listening 
practice and experience with the target language for real communicative purposes. 
ii) Translating Difficult Content 
Teachers in this study believed that they should use Thai to translate difficult 
English words, sentences or for reading lessons. This finding accords with Harbord 
(1992) and Klinghammer (1990) whose participants argued that first language 
translation was a useful technique for second language teaching. 
Wong-Fillmore (1985) points out that translation, instead of making the target 
language input more comprehensible to the students, tends to have the effect of 
encouraging them to ignore the target language. She claims: 
When learners can count on getting the information that is being 
communicated to them in langu_,age they already know, they do not find it 
necessary to pay attention when the language they do not understand is being 
used. Observations in classrooms where this method has been used have 
shown that children tend to tune out when the language they do not know is 
being spoken. 
(p.35) 
In the communicative approach, teachers can use various of materials or 
techniques to explain the complex concepts without necessarily using the first 
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language for translation (Richards and Rodgers, 1992). Therefore, Thai teachers need 
to try to use appropriate resources or to teach their students by using the context as a 
clue, otherwise, students will remember only the definition, and remain unable to use 
the target language form. Thus, it would seem that Thai English teachers need to 
expand and develop their repertoire of teaching techniques and approaches in all 
aspects of English, but especially with respect to the teaching of grammar. 
iii) Too Much Content for the Time Available 
Thai teachers of English in the focus group_jnterviews identified a number of 
factors relating to the curriculum and content that influenced their choice of language 
for instruction. They referred to the large amount of material that they were expected 
to cover and the limited amount of time available. The teachers felt these demands 
and limitations made the use of the target language problematic. Since they found it 
very difficult to cover all the material in one semester, they needed to use Thai to 
present the material clearly and quickly. This relates to the previous findings of 
Morris (1997) where university teaching assistants attributed their use of the first 
language in part to a perceived need to present information efficiently. For this 
reason, they placed great importance on the need for clarity in their class 
presentations. Moreover, they feared that the exclusive use of target language would 
result in confusion and misunderstanding, which in tum would require students to ask 
questions that consume valuable class time. Atkinson (1987) and Dickson (1996) also 
note timesaving as one of the principles for using the first language. 
However, this would seem to indicate a misunderstanding of the 1996 
National curriculum which does not prescribe particular textbooks for each level, 
rather it presents learning objectives in each subject. It is the responsibility of each 
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school to choose the appropriate textbook to achieve these objectives. The large 
amount of material, claimed by teachers to be problematic, is not the result of any 
curriculum directive. Instead, it seems to stem from the teachers' beliefs or 
institutional demands. Some teachers believe that more textbooks means better 
students. Parents tend to think the same way. As one teacher from the focus group 
interviews explained, some parents prefer their children to study many textbooks, as 
they assume that the children will acquire more knowledge this way. These attitudes 
may be causing schools to assign a lot of material in each subject area and as a result, 
it is difficult for teachers to cover all the text books in the time available. 
Another reason for teachers feeling time constraints might be because each 
school is required to arrange the extra-curricula activities, such as sports days, 
religious days, father's day, mother's day, etcetera, to enhance students' pastoral and 
cultural development. As a result, classes sometimes have to fit in with these 
activities. These external constraints and the perceptions of teaching staff, school 
administration and parents toward textbook learning are difficult to counter. It may 
require even more explicit statements about approaches from the MOE. It also 
requires a greater dispersal of information about the underlying principles of 
"Communicative Language Teaching" for school personnel and teachers. 
6.1.6 Examinations 
\. 
i) The Focus on Grammar 
Although there was a difference in emphasis between the focus groups and 
questionnaire, the grammar-based exams appeared to cause considerable concern for 
teachers. When preparing students for examination it requires that they place heavy 
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emphasis on the students' knowledge and understanding of English grammar. 
Teachers, therefore, believed that this is only possible if Thai is used as the language 
of instruction. 
The National University Entrance Examination is the most important one for 
students who wish to continue into higher education. An important component of this 
exam is an evaluation of the students' English language ability in vocabulary, 
grammar and reading comprehension skills (see Appendix A for a sample of the 
National English Entrance Examination). In addition, entrance exams for secondary 
_ _r-"1.._\_ 
schools also evaluate these skills (S~e Appendix E for a sample of lower-secondary 
entrance examinations and Appendix F for a sample of the secondary entrance 
examinations). Therefore, most teachers feel a heavy responsibility when preparing 
students for these exams. In doing so they follow the format of earlier exams in order 
to provide practice for their students. As a consequence, there is a strong washback 
effect with teachers continuing to teach to the· test, and the exams repeatedly 
dominating their teaching practice. Thus it can be seen that there is a great need to be 
reformulate the exams and include tasks which test students' ability in all four macro 
skills. 
It also seems that the teachers themselves are exasperated by this situation. 
Because they were also taught using this model, they continue to emulate this model, 
as evidenced from participants' beliefs.., that their own language teachers serve as 
positive role models for their own teaching. 
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6.1.7 Departmental Policies 
i) The Lack of Encouragement for Using English 
Although many teachers agree that teaching through the medium of the target 
language is desirable, this maybe difficult to maintain when departmental policies do 
not endeavour to enforce this approach. This supports research done by others, such 
as Duff and Polio (1990), whose participants report that their departments did not 
enforce a target language only policy, and ~\lay even be unaware of the language used 
in classes. Therefore, it would be helpful if schools have a policy regarding the use of 
the target language for instruction. This idea has been promoted in previous research 
(eg. F. Chambers, 1991; G. Chambers, 1992; Harbord, 1992) where it has been 
suggested that "target language only" policies reduce teachers' use of their students' 
first language. 
This problem is even more serious when the heads of departments do not 
believe in the importance of Communicative Language Teaching approach. A 
possible solution would be to encourage teachers, who are not familiar with this 
approach, to visit schools where teachers already use pair and group work as a regular 
teaching strategies, and where the target language is used as the medium of 
instruction. The visiting teachers could be invited to observe successful teachers in 
action, and when they felt comfortable with this methodology they might try it out in 
'· 
a co-operative manner. By employing peer mentoring, teachers may be encouraged to 
implement a similar methodology. 
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6.2 Differences between the Teachers 
Even though, there were some differences in emphasis between participants in 
the focus groups (i.e. the teachers' poor English language ability) and those who 
responded to the questionnaire (e.g. grammar based examinations were the reason 
English was not used), there was a general consensus about the reasons that Thai 
teachers avoid using English. However, in terms of the questionnaire, some 
differences between teachers working in different setting were evident. An analysis of 
the data showed that there was a significant difference between teachers working in 
different schools and sectors. These variables include: Primary versus Secondary 
(teachers' language ability, teacher's training, age of students, mixed ability 
classroom, university entrance examination); Private versus Public (effects of 
teachers' own schooling, departmental policies). 
6.2.1 Primary versus Secondary 
i) Teachers' Language Ability 
This variable produced significant differences between teachers in 
primary public schools to those in secondary private schools. Teachers in the private 
system were significantly less likely to identify their language ability as inhibiting 
them from using English. This might be for several reasons: although, it has only 
been a compulsory curriculum for all primary public schools in Thailand since 1996, 
in private schools, they have been free to offer English courses before that time. As a 
result, private schools teachers may have had a more extensive experience with 
English and feel more confident in their own ability. Teachers in primary public 
schools may not have had adequate in-service programs for the new curriculum. or 
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may also be restricted by a lack of supporting materials (Department of Curriculum 
and Instruction Development, 1999). A further reason may be that teachers in the 
public system actually do have lower English language ability (Bunnag, 2000). 
Teachers usually receive better pay in private schools, particularly in the secondary 
level (Office of the National Education Commission, 1998) and as a result, teachers 
with higher abilities are often attracted to positions in private schools. 
ii) Teacher Training 
Significant differences were found between the primary private school 
teachers and the secondary public teachers with regards to teacher training. The 
teachers in primary private schools agreed more strongly than did the group of 
secondary public teachers that, in their own professional development, the teaching of 
grammar was emphasised and that they had not been encouraged to use Thai in 
classroom instruction. This might be because of their educational background - 28 of 
the 50 primary private school teachers in this study graduated with majors in subjects 
other than English, while 13 of the 50 secondary public school teachers graduated 
with English-majors. As a result, those primary private school teachers who had 
never attended training programs might agree more strongly with the statement 
regarding inadequate teacher's training. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 which shows 
a diagram of the teachers' educational background. 
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Figure 6. I 
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Diagram of teachers ' educational background 
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iii) Age of SlUdents 
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Non-English 
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There were significance differences between primary public school teachers 
and those in secondary private schools with regard to the age of the students and JlS 
effect on the use of English. Teachers in rhe secondary system were Jess concerned 
that the age of the students affects their use of English. This could be for the reason 
that teacher~ at . econdary level have lilUe experience of teaching young students. 
However, it is unclear why the other two groups of teachers (primary private and 
secondary public) were not significantly differenl from each other or from the 
primary public and secondary private teachers. It may be that the setting of teaching 
impacts 10 some way on this factor. 
iv) Mixed-ability Classroom 
Teachers in the primary system strongly agreed and in much higher 
proportion than did those m the secondary system that mixed ability classrooms 
influenced their use of English for instruction. Perhaps, it could be that because in the 
secondary sys tem the students are divided according to their areas of interest such as 
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Sciences, Art, or languages. They are already streamed in some way and this lessens 
the occurrence of mixed ability classes. Further, because those who enrol in English 
majors are required to have high language proficiency the likelihood of mixed ability 
classrooms in secondary schools is further diminished. On the other hand, at the 
primary level, all classes have mixed abilities because streaming does not occur. 
Therefore, because teachers in primary schools have greater experience with this 
situation, they are more likely to agree more that the mixed ability of students affect 
their teaching practice. 
v) University Entrance Examination · 
The data from the questionnaire showed that the variable of university 
entrance examinations provided significant differences between teachers in primary 
schools and secondary schools. It showed that the teachers in the secondary system 
obtained significantly higher agreement than did those in the primary sector. Clearly, 
secondary teachers need to be more aware of the requirements of university entrance 
exams than do primary teachers. In fact, primary teachers' inexperience with the 
pressure of teaching students for university entry may have meant that their responses 
were not well informed. 
6.2.2 Private versus Public 
i) Effects of Teachers' Own Schooling 
The data analysis revealed that primary private school teachers had a higher 
level of agreement than did those in primary public schools regarding the effect of 
their own schooling. This might relate to the educational background of primary 
private teachers. Some primary private teachers had graduated in areas other than 
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English, hence, they may not have attended appropriate training programs in teaching 
English, and as a consequence, teach by imitating the way they had been taught in 
their own schooling. 
b) Departmental Policies 
Teachers in private schools did not agree strongly with statements that their 
supervisors had never encouraged them to use English. Most private schools are 
independent and are not bound in the some way as public school teachers in their 
implementation of English language instruction (Tippanon, 1999). They have the 
flexibility to implement policies, such as employing native English speakers as 
teachers, establishing language centres, and offering advanced English courses, as 
well as the opportunities to develop teaching materials to promote teachers' and 
students' language ability, and to attract students from the public schools (Wichairath, 
1999). 
This could be the reason that the school administrators and English 
department supervisors in private schools attempt to maintain teaching quality by 
advising their teachers of the importance of English for instruction. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the main findings of this study are summarised. It also 
includes a discussion of the pedagogic implications, and suggestions for future 
research. 
7.1 Summary of the main findings 
Target language use in the classroom has been a topic of discussion and 
research amongst language instructors for many years. The avoidance of the target 
language in classroom has serious implications for foreign language learning, as 
students encounter too little input and interaction to expand their own knowledge of 
the target language. 
From the review of the literature in chapter 2, it can be seen that access to 
comprehensible input is one of the key factors in SLA. In addition, learner 
production is another important factor. It not only enhances fluency and indirectly 
generates more comprehensible input, but also it facilitates second language learning 
by providing learners with opportunities to produce comprehensible output. Learners 
achieve this by modifying and approximating their production toward more target-
like use of the language. Further, interactions, between native speakers/non-native 
,, 
speakers and in the classroom between students and their teachers, are also important 
for providing learners with opportunities to receive both comprehensible input and to 
produce comprehensible output, both of which are essential for second language 
learning. Finally, interaction allows learners to obtain ample feedback - a third 
important factor in the second language acquisition process. 
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The primary goal of foreign/second language learning is to acquire 
communicative competence; students need an opportunity to learn skills and 
strategies for using the target language to communicate meanings in real-life 
situations. In order to do this, the language teacher should provide linguistic input at 
an appropriate level of complexity for the learners which can be achieved through 
interaction in the target language. In Thai EFL classes, this means using English as 
the medium of instruction and avoiding the use of Thai. 
The data from the present study, collected through focus group interviews and 
a large-scale questionnaire, revealed that the Thai teachers of English believe the 
target language should be used in the language classroom. However, they find it 
difficult to carry this out. The reasons they gave related to the teachers themselves 
(e.g. their poor English language ability, anxiety about using English) as well as other 
factors. These included the nature of the students, issues to do with classroom 
management, the prescribed content of the course, the exams which focus on 
grammar, departmental policies and inadequate teacher training programs. 
In this study, the findings from the large-scale questionnaire were slightly 
different from those of the focus group interviews. There were significant differences 
between the private and public school teachers, and also in the responses of primary 
and secondary teachers. These included differences with respect to factors of the 
teachers' language ability, the effects of t~he teachers' own schooling and their teacher 
training. It also included differences of opinion about the age of their students, mixed 
ability classrooms, university entrance examinations, and departmental policies. 
Regardless of where the data was obtained (i.e. focus groups or questionnaire) 
all the teachers were especially concerned about their language ability. They felt a 
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need for ways to help them develop their oral English language proficiency, although 
they did offer many suggestions about ways that they could be encouraged to use of 
English in their classes. These included implementing programs to develop teachers' 
language ability; implementing an "English only" policy in the classroom; changes in 
the role of the head of department; encouraging teachers to work co-operatively; and 
more practice using English, particularly in pre-service and in-service programs. 
7.2 Pedagogical Implications of this Study for Education in Thailand 
"We need to make the language real here and now. By teaching in the target 
language we can make it something that they themselves experience and use 
today. It is not just a vehicle for exercises and activities, to be put into real use 
sometime later." 
Halliwell and Jones (1991, p. 1) 
With these words, Halliwell and Jones described the goals and challenges of 
the foreign language classroom, a classroom that provides comprehensible input and 
meaningful interaction in the target language for students to acquire the language they 
need. It is hoped that this study will contribute to knowledge on understanding the 
importance of the use of the target language. 
It would seem from the data collection that many things about the situation in 
Thailand need to be changed in order to improve the way of teachers' approach 
teaching English. The responses from the questionnaire survey show that the teachers 
felt that pre-service training did not cover the use of English in class and while 
teachers were trained to teach the communicative approach, in reality the focus 
remained on grammar. It would also seen that the Thai government needs to ensure 
the quality of pre-service teacher education. Within this training, it is apparent that 
the primacy of foreign language input and interaction should be stressed. This was 
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exemplified in the transcripts of the focus group interviews which indicate that 
teachers encounter difficulties in speaking English to students as they lack 
opportunities to practice it. One way to achieve this would be through the 
implementation of the communicative language teaching, which in tum is in line with 
the current curriculum. The teacher-training program should also provide 
opportunities for pre-service teachers to learn new classroom management techniques 
that incorporate the use of the target language. That is to say the pre-service program 
should develop a curriculum which adequately prepares pre-service teachers for their 
careers. As suggested by Tedick and. Walker (1994; 1995), professional development 
experiences should offer practitioners more opportunities to improve and practice 
their use of the target language so that they can use it confidently. For these reasons, 
it seems that it is vitally important that the professors in the teacher training colleges 
not only be well qualified, but also be able to provide exemplary behaviour by using 
the target language in their instruction, thereby encouraging pre-service teachers to 
use target language in their own practice. A similar model should also be provided in 
in-service programs. Such a model is important because from what the teachers 
reported in the focus groups, they did not believe they need to use the target language 
as they were never taught this way themselves. 
Although within curriculum documents, there has been a shift in the language 
teaching paradigm in Thailand from audio-lingual and grammar translation 
methodologies to a communicative approach, in practice this has not been the case. 
From the responses of the questionnaire survey and focus group interviews, teachers 
contend that additional support by way of English language courses and experience in 
English speaking countries might help them to improve their English language skills. 
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It is clearly apparent that in-service programs are required to upgrade the language 
skills and the teaching methodologies of practising EFL teachers in Thailand. 
However, for this to happen, school administrations need to be made aware of the 
potential of in-service programs to improve their teaching staff's effectiveness. 
In addition, the teachers themselves need to become better aware of their own 
classroom practices. Of particularly importance is an awareness of the influences on 
the use of the language they use for instruction. In this present study, teachers 
reported that it was only feasible to use Thai when introducing grammar and when 
doing translations. While it is not possible to avoid teaching grammar, teachers 
should consider alternative ways of presenting this material so that students are given 
more exposure to the target language. Duff and Polio (1990) and Polio and Duff 
(1994) argue that when teachers are aware of using their first language, it is easier for 
them to replace this use with the target language. 
Because of the generally low level of English language proficiency that 
foreign language teachers possess, the maintenance and improvement of their 
language skills must be an ongoing process (Peyton, 1998). Certainly, the teachers in 
this study expressed concerns about their less than adequate English ability. Thai 
teachers of English, therefore, require professional development not just to improve 
their English teaching, but also to develop their general English proficiency. From 
what the teachers suggested, they see a heed to talk with native or fluent speakers of 
the target language about a wide range of topics and to read extensively in the target 
language to maintain and expand their vocabulary, grammatical knowledge, and 
cultural awareness. 
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Finally, it would seem that teachers still "teach to the test". Currently, the 
requirements of the National University Entrance Examination contradict the 
objectives of the 1996 English national curriculum for upper secondary level. The 
curriculum emphasises the development of students' communicative skills, whereas 
the English National University Entrance Examination continues to focus on rules of 
grammar, vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension. In order to achieve the 
curriculum's goal, the national exams should be reformulated to accommodate other 
language skills. As it stands, teachers are not being trained to teach the curriculum 
and the improvement of the students' communication skills is difficult to achieve. 
7.3 Limitations of the Study 
Findings from the present study need to be viewed with caution, as a number 
of limitations exist. First of all, the sample size of participants in this study is limited. 
The sample populations were 200 of 2,336 Thai teachers of English in Bangkok area; 
hence, the results may not be representative of teachers' belief in general. 
In addition, the sample populations of this study were from Bangkok area, and 
as such the findings may not be generalisable to EFL teachers in other parts of 
Thailand since attitudes and practices may differ in rural areas or in other 
demographic settings. 
~ 
Moreover, since this study involves a self-report measure, it has been 
anticipated that social desirability may have had certain effects on some participants' 
responses. For example, some participants may have been reluctant to give 
unfavourable or negative responses toward target language use for fear that they 
would have appeared to be ignorant or closed-minded, especially when they were 
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teachers. Undeniably, this might have resulted in somewhat less than complete 
accuracy of the findings. 
7.4 Recommendations for Further Study 
This section consists of the recommendations for further research as suggested 
by the present study. 
7.4.1 This study analyses the beliefs of Thai teachers of English in the 
Bangkok area. It does not endeavour to collect and analyse the beliefs of teachers of 
other foreign languages, or of teachers in other provinces. To obtain additional 
perspectives on such beliefs, additional research is required. 
7 .4.2 Previous research encourages the exclusive use of the target language 
as the best way for students to acquire that language. Very little research supports 
teachers' notion that the use of first language is better for teaching some content such 
as grammar. Further study is needed to either verify or disprove this claim. 
7.4.3 As significant differences were found between primary school 
teachers and secondary private schools teachers the result of this study suggest that 
the age of students affects teachers English language avoidance. However, it is 
unclear why the other two groups were not significantly different. Further studies 
might investigate how the teacher training programs, the context of their teaching and 
other factors (yet to be identified) might impact on this in some way. 
7 .4.4 The teachers' beliefs about language teaching might be different 
from their school practices. Research investigating how teachers teach in their 
classes, the amount of target language used, and the situations in which the use of 
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English is considered problematic, may present some other factors that have been 
overlooked in this study. 
7 .4.5 This study does not address the learning outcomes of the students 
when using the target language as the medium for instruction. Much further study is 
required to investigate the important question about the effect of target language 
avoidance on student learning outcomes. 
7.5 The Significance of the Study 
It is hoped that this research will significantly contribute to our pedagogic 
knowledge in a number of ways. Practitioners may use this research to become more 
aware of classroom practices. It may encourage them to examine their own classroom 
practices and analyse the reasons why they use or do not use English in their 
classroom teaching. Specialists in methodology may also use the findings to enhance 
teacher development programs, such as providing opportunities for pre-service 
teachers to develop appropriate classroom management techniques using the target 
language. Most importantly, it may help Thai teachers to use the target language 
more effectively in their teaching. Finally, it will provide a base line for future 
investigations into ways of increasing positive outcomes in EFL contexts, one area 
overlooked in current SLA research. 
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PART I: QUESTIONS 1-35 
Directions : Choose the best answer for each blank. 
Situation A : Two friends meet in front of the school just as the flag is being raised. 
Sue 
Tina 
Sue 
Tina 
Sue 
Tina 
Sue 
Tina 
Sue 
Tina 
Sue 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Hi, you're late. 
__ 1 __ ! 
I overslept because the alarm didn't go off, or it rang and didn't 
__ 2 __ it. My mom had to wake me up. What about you? __ 3 __ ? 
I didn't have anything ready this morning. I had to iron this blouse and 
skirt. I __ 4 __ last night; but I was so tired when I got home from the library, 
__ 5 __ . 
As for me, it's my own fault. I watched TV until two in the morning. 
__ 6 __ your mom had to wake you up. You'll probably be nodding 
off all day at school, too. Did you __ 7 __ get your homework done ? 
Remember, we have to give that report together this morning. 
Oh! I forgot all about it. 
What! __ 8 __ I can't present this thing by myself. You'll have to tell 
Ms. Kane that you didn't do it. Maybe she'll let us present it on Friday. 
How could I have forgotten? __ 9 __ , Tina. 
Well, let's hope Ms. Kane __ 10 __ this morning. 
Here she is now. She looks pretty happy. This should be a good time. 
11 
1. Don't blame me. 
3. My watch is accurate 
1. listen to 
3. attend to 
1. Do you have an apology 
3. What's your excuse 
1. used to do it 
3. had it done 
1. stayed up all night 
3. couldn't sleep at all 
1. No wonder 
3. My goodness 
1. at all 
3. mostly 
1. You've already presented it? 
3. We should not be worried 
1. I'm really sorry about this 
3. I'm so grateful to you. 
1. comes to class on time 
3. is in an understanding mood 
1. We'd better not let her find out 
3. Can you keep it a secret? 
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2. You must be joking 
4. That makes two of us 
2. hear 
4. observe 
2. Do you feel any regret 
4. Why are you sorry 
2. should have done it 
4. did it 
2. studied for Ms. Kane's exam 
4. went right to bed 
2. By all means 
4. What a surprise 
2. a least 
4. better 
2. You want to do it alone? 
4. We're in big trouble. 
2. I'll never accept this 
4. I'll give you my word 
2. doesn't return our homework 
4. doesn't forget our report 
2. Who's going to break the bad news? 
4. Let's leave while we can. 
Situation B : Two friends are talking in the office just before lunchtime. 
Jane 
Wilai 
Jane 
Wilai 
Jane 
Wilai 
Jane 
Wilai 
Jane 
Wilai 
Jane 
Wilai 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
I'm off to the bank. __ 12 __ ? 
Yeah! Some money! __ 13 __ 100 baht in my account. 
Guess I can't help you then. 
Oh, as a matter of fact, there is something you can do for me, 
__ 14 __ . I just got paid a little for some extra work I did last month. Could 
you __ 15 __ for me? 
Sure. But I'll need your bankbook too. 
__ 16 __ . Let me fill in a deposit slip so you won't have to 
__ 17 __ time. 
That would be good. There are always such long lines at noon. 
Oh no! I've used up all my deposit slips. Well, I need some fresh air 
anyway. __ 18 __ 
Great! Afterwards we can have lunch at our favorite restaurant too. And 
maybe __ 19 __ shopping. 
.. I'm not sure __ 20 __ . There's still a week to go till payday. 
No problem. __ 21 __ . I just got my annual bonus and a raise. 
__ 22 __ for both of us. What are we waiting for? 
1. Would you like to come 2. Can you get a loan 
3. Do you need anything 4. Will I see you later 
1. But I'm down to 2. I'd like to deposit 
3. It's good to have 4. And I want to withdraw the 
1. So I remembered it 2. more or less 
3. if you don't mind 4. sooner or later 
1. take out some money 2. save this payment 
3. balance the account 4. deposit this check 
1. Here it is 2. That's a fact 
3. Don't bother 4. Forget it 
1. spend 2. waste 
3. use 4. kill 
1. Shouldn't we do it right now 2. Could you get me some slips 
3. Shall we cancel our date 4. Why don't I come with you 
1. go around 2. have some 
3. do a little 4. make a quick 
1. it will work 2. I can afford that 
3. we have enough time 4. you could try it 
1. Give me a treat 2. We'll split the bill 
3. That's a good idea 4. Lunch is on me 
1. How lucky 2. Congratulations 
3. Not enough 4. Not too bad 
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Situation C : Keith, who has recently come to work in Thailand, is talking to Prasit about buying 
Prasit's car. 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
Keith 
Prasit 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
I hear you're thinking about buying a new car. 
__ 23 __ , but even though my old one is still in great shape, I don't 
think I'll get a good price for it. 
__ 24 __ ? 
Why? Are you interested? 
I might be if the price is __ 25 __ . 
I wouldn't sell it for less than 500,000 baht. 
__ 26 __ ? 
I'm afraid not. I would need at least that much to make the down payment 
on my dream car. 
You've got __ 27 __ . I really don't need anything luxurious. Just 
something to get me __ 28 __ the office every day. 
I'd __ 29 __ the new stereo system I've just had installed. 
__ 30 __ when you're stuck in traffic. 
I know, but 500,000 is still a lot more than I can afford unless you're 
willing to let me pay in installments. 
__ 31 __ ? 
I can give you 200,000 baht now, and the __ 32 __ when my fixed 
deposit account comes due in two months. 
But I'll have to buy the new car right away. And they want 500,000 baht. 
I __ 33 __ withdraw my money now and just forget about the 
interest. 
__ 34 __ ? 
I guess so. I'll have the money for you on Friday morning. Then we can go 
to get your new car and I can drive yours home. Don't forget to fill up the gas tank. 
__ 35 __ . And I'm sure you won't be disappointed. 
1. Let's see 2. I'd like to 
3. That sounds great 
1. How much longer will you use it 
3. Wasn't it expensive when you bought it 
1. basic 
3. right 
1. Not even to a friend 
3. Don't you still need it 
1. delicate feelings 
3. fantastic ideas 
1. back and forth at 
3. up and around 
1. consider taking 
3. want to hear 
1. Accept it especially 
3. You'll really appreciate it 
1. How can you afford it 
3. How much money do you earn 
'· 
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4. Wait awhile 
2. Isn't it very valuable 
4. How much do you think it's worth 
2. just 
4. possible 
2. Can I buy it now 
4. Lots of buyers lined up 
2. expensive tastes 
4. pleasant thoughts 
2. in and out of 
4. to and from 
2. also give you 
4. like you to bring 
2. It will be acknowledged 
4. You are sure to approve of it 
2. How much cash do you have 
4. How can you treat me like this 
32. 1. following 2.leftover 
3. rest 4. others 
33. 1. guess you should 2. wish you would 
3. hope I will 4. suppose I could 
34. 1. Do we have a deal 2. Do you guarantee 
3. Can we call it a day 4. Can I have your word 
35. 1. Not at all 2. Never mind 
3. I can't 4. I won't 
PART II: QUESTION 36-50 
Directions: Choose the best answer for each blank. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
Congratulations on your purchase of the KK256 facsimile transciever, __ 36 __ thank 
you for choosing Klear Kopy. The KK256 is able to __ 37 __ almost every facsimile 
machine in use today, __ 38 __ the basic operations of sending and receiving 
documents, it provides a variety of special __ 39 __ designed to increase the ease and 
__ 40 __ of using your equipment. This manual __ 41 __ you simple instructions 
for installing and using the KK256. While you may not need to read every section in detail at 
first, we recommend that you at least review them __ 42 __ . 
1. so 2. and 
3. but 4. then 
1. rely on 2. compensate for 
3. report to 4. communicate with 
1. Because of 2. By means of 
3. in addition to 4. As a result of 
1. trends 2. features 
3. patterns 4. types 
1. effectiveness 2. complexity 
3. quality 4. attractiveness 
l.hands 2. passes 
3. teaches 4. gives 
'· 
1. presently 2. suddenly 
3. briefly 4. lately 
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43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
Dear Mrs. Smith, 
I was very sorry to __ 43 __ from your letter of March 15 that Mr. Smith is ill, 
and I sincerely hope that he will make a rapid __ 44 __ . __ 45 __ the past due 
note about which I wrote to him on March 10, __ 46 __ tell him to call at the bank 
when he is able, and not to make a special __ 47 __ . Since he may want to renew this 
note, here is a renewal notice for him to __ 48 __ and return to me. That will 
__ 49 __ him the trouble of driving to the bank. 
Please give Mr. Smith my best __ 50 __ . 
1. recognize 
3. conclude 
I. recovery 
3. strength 
1. To speak about 
3. With respect to 
1. then 
3. first 
1. journey 
3. trip 
1. write 
3. bring 
1. give 
3. save 
1. regards 
3. hopes 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Elliot 
(Financial Officer) 
2. observe 
4.learn 
2. gain 
4. return 
2. In remembrance of 
4. As a reward for 
2. just 
4. only 
2. meeting 
4. tour 
2. observe 
4. sign 
2. cause 
4. make 
2. thoughts 
4. concerns 
PART 3 :QUESTION 51- 60 
Directions : Choose the best alternative to fill each space in the passage. 
Walking is achieved through a mixture of carefully coordinated reflex and voluntary 
movements, many of which have to be learned. A newborn baby will exhibit a walking reflex 
when its feet __ 51 __ the ground, 'but this is gradually lost at about the age of six 
weeks. At 44 weeks, the child will have __ 52 __ sufficient bone and muscle strength to 
support itself, and soon after __ 53 __ first birthday will have achieved enough 
muscular control and coordination to attain a strong, independent walk. It is known that the 
information received from the eyes and the organs of balance in the ears is important for 
walking. __ 54 __ , the central nervous system plays a more vital role in coordinating 
muscle movements, Reflex movements - including balance - are coordinated through the 
spinal cord, thalamus, medulla and cerebellum, while the __ 55 __ movements that 
determine where we want to go and at what speed are __ 56 __ within the motor 
areas of the cerebral cortex. From here, messages in the form of neural impulses are 
__ 57 __ to the various muscles which will be involved in the movement. A number of 
conditions can __ 58 __ the ability to walk, including genetic abnormality, drugs, and 
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51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
brain disease. Damaged muscles or bones can __ 59 __ affect walking. In many of these 
conditions, the ability to walk may be impaired for life. But, the body permitting, walking is a 
__ 60 __ that can be re-learned. 
1. search 2. match 
3. touch 4.join 
1. compiled 2. acquired 
3. received 4. improved 
l.a 2. another 
3. its 4. one's 
1. Anyhow 2. Therefore 
3. Unfortunately 4. However 
1. voluntary 2. supportive 
3. impulsive 4. strong 
1. collected 2. supported 
3. initiated 4. circulated 
1. relayed 2. record 
3. regained 4. reproduced 
1. reverse 2. control 
3. explain 4. upset 
1. thus 2. also 
3. still 4. perhaps 
l.skill 2. course 
3. style 4. route 
PART 4: QUESTIONS 61- 100 
Directions: Read the passage and choose the best alternative to answer each question. 
Passage 1 
In much the same way as it is used to detect structural flaws, ultrasound can be used 
to detect flaws in living tissue. The reflective properties of normal and abnormal tissues differ 
enough to allow them to be distinguished ultrasonically. An ultrasonic scanner can detect 
certain malignancies in their early stages. This diagnostic tool has been used to 
discover malignancies in the breast, liver, brain, and several other organs. Ultrasonic scans of 
a pregnant woman will show the fetus in the uterus. To minimize the risk to healthy tissue, 
low-intensity ultrasound is used in these types of diagnoses. In some kinds of surgery, high-
intensity ultrasound can take the place of scalpels. Ultrasonic surgery is especially promising 
in the fields of neurology and otology. 
There has been some success in the treatment of Meniere's disease, an ear disorder. 
The use of ultrasound may have applications in agriculture, Seeds and seedlings irradiated 
with low-intensity ultrasound germinate faster than untreated seedlings and seeds. In one case, 
it was reported that potato plants so treated blossomed a week ahead of time and yielded 50 
percent more than untreated plants. However, ultrasound can have a harmful effect on living 
systems. It has been pointed out that small animals exposed to high - intensity ultrasound will 
often die. People working with ultrasonic equipment over long periods of time suffer fatigue 
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61. 
62. 
and nausea and sometimes disorientation. Plants, too, while responding well to low - intensity 
ultrasound, can be destroyed by higher intensities. Besides cellular damage, ultrasound can 
also harm genetic material in the cell. 
The study of ultrasonics is an expanding field. Knowledge of the hazards of this 
powerful tool will be important in developing guidelines for future research as well as for 
industrial and biological use. 
According to the passage, high - intensity ultrasound can be safely used as a ____ tool. 
1. surgical 
3. measurement 
2. diagnostic 
4. preventive 
In line 8, "is especially promising" means ____ _ 
1. is particularly questionable 2. has great potential 
3. can be very risky 4. presents a big challenge 
63. In line 13, "so treated" could best be replaced with ____ _ 
1. which have received low - intens~ty ultrasound 
2. that have been specially grown in the lab 
3. which are raised to be disease- resistant 
4. that are chemically sprayed to bloom early 
64. Extended exposure to high - intensity ultrasound may cause a person to 
65. 
66. 
1. go deaf 2. die suddenly 
3. become tired easily 4. turn more violent 
In line 20, "hazards" means ____ _ 
1. properties 2. dangers 
3. limitations 4. applications 
The author's attitude towards ultrasound seems to be ____ _ 
1. indifferent 
3. enthusiastic 
2. pessimistic 
4. cautious 
67. The best title for this passage is -~---
1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Ultrasound in Medicine 
2. The Uses of Ultrasound in Agriculture and Surgery 
3. Industrial Applications of Ultrasonic Techniques 
4. Effects of Ultrasound Applications 
Passage 2 
Aircraft need a lot of power to fly slowcy and a lot to fly fast, but they can afford to cruise 
along at intermediate speeds. But is this true for flying animals? After all, it is surprising that 
many flying animals, from bees to birds, are able to fly at all, let alone fly in the same way as 
fixed - wing aircraft do. In the latest issue of the science magazine Nature, Kenneth Dial and 
colleagues have, for the first time, succeeded in measuring the power output of flying birds, at 
all speeds, by taking direct readings from flight muscles. The importance of this study lies in 
the extreme practical difficulty of measuring the power output of a flying animal. 
All studies concentrate on respirometry - that is, measuring the rate at which an 
animal consumes oxygen as it flies. This requires fitting some kind of mask to the animal. 
This poses obvious problems for birds, emphasised for hummingbirds (because of their 
smallness) and practically impossible for insects (which in any case breathe through pores all 
over the body). A masked bird will not necessarily behave in the same way as an 
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68. 
69. 
unmasked bird. The solution is to bypass this indirect strategy and measure the power output 
of birds directly. Dial and colleagues did this by fitting tiny strain-meters to the upper wing -
bones of anaesthetized magpies, wired up to a plug on the back of the bird. This allowed the 
researchers to measure the forces generated by the bird's wing as it flew, independently of its 
oxygen consumption. The results were something of a surprise. Although the birds used a lot 
of power when hovering at slow speeds, their power output at high speeds was hardly more 
than that expended while cruising. 
Aircraft use the least power when they are ____ _ 
1. accelerating 2. cruising 
3. taking off 4. landing 
Birds use the most power when they are ____ _ 
1. flying fast 2. cruising 
3. hovering 4, humming 
70. Dial and colleagues were able to successfully measure the power output of birds by measuring 
the ___ _ 
1. rate at which they consume oxygen 
2. forces generated by their wings 
3. size of their flight muscles 
4. power output of aircraft 
71. Respirometry is measuring the rate of ____ _ 
1. oxygen consumption 2. flight speed 
3. power output 4. wing flaps 
72. The study mentioned in the article was important because it ____ _ 
1. proved that birds and aircraft use different principles for powering flight 
2. didn't require the use of masks to measure oxygen consumption 
3. was the first attempt to measure the power output of flying birds 
4. measured power output by studying the bird's wing as it flew 
73. Before attaching the strain-meter, Dial and his colleagues ____ _ 
1. separated the upper wing bones 
2. performed surgery on the birds 
3. prevented the birds from feeling pain 
4. measured the forces generated by the birds' wings 
74. Scientists were surprised to learn that ____ _ 
1. birds don't fly like fixed-wing aircraft 
2. power output is related to speed 
3. birds don't fly as fast as they should 
4. more power is not consumed when birds fly fast 
Passage 3 
Smoking even a few cigarettes a day appears to stunt the growth of teenagers' lungs, 
a Harvard University study has found. Previous research has shown that youngsters smoke are 
more likely to have coughs, asthma and bronchitis. Now, experts have found that teenage 
smoking actually seems to make boys' and girls' lungs grow more slowly than usual, so they 
hold less air. "It was surprising that we could determine an effect of smoking on lung growth 
so early in the process," said Dr. Diane Gold. "Some would say that takes many years to see 
an effect." 
Gold and colleagues from Harvard's School of Public Health based their findings on 
5,158 boys and 4,902 girls between the ages of 10 and 18- a third of whom had smoked -who 
were examined annually between 1974 and 1989. The results were published by the New 
England Journal of Medicine. The study found that smoking just five cigarettes a day 
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75. 
76. 
77. 
appeared to reduce lung volume slightly, especially for girls. The study also found that girls 
who smoked five or more cigarettes a day had a one percent slower the usual growth each 
year of their forced expiratory volume. This is the amount of air that can be blown out of the 
lungs in one second, and it is an important measure of lung health. 
In line 1, "stunt" means ____ _ 
1. limit 
3. maintain 
In line 10, "who" refers to ____ _ 
1. the youngsters who smoked 
3. Gold and colleagues 
In line 11, "The study" refers to the ____ _ 
1. Harvard University study 
3. previous research on lung health 
2. develop 
4. reverse 
2. 5,158 boys and 4,902 girls 
4. A third of the smokers 
2. New England study 
4. lung cancer study 
78. According to this study, the people at greatest risk of suffering from lung damage are 
1. all teenagers 2. all smokers 
3. teenaged boys who smoke 4. teenaged girls who smoke 
79. Gold and her colleagues were surprised that ____ _ 
1. it took so many years before the effects of smoking could be studied 
2. girls tended to be heavier smokers than boys 
3. it didn't take long to see the effect of smoking on the lung growth of teenagers 
4. children started smoking must sooner than previously thought 
80. A major finding of Gold and colleagues' study is that teenagers who smoke ____ _ 
1. endanger the health of their lungs 
2. die of unexpected illnesses 
3. are more likely to develop lung cancer 
4. do not grow as tall as non - smokers 
81. The purpose of the writer is to ____ _ 
1. persuade 
3. criticize 
2. report 
4. promote 
82. The best title for this passage is ____ _ 
1. A Comparative Study of Boys' and Girls' Lungs 
2. Contradictions in Old and New Studies of Smoking and Lung Health 
3. Effects of Cigarette Smoking on Teenagers' Lung Growth 
4. How Sex Differences Affect Lung Growth 
'· 
Passage 4 
Japanese automakers are in a race to build the first mass-market "green" car. At this week's 
international Tokyo Motor Show, companies will display vehicles with a new breed of engines 
known as hybrids, or combined electric and gasoline engines, that can halve emissions of carbon 
dioxide - one of the gases responsible for global warming. 
The star of the auto show will likely be the Sumo, the world's first mass-produced car powered by 
a hybrid engine. An electric motor starts the Sumo, a four-door sedan, and powers it at low speeds. 
Between 20 and 40 kilometers an hour, the gasoline motor kicks in. The electric motor also takes 
over when the gasoline engine is running inefficiently. The hybrid has huge advantages over 
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electric vehicles, which have a battery that tends to need frequent recharging, both inconvenient 
for longer trips and time-consuming. With the Sumo's hybird power system, the gasoline engine 
charges the battery, so there's risk of running out of juice. 
The Sumo averages about 28 kilometres to a liter of gasoline, about double the automaker's best 
selling sedan. This achievement is impressive. But the real question is the costing. What Japan's 
largest automaker has invested in the Sumo is secret. Analysts said the automaker will lose 
between half a million yen and 3 million yen on every Sumo its sells. 
At ftrst, the car will sell for 2.15 million yen ($18,000), about half a million yen more 
than its cheapest regular model. According to analysts, the million of dollars automakers are 
investing to improve their technology, as in the case of the Sumo's inventor, will have to come out 
of the ftnal cost of the cars. The average Joe in the street, therefore, is going to continue buying 
regular cars. 
83. Hybrid engines can help reduce damage to the environment because they ____ _ 
1. make use of electricity instead of gasoline 
2. lessen the heat in car exhausts 
3. are used by green supporters 
4. produce little carbon dioxide 
84. In the hybrid-powered Sumo, the gasoline engine is most likely to start working when the 
1. car is started 
3. car is running efficiently 
2. speed exceeds 20 km per hour 
4. battery is fully charged 
85. We can infer from the passage that the Sumo is the ____ _ 
1. ftrst environmentally friendly car 
2. most economical mass-produced car 
3. ftrst electric car displayed in Tokyo 
4. ftrst hybrid car produced for sale 
86. The Sumo is better than electric cars because ____ _ 
1. the battery does not have to be recharged 
2. it is cheaper 
3. the car itself recharges the battery 
4. it consumes less fuel 
87. In line 14 'juice" refers to ____ _ 
1. power 
3. battery 
88. It is very likely that the Sumo will be ___ _ 
1. the best selling car in the next century 
2. more expensive.than other cars 
3. more attractive to common people 
4. opposed by environmentalists 
89. "The average Joe in the street" refers to an ordinary 
90. 
1. consumer 
3. analyst 
The writer seems to be _____ the Sumo. 
1. optimistic about 
3. impressed with 
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2. gasoline 
4. water 
2. automaker 
4. inventor 
2. negative towards 
4. indifferent to 
91. The purpose of the passage is to ____ _ 
1. give advice about how to protect the environment 
2. report about progress in automotive technology 
3. persuade people to buy a new product 
4. provide information for maintenance technicians 
Passage 5 
It all fell apart so quickly. The East Asian "miracle" was supposed to last for decades 
and propel the world economy to new levels. Instead, Asia's stock and currency markets have 
been tumbling for months, culminating in the astonishing collapse of the Hong Kong 
exchange. Multinationals that had counted on Asian customers to buy more of everything 
from cars to aircraft are wondering what went wrong. Bankers are shocked that Asian 
governments and big corporate borrowers have few coherent strategies for recovery. 
From Bangkok to Hong Kong, there are tales of the "nouveaux riches" rushing to sell 
Mercedes-Benz sedans, Rolex watches, and Chinese antiquities just to make ends meet. 
How East Asia handles the problem could well determine whether or not the miracle is 
finished. If governments take forceful action - cutting spending on unnecessary projects, 
cleaning up scandal-ridden banking systems, stimulating domestic consumption rather than 
just exports, and forcing uncompetitive manufacturers to merge or go bankrupt - the 
region should be on the road to health in two or three years. Then Asia can lay to its strengths 
again - high savings, a disciplined work force, low wages, and an aggressive entrepreneurial 
class. But the clean up will come at a price. With bad bank debts of nearly $1 trillion around 
the region, strengthening its financial systems will mean higher taxes, tighter money, and 
slower growth. 
92. The topic of the passage is ___ . 
93. 
1. the financial crisis in Asia 
2. Asia's corrupt banking systems 
3. Asia's ineffective financial measures 
4. the collapse of Asia's political system 
In line 1, the "miracle" refers to the economic ____ _ 
1. recovery 
3. recession 
2. boom 
4. investment 
94. According to paragraph 1, the "nouveaux riches" ____ _ 
1. are experiencing financial problems 
2. still enjoy the luxurious life 
3. can afford expensive products 
4. have to work harder to make a living 
95. The writer suggests that Asian governments ____ _ 
1. restructure their political systems ' 
2. cancel all big projects 
3. encourage exports of domestic products 
4. stop protecting uncompetitive manufacturers 
96. The statement "the region should be on the road to health" means that Asia should 
1. follow the suggested recovery plan 
2. undergo tough financial measures 
3. become prosperous again 
4. solve economic problems in the right way 
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97. All in all, the writer believes that it is _____ for Asian economies to recover. 
1. tough and unlikely 2. hard but possible 
3. hopeless and impossible 4. not difficult but not likely 
98. Which of the following is not a traditional strength of Asian economies? 
99. 
100. 
1. low wages 2. a disciplined work force 
3. high savings 4. tight money 
According to the passage, slower growth is _____ financial recovery. 
1. an obstacle to 2. necessary for 
3. a result of 4. dependent on 
The tone of the passage is ___ _ 
1. serious 
3. emotional 
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2. desperate 
4. subjective 
APPENDIX B: Sample of interview transcript 
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Interview Phase one 
Primary private school 
In this focus group interview consisted of five teachers. The participants were 
asked to answer a series of semi-structured guide question. All discussion occurred in 
Thai. 
Researcher 
l'l'i' K 
'II 
Teacher K 
l'l'i' L 
'II 
Teacher L 
l'l'i' M 
'II 
Teacher M 
l'l~ N 
Teacher N 
l'l~ 0 
Teacher 0 
Researcher 
Teacher K 
1~Yl'i'1U~1~illl'l~~'ilU.fl1H1~-:Jf)~'lflJ1~iJLL~'"ll'l~ 
How long have you been teaching for? 
c;;;; iJLL~'"l~~ ~~'ilU.fnH'"l~.:Jf)~'lf 
8 years for Engli,sh teaching. 
This is the third years. 
15 years 
8 years 
20 years 
1~Yl'i'1U~1 ~rul'l~'ll'ilU~'ilU.fnH'"l~ \lf)~'lf 1 'VIlJ l'l ~ 
Do you love to teafh English? 
~1~1~"1UL'ilf)~.:Jf)~'lfU~I'l~ "l~\I']LL~'"l~L'ilf)1YltJ LL~~LUUI'lU'll'ilU.fnH'"l~.:Jf)~'lf 
~\ILL~L~f) <l'iJ~LL~'"l l)]'iJUQ1~ill'ilm~lJ1~'ilUO~Uf)~~~ I 'II , 
I'm not an English major, my major is Thai. I have loved English 
since I was young. Now when I have a chance I do enjoy it. 
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" ~1~£1 
Researcher 
Teacher K 
Researcher 
rl~ L 
Teacher L 
Researcher 
rl~ M 
Teacher M 
" ~1~£1 
Researcher 
Teacher N 
Do you have any difficulties? 
r1Lr~£JiJ~1'11Jl'tlULL 'i'n ~ LL~VJ1'VI~Tv1lJ1Vl~'JEJ~1~lJ1n YnULL U::ti11Jlj;'l'tl Vl11 
L'i'1rl'"l'i'vi1'tl~1'11'i'L~'tl~ro.IU1rif1L'i'1 
I did at first but the head of English department helps me a 
lot. She advises me all the time of what I should do to Improve 
myself. 
LLj;'l'"l~illrl~ L j;'l:;r~:; 
What about you, teacher L? 
I have some difficulties on managing students' discipline. 
LLj;'l'"lrlillrl'i' M j;'l:;r~:: ~unl1um'i'~'tluun(1£Ju~ud1'VIlJrl:: 
, 'II , 
'VI~'tl~1iJu~'V11'tl::1'l~1'~r~:: 
Teacher M, Do you enjoy teaching students at this level? Or 
do you have any difficulties? 
I don't have any problem at all, I enjoy it very much. (laughs) 
Teacher N? 
I don't have any problem either. I can adapt myself. I used to 
teach high school level. They are different. The young children are 
easyto manage. I am a strict person, students have to be quiet 
and listen to me all the time. 
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., 
~1~£1 
Researcher 
1'1~ 0 
Teacher 0 
Researcher 
1'1~ L 
Teacher L 
I'Jj' N 
'U 
Teacher N 
1'1~ K 
Teacher K 
1'1~ 0 
Teacher 0 
1'1~ M 
Teacher M 
Researcher 
LL'n'lfl~ 0 fl!;l'):; 
Teacher 0? 
1~2J~:; ~~1~~1lJ1j>~~~UL~u:; LL~~Iill~L~ (~1Lj>1:;) 
Not at all. I have a skill in teaching .. but not speaking (Laugh) 
In your opinion, what factors are important for students to 
acquire a second language? 
cvcv.o::::l .J .c::::rl r;; cv 
lil1Uf1Lj'£JUL~\II'l!; mL'll1'r'mllJYl~!;Lj'£JU 'il1~'lJ~\IL'lJ1f1L'llUnU 
Students themselves, if they are ready to learn. Their ages as 
well. 
" ""' ~ "' V'lUJ'1U'lJ~\IUnLj'£JU 
Students' background. 
~ ..J'i' q ~ cv 
~.f111!;LL 11ilfl~lJ Yl\!Yl LN l j'£JULLfl!;nl'lj'~lJI'lj'1 
Environment • both school and family. 
Students' interest. If they are Interested in language they 
love to learn it. 
Yfl'lufl~'ll~\ll111um~£Ju~mL'll1-i"nl'l~~~~u L'll1rh::~\lhmn~u 
Students' attitudes, if they love the teachers, they would 
pay more attention. 
What about the teachers, do you think, how can teacher 
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~w N 
'IJ 
Teacher N 
rl~ 0 
Teacher 0 
rl~ M 
Teacher M 
Researcher 
rl'i K M N 
'IJ 
Teacher K, M, N: 
Researcher 
rl'i N 
'IJ 
Teacher N 
r!'i L 
'IJ 
Teacher L 
fl'i N 
'IJ 
Teacher N 
support students in acquiring language? 
Good technique. We have to do everything for not making 
students get bored. 
L'i'1~1l\li~num~En.l'll1l\lL'i'1nm.l ~1l\lL~'1L-,~'1L'll1~1l\ln'1'i1l::1'i 
We have to know our students, understand ·their needs. 
~unr~'i1l\ln~1l\l~1~;1~u::r~:: 
Parents have to help as well. 
~1:\lrl~~ lil~'1fl'1H'1~L ~L Un'1'i~1lUiJ~1Ucl'1 ~qJ1 'l-1lJr1:: 
Do you think the language use In classroom plays an Important 
role? 
Some 
Llilnun~LL;1~rur~~'l ~ml!nfl''ln~lf'l um'i~1lu~n~1llilL 1~11 '1-111 r~:: 
Normally, do you use English in class all the time? 
lii'1~'l~mH'1fl''ln~lf~n~1llilL1mu::r~:: u~n~1l\l'i::1\lL~nirn(~~u~L'~n "Jiil1~ u1\l 
r~¥\l L 'i'1~1l\l'l ~mH'11 V1~~1~'l um<iLLu~ irm1~un-,::L ~'1 'l-, 1;~1~ 
~1f'11 "J~LLU~~'1l1::h 
I use English all the time. But I have to be more careful about 
young children. Sometimes we have to use Thai for translation, so 
they will understand ,easily what the words mean. 
r~~'l~ml!nfl''ln~lfnuvnnr1'1i\l~'1~ '1 
I use English with easy command words. 
But when we teach grammar, we have to use Thai. 
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fl'i' 0 
'IJ 
Teacher 0 
fl'i' K 
'IJ 
Teacher K 
fl~ N 
Teacher N 
Researcher 
fl~ K 
Teacher K 
fl~ M 
Teacher M 
fl~ L 
Teacher L 
'l~ Grammar 
Yes, grammar. 
For young children, I cannot use much English. 
~~\1 "]LL~'J Yl'l\I'VIlJ'Jiilfl'llf'lfl\ln~lflJUtEJU1El~'1 L ~L ~fl'llf'lfl\ln~lfL Un'l'i'~'ilUU:: 
I I I I I I ..J tl 
fl:: LL111YnnL'i''111lfl'ilEJ~:;yh 11l'11JLY111'VI'i' LLI1lL'i''1nVW'1EJ'11Jm::'l'lf 
Actually, the English department has an English use policy but 
we are not dexterous. But we try to use it. 
fl~~lil~'1vi'111JL 'i''1~\11~L ~fl'llf'lfl\ln~lfnUL ~'11 'VI;fl:; 
Do you think why we don't use much English? 
L 'i''11~lJ~Uj'1UYl'l\lfl'llf'lfl\ln~lfL ~'11 'VI; L 'i''1n~'JLn'il L 'Jfn 
~~'il\l~lil L'VIij'ilunu~'1 1~~'il..:Jm'i'~~::~lil~mlil 
'IJ 
We don't have a background in English. We are afraid when we 
have to talk, feel llkedon't want to make mistake. 
1~~'il\ln'1'i'L~Lfl'i'lJ'1U'iln~'1vi'111lL'i"1~'ilU~\I 1l'1LUUfl~fl'llf'lfl\ln~lf 
1;'il~'1\l h 'l uLnm'i''11~lJt'ilm~~1;'l ~.rnlf'lfl'..:Jn~CJ-1l'1n L'i''1nL!1EJ'l ~ilu1~~n 
We don't want anyone to judge that we have such a 
low level, how can we be English teachers. We don't have any 
opportunity to use thelanguage. Then we cannot use it correctly. 
L 'i''11~~UL ~ L Ul'lUL'il\1 L 'i''11~lJfl'J'11J;fl'J'11J~'1lJ'1'i'rl~~:;'l ~lJU;'JEJ L 'i''1LL1JU 
'IJ 
grammar u:; LL~L'i''11~;~'1~::~'il\l~lil'il~'1\lh 
'IJ 'IJ 
We are not confident in ourselves. We don't have enough 
knowledge to use it. We know grammar but we don't know how 
to talk. 
U'1\lfl.f\ILnm'i''1'il'ilnL~EJ\II'i'1U1\I i'i1 'il'iln 1uL tiEJ LL~'JUnL~EJU 1~L ~'1 L ~~'1L 'i''1~1il~'1 
'il::l'i' 1Jui~n~'1 L'il:: L'i''1'il'ilnL~EJ\I~n~LU~'1U:: nL!1Elvi'1 'l~1~~uh LL!1::nL!1El 
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Teacher N 
l'l'i' 0 
'IJ 
Teacher 0 
l'l'i' L 
'IJ 
Teacher L 
Researcher 
Teacher N 
l'l'i' L 
'IJ 
Teacher L 
l'l'i' 0 
'IJ 
Teacher 0 
Sometimes when we pronounce the words, students don't get 
what it Is. I feeiDo I pronounce correctly? I'm not sure. Then I 
don't want to risk it again. 
I I I I I I I ti'V 
Lij'i"ll 1mVil'l'i''IJ1lJlJ'UL "l n"l:: L~'ilf1Vi"l ::1uv~VI'li:: ~m1 Uf1L~EJ'U~lJEJthlJ11l 
'IJ 'IJ 
"l::VJ1EJ1u U1'll'lf'llJ11lf1~1~'li::~n ~L~m1~ii'uh 'l u61'1L'il'l 
When I'm not sure I choose not to say it. Students know a lot, 
sometimes more than I do. I'm not so sure of myself. 
L ~ L~n~ti"l::'i'1EllJ11l L 'll1n"l::1u ~1\lU'i'::L l'lf'ln'U~'ilEJ 1J1\ll'lf\l L 1fl1~~ VI 
'IJ 
l'i11J1\ll'i1'il'iln1u L 'll1n"l::u'iln~1"1~'l ~l'l~l1'u~'il\l'il~1\l,ru1~'l ~l'l~l1'u~'il\l'il~1\ld 
lJ'U'U1'il1El"l~\l ") 
The students are very rich and they go abroad very often. 
When I say something, they say, "No, it's not that, it is this". It's 
embarrassing. 
~ .,. 
um 'i'EJU1J1\l 
What about the students, do you have any idea why teacher 
don't use English because of the students? 
um~EJU 1~L ~1 'l "l LL;'"ln'll'il;'il\ll ~L 'i'1 'l ~ml!t11l'lEJ LVIEJ L\l~1:: L~f1~'il'U ") 
U::l'l:: L'll11~L~1hLflEJ 
Students don't understand and ask us to use Thai. Especially, 
the low proficiency students, they don't understand at all. 
'l~~:: Uf1L~EJU~'il'U ")LtiEJ"l::1~L~1h LL\llJU'l1~¥l'\l~f1~1EJ 
'· 
Yes, the low proficiency students they don't understand and 
they don't listen. 
We have to translate for them. 
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Teacher M 
Teacher 0 
Researcher 
fl~ K L M N 0 
K,L,M,N,O 
Researcher 
fl'i' N 
'IJ 
Teacher N 
fl'i' K 
'IJ 
Teacher K 
Teacher L 
fl~ 0 M 
Teacher 0, M 
um~£Jmtim::~m.Jn1'i'~~numn LL~~1L'll1~1t!L'll1~::L~1l~ ~1~!?l1lUL'll1 'l~ 
rmn 1 'Vl£J~::~1£Jf1~1 
The students are poor in listening but if they read they could 
understand. If we talk to them, Thai is easier. 
~1L'i'1l ~.f11'l!nfl~f1\)l!t ~1f1L 'll1rh::1~~~ LL\llJif~f1'tlf11t!'VI'iNL~£Jt!L~£lflf1 L'll11~ 
L ~1 l ~ ~ L ~£JflLll "llJqj'V11~~::;tl~fi1U ~lJfl11lJlh::~\) ~flt!flf1 
If we use English, they not only don't listen, but also disturb 
the class. They don't understand. When we were the problem of 
managing the discipline. 
What language do you use to manage the classes? 
1'Vl£J (~1L'i'1::) 
Thai (Laugh). 
~11lJ1~'l~n1'l!n~~f1\)~::fl:: 
Why not English? 
II II II I <9; I 'l'llm'l!n~~f1\)l!t mu~lJ'il'UL~£Ju ~m~um.Jmrt:: (~1L-r1::) 
Manage the discipline in English? Are you kidding? (laughs) 
Who Is going to listen to you? (Laughs) 
1~~'V11~L~£!~~ ::'l ~.f11~fl~f1\)l!t 
It's impossible to use English. 
Impossible. 
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Teacher N 
Researcher 
Teacher L 
Teacher K 
P\1' N , 
Teacher N 
Cl1L1''llJUflL1EJU~II (rf 'VI~'il r;;; P!U L1''l'il'l~~::L~L~~'l\l LL~ti <'to P!U 
Ff I c!J. c9. I 
L'ilEJ LlJ'ilEJ'liiUIICI\IlflEJP\:: (Vl'll1''l::) 
If we have 7 or 8 students we can do that. But here 50. 
Wow I don't want to think about it. (Laughs) 
LL~ lil\1~'1 f'l ill PI~~ lil~'l'i'l U'lUU II L~EJU L U~'il\1 L tiEJiJU qj'VI'l~'ilf1'11' L ~.n'll!Ylfl\111 tlH 
lil'lEJL'VI1''ilPI:: 
So, you think class size Is the problem for using English? 
LL uu'iluP~:: tim~EJummnu1u ~'~~'lL1''l 'l~mmfl''llltlHlJ'lflL~'l1'VI; L~~~n~::f'lEJ 
A'umm hw'l ~LL 'lilil muP~JJEJ'llllJ'lll , 
Absolutely, there are too many students. The more we use 
English, the more they talk to each other in Thai. Noisyhard to 
manage. 
LL;'l~'il\1 L1EJU~'lU L ~n~:: Plfl:: Pl'l'llJ~'llJ'l1'CIU II L1EJU~'lEJ ~'l L 1''1 L ~.n'll!Ylfl\111 tlH 
U'l\IP~UnL~'lh U'l\IP~Un~::L~L~'lh L'il'lL~LL~ 1 L~.n'll!YlLYlEJ~II~'l Pl~L~~Iil~'l 
UIIL~EJU~~'ilU 1 ~::L~'lhll'll!Ylfl\llltlHU::P\:: 
Most of the classes are mixed between the high and low 
proficiency. If we use English some of them might understand, but 
some may not. For sure, use Thai. I don't think the low proficiency 
can understand well in English. 
" ..:::,1 .J" J .d. tJ AWl c; I 4 " A'"l c; I 'l ' 
'VI'il\IL1'EJU'lJ'il\IVl'VI'il\I'VIU\I P\N'VI'il\I~::LuULiilflLII\1 P!N'VI'il\I~::LuULiilll'il'ilU PI~ Vlqj 
U'illl~'lUIIL1EJUL~\1~::1~~'lEJUIIL1EJU~~'ilU Vl'il'VIlJiilLVl'illJIIfl'lEJLUU~'ilU~\I~'il\1 
1u LflEJ(Vi''lL1''l::) 'il~'l\lmruil ~'l'l~ml!Ylfl\llltlHL~~~~'ilu 1n~::~1 11;~11':: n 
' ' ' 
"' .. 1 "' ~::'lf'lULiilflLII\1 LflU'VI1''il lJIIf'lEJ'li::LflEJ 
One of my classes, half of them are high proficiency, half of 
'· 
them are low. The principal said the high one would help the low 
one. At the end of the semester, they all changed to low 
proficiency (laughs). This case if you use English the low will say it's 
nonsense and ask the high ones to play or chit chat. 
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Teacher 0 
Teacher L 
Teacher M 
Teacher N 
Researcher 
rl'l N 
'II 
Teacher N 
1 ~ml!Yl~'ln\)1!1-LL;':nrm~uu~~'tlu~ ::L ~11 ~ 1 'VIl.J 
It is difficult to teach the mixed ability class. They are not the 
same, I'm not sure if I use English, the low proficiency students 
would understand. 
q .d .d q ct 
V'l'l1'VI'tl'IVIr1Il::rl'l1l.J~1l.J1'lt"lLU£JLL£JVI~nLil£J t"l1rlUI~'tlU'VI'tl'IL(IIOLO'IrlUI'tl1~~:; , , , 
1~ml!Yl~'lnt]1f1~ 'VI~'tl~1~'tlU~'tl'l~'tlUnL~ml!Y11VIu u~~'tl'l~l'lil::Ltiu ~:;h" 
.fl1l!Yl~'ln\)1!1-n~'tl'l rl'tl£JLLUil1 ~ L~n~'tlUYJ''I L~m 1Il1V11£J 
I think the mixed ability class is the worst. If you teach the 
high proficiency class, you may use English. Or if you teach low 
proficiency class, you may use Thai. But for mixed ability class, if 
you want to use English, you have to translate to Thai for low 
proficiency one. It is a waste of time. 
For mixed ability class, I would use Thai to make sure that the 
whole class understand. 
n'tl~1'1~~U'tln 1ULL;'l 1~~1~::LUU~~1L~n~'tlU'VI~'tlL~flL~'I lJU~1~::'tl~~L~'tl'VI1 
'II 
1J1nm1 'tl~1'1~1L'l1~'tlU grammar L'l1n~'tl'l1~ml!Y11VIu LV'I'l1::l!u-ifu~'tlUl.J1 
n 
As I said before, not because of the high or the low proficiency 
students, the content is more Important. If we teach grammar we 
have to use Thai. It's too complex. 
Do you teach gra~mar separately? 
" 'VI~n~mnLuu grammar 'll'tl~'tlun grammar Vln'tlm'lmULLil'lLLVI 
'II , 
" " ........... Clei 4 grammar VI'IUU LLil'lL'l1~::VI'tl'l~'tlU'tl£J1'1'tlUVIU'tlnL'VIUm1n 
grammar :anvh 1l.J 
The curriculum is based on grammar. The exams are on grammar. 
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Teacher 0 
~'i N 
'IJ 
Teacher N 
Teacher L 
Researcher 
Teacher K 
Everything is grammar. Why would we have to teach something 
else rather than grammar? 
UnL~EJUL'il\IL'lJ1ll;'il\ln1'iL~L'i1~'ilU grammar 'ilEJ1\1~1J'ilfl~'ilU 
cS, V .d t.J I II V ,J 
grammar vtl.nEJ('J\JL 'll.rnl!Yl1 VIEJ LL~:;~f) L i1umEJ11'lJ'il~'il1JL uu 1uVl grammar 
Students also need us to teach grammar. Again teaching 
grammar means using Thai. I agree that the exams focus only on 
grammar. 
Yes, they need to pass the exams. 
grammar u:;~:; 
They don't think about being the good speakers at this stage. 
Just to pass the test. The grammar test, I mean.(Laughs). 
LL~"l~\1 ~LL~1'VI~fl~~'i1~1~L~L~U grammar tl~:; 
Actually, the curriculum doesn't say that we need only teaching 
the grammar. 
ll('Jfl~:: L'lJ1~~~\Im'i~'il~1'i LL~"l~lh::~\I~LU'VI~fl~~'iL~L~u1u~ grammar \1 \1 , 'U 
UnL~EJU~1l.J1'i()L~ present perfect 1~~fl~'il\l UflL~EJU~1lJ1'i('JL~ tense 
J"u tense ~1~('Jfl~'il\l LUUm'i~'il~1'ivt1!'il~:: (~1L'i1::) 'lJ'il~'ilUllL~EJ;'il\11~ 
'll 
V I 
..... q ..... ~ ..:::i ..... 
UflL'i!:JULLUUUU fl grammar 'ilflUULL'VI~:;~:; 
Right. They say communication. But the objectives in the 
curriculum focus are on grammarStudents can use present perfect 
correctlyStudents can use this tense that tense correctly. Are they 
'· 
communication? (laughs). Then the test must evaluate students that 
way. Grammar again. 
UnL~EJU"l::iLL~~1L'lJ1;'il\IVl'il\lr.i1 tense 1~1~'Vlfl tense L'lJ1~'il\IL~EJUL~W1:: 
grammar L'i1ll;'il\IL~.rnl!Yl1VlEJLUn1'i~'ilU grammar LL~1UflL~EJU n"l::~'il1J~ 
.J .. 
1U 'lJ'il\l~'il1JVllJLL~ grammar 
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Teacher M 
fl~ K 
Teacher K 
" ~l~il 
Researcher 
Teacher K 
fl~ L M 
Teacher L M 
fi':J' L 
" 
Teacher L 
fl~ 0 
Teacher 0 
" ~l~il 
Researcher 
fl~ L 
Teacher L 
" ~1~il 
Researcher 
Students know only that they have to memorise every tense. They 
need to learn only grammar. So we have to use Thai for teaching 
grammar. Then they can pass the grammar tests. 
They don't see anything useful in the speaking skill. It's not in the 
test. 
You mean that teaching grammar affects the language use? 
Of course. I think using Thai for teaching grammar Is more 
appropriate. 
Yes. 
1~'l~L~Yn~ grammar u~r1~ m':l'~'lULL~~~n·wuu~~~'il\IL~.flTI!i-'l1vJEJ LL~ 
grammar LUUI'l'TVI-KnL~il~~'il\IL ~ml!Y11v1El 
Not only grammar, reading or translation must be Thai. But 
grammar is the main one to use Thai for. 
Grammar LUU'il~1 ':1'~-ifu~'ilULnun~'l~"l~'l ~ml!nil\ln~'I!I­
Grammar is too complex to teach by using English. 
.d q q ,0.t:$. I Vlh\IL':J'iJUlJfl~tJN':J'LUmfl~ 
Do they have native speaking teachers at this school? 
~ 
Four of them. 
Do students learn with them? 
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~'i' N 
'IJ 
Teacher N 
~~ L 
Teacher L 
v 
~1~tJ 
Researcher 
Teacher 0 
Teacher K 
Researcher 
~'i' K 
'IJ 
Teacher K 
Teacher N 
v v v 
L~En.!~:; LL~'.l11m~t:.JUOL'll1hL'll1~1tl'U::~:; 
Yes. And students can understand them very well. 
They use mime or easy words. 
Can we do that? 
um~tJuitJ~LL;1~1L'i'1LU'U~u1vm L'll10L~tJ1~~tJ\Ifl1'i'~~LU'Umlf'l~·m~lf u~:: 
L 'lJ1n ~1~'V11'1~1L 'i'1"1::1 ~mlf11 Vltl~1tl iJ'UL ~11 "1~1tlfl~1'U:: ~:; 
Students know that we are Thai, they don't want to talk in 
English and they expect us to use Thai, it's more understandable. 
~"'::i~ni4~~1Ln~~1L'i'1~~tJ::hi4~ hJ L~'i'1::L~fl1Ulfl\lfl1'i'~1fl~1\l~\)fl 
~tl\lfl~1\1~1~~ ~ ~1'VI1m.h:: ttJ~ i4~ 1flfln1tlum~t~un"' ::~11 u~\li4 ~ 1 JJ'u 1~~1 
1~~Ultl~1'VIj"1JM'U:;" 
'IJ 
I feel guilty if I say something incorrectly. Students need a 
good model. If I say the wrong words or sentences, students might 
remember the wrong thing. That would be unforgivable for a 
teacher" 
Do you have further comments? 
1Vltl1~tJ~mil~~~m'i'~tJ'U~~~1"1::~tJ\I~tJUfl11f'l~\lfl~~~1\11'i' 
The teacher training in the university level should teach us 
how to use English ln class. 
1 ~~:; L 'll11~L~tl~~~'IL~tl L'i'1L~tJ1~Vl'i'11J~1fl1'i'1 ~mlf'l~'lfl~lf 
LU'U~\1~1LU'U 1~LL~J1uilL'll1~'11JflnL~n1'VI~ 1LL;15\I 
Yes. They never talk about it. We didn't know it was important to 
use English. Maybe these days they tell the In coming teachers. 
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Pl~ L 
Teacher L 
Pl'i' M 
'II 
Teacher M 
Teacher 0 
.cJ. I I II I I 
EJ.:J 'VI'J~.:J~UlJ'llij!l 3 UYiLLm L '111EJ.:J1lJ~Iil~.:JL'i'1tJPJ:: 
Nol just graduated three years ago, they still didn't mention it. 
t 'i'.:J L~m..~~n~lil Pl~L rtm{., f'lqJu::PJ:: LL~1nu ttJu'ltJ'll!l.:J tN L~tJuni1 f'lqJ ~.,~')'VI~., 
u.:Jf'lu1~PJ~L~n'l~fl.:Jn~~ n!l'l~~::~tJ'ltJ'llJlJ'ln~u 
The teacher training is important. I agree. Also the school 
policy as well. If the supervisor forces teachers to use English. they 
might try more. 
u LtJU'ltJ'll!l.:J t 'i'.:JL~tJU~'l~ ::i1 f'lqJn~1u:: ~1~1 NL~tJu~n~lilPJ~~!lUL ~L 'i''lL ~ 
m~fl'.:Jn~~LUn'l'i'~!lU LL~~'lLNL~tJU1~i.juttJU'ltJd L'i''lnm~~::~lJ '1L~nu1u 
U'l.:J 
School policy (English only) is necessary. If the teacher training 
teaches us to use English but the school doesn't have this policy, 
we might forget and not use it. 
'· 
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APPENDIX C: Questionnaire schedule 
'· 
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(The translation is on page 206) 
LL \J \J '11 '£l 'I..Hl13-J 
1 'i"\'lL~EJu'l::~u 1.J'l::mJL'ilO'llU 1h::mJ¥~u1-n 
.. 
lJfiEJlJL'iln'llu lJfiEJlJ¥~1J1'n 
.. 
"" LWP! 'll1EJ 'VIqj\1 
'il1EJ 21-30 i] 31-40 i] 41-50 i] lJ100'J1 50 i] , 
.. 
th::~1Jn1'lU!n1'l~'ilU 
1-5 i] 5-10 i] 10-15 i] 15-20 i] lJ100'J1 20 i] 
.. 
U'l::~1Jn1'lU!n1'l~'ilUJl1M1fl\IO~M 
1-5 i] 5-10 i] 10-15 i] 15-20 i] lJ10n11 20 i] 
I 
" 
I I I 
'Vl1U 11fl"'1 Lhm'l~m~-1'Vl1\ln1'l~'flUmM1fl'\ln~M 'l'll 1lJ'l'l1 
O'lUI1!P1'il1JLL1J1J~'il1Jb11lJLiflEJn1'l'NO'nlJ~'illJ'l'fl1JI?i'1L'n'llLULL~'n::~'il~!P1'l\lfl1Jfl11lJ~IflLiiU'll'il\1~1UlJ1n~~ , , 
lfl n'lru1~1U~'fl r-~111J'l ULL~-n ::~'fl ~1EJ m1lJ'l::iflfl'l::1\l f'i1 !P1'flU'll'fl\1~1u ~:: 1~11mh 1u LUifl LC-JEJ LUU'l1EJU 
, 'IJ , 
r-~ r-~-n V11n~1ui:l~t1 L~U'il Llfl1 'l ULL~-n ::~'il 'll'il r-~11lJn'ru1 L ~lJ L~lJ1~ 'l U~1U'llrn fl11lJ~ lfl L iiUL ~lJ L~lJ'l u 
!P1'ilU;1EJ'll'il\l LL~'n :;~'f) 'il~1 \IL 'ln !P11lJ LWEJ\1~1UL~'iln (?]'flU LlflEJn1'l1\IO'nlJ f'\'1 (Pl'fl1Jn LUUU'l:: LEJ'll~"'1 wru 
~vhm'l1~EJLUU'il~1\I~\ILL~1 
'IJ 
2 
3 
4 
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<!I 
"" 
"<!! a " 
I 
.. 
'VIl.J1EJ()\l Vl1'Ul.J rJ11lJ~~ n L 'VI'U~1 EJ'i!El1 \l EJ \l 
'IJ 
<!I .. "<!I " a 2 'VIl.J1EJ()\l Vl1'Ul.Jm1m~nL'VI'UmEJ 
'IJ 
<!I ~1uilm1l.J;~n 'l~Lii'U;1EJ 3 'VIl.J1EJ()\l 
'IJ 
<!I ~1'UilrJ11lJ;~n 'l~Lii'U;1El'il~1\l~\l 4 'VIl.J1EJ()\l 
'IJ 
" ~ " 
1. r1~r11~1 'lf.nTI~1il'lmp~1 'Un1~1lflU1EJL1mmrumH1il'ln\)HL 'VInuunL~El'U 
2 3 4 
V I 
.q c;' .c.:to .q 
'1/fJrl/JJt UUt WJJt/JlJJ ...................................................................................................... · · · · · · · · · 
'11 tJ d I V tJ V I 
2. 'll1WL~1L'll'il11L'Un1~L~El'Un1~~'il'U.!l1H1il\lnt~H fl~j;..J~'il'Url1~"hn~m~L'll.!l1M1LVlEJL'VIlJ1nVi~~ 
"I 'll'll , 
2 3 4 
V I 
.qt;..q.q 
'1/fJrJ/JJl 1/fUt WJJt/JlJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
3. n1~LL~nLL~\lL~El1llUU11~1\li'll1L~El'U 1'U~'ilU n1~\l~rl1UL~El'U n1~'ll~L'llEJ-if1LlJ\lL~EJ'Ui'll1.!l1H1il\l 
n\)H rl~~~'il'Url1~1lflU1ElL ~,:r nL~El'UW\lLU'U.!l1H1il\ln\)H 
I 
.qc;'.q.q 
2 3 4 
'1/fJrl/JJt 1/fUt WJJl/JlJJ ...................................................................................................... · · · · · · · · · 
4. f1'1mlJL~mnu~1EJ";;'l::LflEl~LU'il'VI1~1lJG\l~~u~::~\l~~1Eli'lf1L~mnu1'lf1.!l1H1il\lnt~H rJrurJ~m~1 
, "I , 'll 
~.!l1H1 'l VJEJL 'Un1~(?)1lUf1'1mlJ,!'U ~'ll'il\lun L~EJ'U 
2 3 4 
V I 
.qc;'.q.q 
'1/flrJ/JJt 1/fUt WJJt/JlJJ ....................................................................... ....................................... . 
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V I 
" a "" 
"' = L 'VI'U(111EJ!lEJ1-.1EJ-.1 2 = L 'VI'U~'"JEJ 
2 3 4 
<' I 
.qc:;'.qq 
'1/fJPJ/llt 'JI/Ut WJJtfl/JJ ...................................................................... ........................................ . 
2 3 4 
I 
.q W' .q .q 
'1/fll'l/llt 'JI/Ut WJJtfl/JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
<' I 
.qc:;'.q.q 
'1/fJPJ/llt 'JI/Ut WJJtfliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
<' I 
.qc:;'.q.q 
'1/fJPJ/llt 'JI/Ut WJJtfl/JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
<' I 
.q r:;' 4 .q 
'1/fJPJ /lit 'JI/Ut WJJtfl/JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
1 o. ~~m'i'l'l!lU~1m3JunL~EJuLuumM11vm Li1!lun(~EJ'U~-.l«m~mnum'i'1..n'll1 L~EJ'U 1u~!lu m'i'-.1 
~~1u L~EJ'U n'l'i''ll~L 'llEJ~'"J L3J-.1L~EJ'U'll!l-.11'll1.fl1M1~-.lntl1!1-
2 3 4 
'· 
1/ I 
.q w- .q .q 
'1/fJPJ/llt 'JI/Ut WJJtfliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
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" <;; 2 = L'VIU!111El 
2 3 4 
' ~ N' q ~ 
'llfJrlflll11Ul WJJlfi/JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
., ' q c:;' .q .q 
'JJfJrJ liJ l11Ul WJJlfllJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
., ' 
...:;;:, tv' .q .q 
'llfJrlflll11Ul WJJlfllJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
., ' 
.q c:;' .0::::. .oC;lto 
'llfJrlflll11Ul WJJlfllJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
., 
e mnUWWi'1Ul'l1\lf\Tlf1 
'IJ .. 
2 3 4 
" ' q c:;' .q .q 
'llfJrJ liJ l11Ul WJJlfllJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
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V I 
"" "" 
= L'VI'UmEJ'ili'J1\lrN "" 2 = L'VI'UmEJ 
I II I I 
'l "" "" 4 = lJL'VI'UmEJ'ilm'lEJ'l 
2 3 4 
., f 
.q c:;; 4 .c:r. 
'JJfH'I Iii t 'J1Ut WJJt/11JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
f 
.c:r. c:;'- q .c:r. 
'JJflf'l Iii t 11Ut WJJt/11JJ ............................................................................................................ · · . 
2 3 4 
... f 
.qe:;'.q.q 
'JJflf'l Iii t UU t WJJt/11JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
_J tl V 'II I tl V 
19. L 'Un1'lL-:;El'U'VI~'iln1'l'il1J'i'l.Jn1'l"''il'U.llTI~1~\ln()H'Vl'll1WL ~1 L~¥u ~\lL'U'Un1'lL-:;El'Un1'l"''il'U~1'UL "li'J1n 
'l~~'ln()HLU'U'VI~n 'l VI~ 
2 3 4 
f 
.q c:;' .c:r. .c:r. 
'JJflf'lfilt UU t WJJt/11JJ .............................................................................................................. . 
1'1J'il\l 
~1w L ;1l.J1 LU'U;'ULLU1Jn1'l"''il'U.ll1H1~\ln()H'll'il'l~1W L ;1 'l uu~~uu 
2 3 4 
., f 
..:::r. c:;; .c:r. .q 
'JJflf'lfilt 11Ut WJJt/11JJ .............................................. ...................................................... · · · · · · · · · · · 
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V I 
<;; "" 
= L'VI'UmEJ!lEn'IEJ'I 
.. 
2 = L'VI'U~'JEJ 
... I tl I I 
1 <;; "" 4 = lJL'VI'U~1EJ!lEJ1'1EJ'I 
tJ '11 'V I I 'II 
21 0 'llTI"' L ~1~~mJ'l::'VIlJ1 Lii!ll?l!l'IU1 L"''U!lU'Vl L~EJ'Unuum~EJ'ULU'Uf11'1~1-a'lm]'l~ 
2 3 4 
V I 
.qa;'.q.q 
'1/flrl/P/t 'JI!UtWJ.JtlllJ.Jo o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 00 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
2 3 4 
I 
.q a' .q .q 
'1/flrl/P/t 'JI!Ut WJ.JtlllJ.Jo 0 o 0 0 0 o o o 0 0 o 0 0 o o 0 00 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 o o o 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 
'II t1 I I .J I I I 
230 'lJTI"'L~1Ln'l'I11~::LU'U~1!lEJ1'1'V11lJ~ LiimhL"''U!l1J'V1L~EJ'ULU'Uf11M1-a'ln(jMLLnUnL~EJ'U 
I 
.qc:;.q.q 
2 3 4 
'1/flrl/P/t 'JI!Ut WJ.JtlllJ.Jo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
240 'V11'1'VIl.J1 ~1'111mM1-a'ln(]M'll!l'I'V11'1 h'l L~EJ'U"'1l.J1'l\l 'l ;'l ~1~~'1f11M11 'V1EJ'VI~!lmM1-a'ln(]M'l 'Um'l 
"'!l'Ui'll1f11M1-a'ln(jM 
2 3 4 
f/ I 
'1lfllilntifutwJ.Jtwooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
V II I'll' tl V I V 
250 'll1WL ~11l.J'l~nn~1'VI~!l!l1EJ'VI1n'll1WL ~1w~men-a..:JnnM1lJ\lOI?l!l'l 
'II 'II "I 'II 
2 3 4 
V I 
4N'.o::::to.o::::to 
'1/flrl/P/t 'JI!Ut WJ.JtlllJ.lo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 o o o o o o o o 
n1'l 
"'!l'U1'111f11M1-a'ln(jMLL~!l~1'1L~ 
2 3 4 
V I 
.q~.q.q 
'1/flrl/P/t 'JI!Ut WJ.JtlllJ.Jo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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" I <:: ..
= L 'VI'Ui?11El'i.lEJ1'1EJ'I 
<:: 
2 = L'VI'U~'JEJ " 
I 'II I I 
'1 <:: .. 
4 = blJL 'VI'U~'JEJ'i.lEJ1'1EJ'I 
27. ~1w L ;1iifl11lJ~1lJ1'lGV11'1.f11Wlfl'ln~'IY'i.l~1'1 ~ t~EJ~1lJ1'lG 1 ~m'IY1fl'ln~'IY1 um'l~'i.l'U t~EJ 1~ ;'i.l'l 
1~m'IY1L'VlmL~'i.l~1'11~ 
2 3 4 
0/ I 
..:::::. W' ..c:a ...:::::. 
'1/fJIPJtJ!t 11Ut WJJt/lJJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
28. 1 'Un1'lL~El'U'VI~'i.ln1'l'i.lU'llJn1'l~'i.l'U.f11'1Y1fl'ln~'IY ~1WL ;1L;fUn1'lLL U::U11 ;1 ~~'l.f11'1Y1L 'VlEJ LL~~m 
Wlfl'ln~'IY1'Un1'l~EJ'Un1'l~'i.l'U1~1D1'1Y1fl'IO~'IY 
2 3 4 
V I 
.qc:;'.q.q 
'1/fJIPJtJ!t 11Ut WJJt/lJJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
t1 'V tJ I I V: tl I I tl ..::S; tl I 
29. 'll1WL "l1~~n 1w:Ju1 "11 um1l.l~1lJ1'lG'll'i.l'l'll1WL "lTvh~~'i.l~1'lt~EJ1 ~m'IY1fl'ln~'IY "N'Vh 1 'VILnN11U 
nL~EJ'U"l~~1LLUU'i.l~1'1~L~Gn;'i.l'l 
'IJ 
2 3 4 
1/ I 
..c:a c;' .q ..c:a 
'1/fJIPJtJJt 11Ut WJJt/lJJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
..J tl tJ .o::!l .c!i. tl tl I I 
30. flillfl'l'Vl~'i.l'U.f11Wlfl'ln f1'1Y'lJ'i.l'l'lJ1W L "111 'U'l~ ~Ul.J'l~ GlJ f!O'IY1 LL~~llfiEJlJfinWl~'J'ULLm LLI?l Li]uaf'J'i.lEJ1 
, 'll "I 
'I~~ ~1'VIfU~1WL ;11 'Un1'lU1lJ1LU'ULLUu1 'Un1'l~'i.l'U.f11Wlfl'ln~'IY 
2 3 4 
0/ I 
..c:a c:;' ..c:a .q 
'1/fJIPJtJJt 11Ut WJJt/lJJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
t1 'V I I tl tl I I I .J 
31. 'll1WL "l1LlJ~1lJ1'lG~'i.l~1'l t~EJ1 ~.f11Wlfl'ln~'IYL~'i.lEJ1'1fl~'i.l'ILLflmW'i.l'Vl"l~~'i.l'ULU'U.f11Wlfl'ln~'IY 
Vl~'i.l~L 1m t~EJ1~;'i.l'l1 ~m"~Y11 'V1El~1EJ 
2 3 4 
I 
.q c:;' ..c:a .c:to 
'1/fJIPJtJ!t 11Ut WJJt/lJJJ .......................•....................•.. .....................................•........•................. 
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c;;; 
2 = L'VI'Ul?1'JEJ 
n;unLL~l?1-lm1JJ~l?1L~u'luLL~~~~l!L~mnuu"l~EJ~~1'UL~!ln'l~mM11'VlEJ'VI~m)-ln~M'lu~l!-lL~EJu 
1'll1mM'l-a-ln~M 
2 3 4 
f/ I 
.c::::ll N' ...:::. .c:a 
'1!llrlfilt 'JI/Ut WJ.JtlliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
f/ I 
..c:. e; .c:a .<::::11 
'1Jllrlfilt 'JI/UtWJ.JtlliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
I 
.c:a c:;' .q .c:a 
'1!llrlfilt 'JI/Ut WJ.JtlliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
35. 'l 'ULL~~ ~~ll-1 L~EJuiJ~1 muun L~EJ'UJJ1 n Lnu hJ ~-1 Li]unTi'mn~"l ~ ~1 L ilunTi'~llu1'll1mM1-a-ln~M 
L!?1EJ'l ~mM1-a-ln~M!?l~!ll?1L1m 
2 3 4 
f/ I 
.c:a (;:;' q .c:a 
'1!llrlfilt 'JI/Ut WJ.JtlliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
2 3 4 
f/ I 
.q t:: ...:::. """' 
'1Jllrlfilt'JI/Ut WJ.JtlliJJ .............................................................................................................. . 
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v ' 
.. "" 
= LVI'UI?l1EJ'ilEJ'l\IEJ\I 
.. 
2 = LVI'UI?l1EJ 
I V I I 
'f .. "" 4 = ~lJLVI'UI?l1EJ'ilEJ'l\IEJ\I 
37. Lll'il'VI1 LL'G1::1J'VlL~EJ'U.n1'1!1-1fl\ln\)M~nflflL ;1 ~L VllJ1::-&U.J!llJL'.l'G11 1 'ULL~'G1:;m~ L~EJ'U ~1WL ;1~\1~1lJ1'i\1 
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Questionnaire schedule 
School: 
Gender: 
Age 
Primary private 
Secondary private 
Male Female 
21-30 years old 
41-50 years old 
Teaching experiences: 
10-15 years 
English teaching experiences: 
10-15 years 
Primary public 
Secondary public 
31-40 years old 
more than 50 
1-5 years 
15-20 years 
1-5 years 
15-20 years 
5-10 years 
more than 20 
5-10 years 
more than 20 
Do you have an English teaching major? Yes No 
This questionnaire consists of 3 parts: 
• Teachers' general beliefs about language use in the classroom 
• Teachers and language in practice 
• Open-ended questions 
Please respond to the statements written below circling the numerical value which 
best illustrates how you feel about the statement in question. Please answer honestly 
and carefully. Spend time thinking about each answer. Your answers are anonymous. 
If you have further comment to make about any of the statements, please do so in the 
space provided; however do not feel under any obligation to do this - simply circling 
a numerical response is sufficient. 
1 = Strongly agree 
2 Agree 
3 = Disagree 
4 = Strongly disagree 
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Part 1 : Teachers' general beliefs about language use in the classroom. 
Please respond to each of the following statements about your beliefs regarding 
classroom language use. 
1 = Strongly agree 
2 = Agree 
3 = Disagree 
4 = Strongly disagree 
1. Teachers should present new grammar lessons to their students in English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
2. I believe using Thai has a limited place in the English classroom. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
3. Announcements about administrative matters are best made in English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
4. Teachers should answer in Thai to student questions about course material. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
'· 
5. It is difficult for students to understand grammar introduced in English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 = Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
6. New English vocabulary should be presented using Thai translations. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
7. Material about English culture should be presented in English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
8. I believe English teachers should avoid using Thai in their classrooms whenever 
possible. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
9. It is better for teachers to present difficult English concepts in Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
10. Teachers should answer student questions about administrative issues in Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
'· 
11. In the English classroom, the use of Thai does not have a place. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
12. Teachers should present new vocabulary in English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
13. Material about English culture should be presented in Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
14. It is appropriate for English teachers to use Thai in their classroom if the 
instructor considers it important. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
Part 2 : Teachers and language in practice 
• Teachers and language background 
This section concerns about the background factors which effect teachers in language 
use. 
15. During my professional development, I have been encouraged to avoid using Thai 
in classroom instruction. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments .................................... "' ....... ............................................ . 
16. I am satisfied with the quality of my English accent. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 = Agree 3 =Disagree 4 =Strongly Disagree 
17. I don't have any problem speaking English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
18. My course supervisor never encourages me to use English exclusively in my 
teaching. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
19. In my professional development, the teaching of language for communication was 
emphasised over the teaching of grammar. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
20. I try to emulate the practice of those who taught me in my classroom instruction. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
21. I often lack confidence in my ability to teach in English when necessary. 
1 2 3 4 
'· 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
22. I have difficulty expressing myself in English in my classroom. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
23. I am afraid of providing the students a poor model when I use English in class. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
24. My course supervisor encourages me to use either Thai or English according to 
whichever suits my teaching the best. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
25. I am not afraid of making mistakes when I speak in English. 
1 2 3 4 
', 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
26. My own language teachers never used Thai in their instruction. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . ,, 
27. My English is sufficiently fluent so that I can lead my class without using Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
28. In my professional development, I have been encouraged to use both English and 
Thai in my teaching. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
29. I am unsure of my ability to communicate in English so that the students will 
receive the poor model. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ...... ......................... : ......................................................... . 
30. My own language teachers have served as positive role models for my teaching. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
31. I am not fluent enough in English to teach my classes without using Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
• Factors of language chosen 
This section relates to the degree of language, Thai or English, which you use in 
'· 
English classes. Also the factors of choosing the language usage. 
32. I introduce new grammatical concepts in my classes in English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
33. My students expect me to use Thai for instruction. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
34. Young students do not understand the lesson if I use English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
35. There are too many students in class to use English as the medium of instruction. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
36. I give instructions in English to students with low English proficiency. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
37. There is plenty of time to cover the course content for English instruction in a 
semester. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
38. I use Thai in class because of the students' low English proficiency. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
39. I give instructions in English to prepare students for a university entrance 
examination. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
40. In the mixed ability classroom, the use of Thai is inore appropriate. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
41. Students have inadequate background to understand contents presented in 
English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
42. I give instructions in Thai for English grammar lessons. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
43. As most exams do not evaluate speaking and listening skills, it is not necessary to 
use English for instruction. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
44. My students prefer that I use English when I teach it. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
45. Since most students' objectives for learning English is to pass the exams, the use 
of Thai is more feasible for teaching it. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
46. As there are many topics to finish in one semester, it is more efficient to use Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
47. Low proficiency students don't understand me when I speak English to them. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
48. I speak English when managing student behaviour. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
' 
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1 =Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
49. Older learners prefer me to use Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
50. I must use Thai when teaching young students. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
51. The use of English is easier with a small class. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
52. It is easier for students to understand complex English grammar using Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
53. It is feasible to use Thai for teaching English to prepare the students for a 
( 
university entrance examination. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
,. 
54. I explain new reading story by using Thai translation. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 = Strongly Agree 2 = Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
55. All students in mixed ability classroom can understand the lesson presented in 
English. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
56. Since students learn English because they need to improve speaking and listening 
skills, the use of English for instruction is necessary. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ...... ......................... ; ......................................................... . 
57. The use of Thai is necessary for the students who have inadequate English 
background. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
58. Students understand the difficult words or concepts in their English textbooks 
with an English explanation. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
'· 
59. When students behave badly, I manage the class in Thai. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
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1 =Strongly Agree 2 =Agree 3 =Disagree 4 = Strongly Disagree 
60. I use Thai translation when presenting new English vocabulary to my students. 
1 2 3 4 
Comments ......................................................................................... . 
Part 3: Open-ened questions 
Do you have any further comments regard to language use by Thai teachers of 
English? 
What would encourage you the use English in language classrooms? 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~ 0 0 I I I I I I I 0 0 I I I I I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I 0 0 0 I I I I I 0 I I I I I I I 0 I I I I 
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APPENDIX D: Categories of responses of focus groups 
' 
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Categories of responses Primary Secondary Total 
Private Public Private Public 
1. Teachers' low language proficiency 5 5· 5 5 20 
2. Teachers' language anxiety 5 1 5 5 16 
3. Students' own reasons for studying 5 0 5 5 15 
English 
4. Low proficiency students 5 0 4 5 14 
5. Students' bad behaviour 5 0 4 5 14 
6. Mixed ability classes 5 0 4 5 14 
7. Grammar content 5 0 4 5 14 
8. Exam focus on grammar 5 0 4 5 14 
9. Inadequate teacher training 4 0 5 5 14 
10. Students' expectation for teachers 2 0 5 5 12 
using Thai 
11. Large class sizes 2 0 4 3 9 
12. The grammar-based university 0 0 3 5 8 
entrance examination 
13. Teachers lack of confidence in the 2 1 2 2 7 
target language 
14. Translating difficult content 3 0 2 2 7 
15. Too much content for the time 0 0 4 2 6 
available 
16. The lack of encouragement within the 2 0 0 2 4 
English department for using English 
17. Young age students 2 0 0 0 2 
18. Teachers' fear of providing the poor 1 0 0 0 1 
model 
19. Students' inadequate background 0 0 0 0 1 
knowledge 
20. The effects of teachers' own 0 0 1 0 1 
schooling on their classroom practice 
'· 
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Categories of responses Primary Secondary Total 
Private Public Private Public 
Teachers' self Low level of language proficiency 5 5 5 5 20 
awareness 
Language anxiety 5 1 5 5 16 
Lack of confidence in the target 2 1 2 2 7 
language 
Fear of providing the poor model 1 0 0 0 1 
Teachers' The effects ofteachers' own 0 0 1 0 1 
background schooling on their classroom 
experience practice 
Inadequate teachers training 4 0 5 5 14 
Issues pertaining to Low level of language proficiency 5 0 4 5 14 
the students 
Young age 2 0 0 0 2 
Inadequate background knowledge 0 0 0 1 1 
Students' expectations for teachers 2 0 5 5 12 
using Thai 
Students own reasons for studying 5 0 5 5 15 
English 
Classroom Large class sizes 2 0 4 3 9 
management 
Mixed ability classes 5 0 4 5 14 
Bad behaviour 5 0 4 5 14 
Content Grammar content 5 0 4 5 14 
Translating difficult contents 3 0 2 2 7 
Too much content for the time 0 0 4 2 6 
available 
Examinations The focus on grammar 5 0 4 5 14 
The grammar-based university 0 0 3 5 8 
entrance examination 
Departmental The lack of encourage for using_ 2 0 0 2 4 
_IJ_olicies English 
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APPENDIX E: Sample of lower-secondary entrance examination 
'· 
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Choose the correct answer 
1. He likes to wear ................... .in summer. 
a. a short 
c. shorts 
2. Malee can catch four .............. . 
a. salmons 
c. salmonies 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
3. The afternoon class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a very intelligent one. 
short 
shortes 
salmones 
salmon 
a. were b. is 
c. am d. are 
4. There are 31 days in ..................... July. 
a. a 
c. the 
b. 
d. 
5. It is very cold in ............... winter in ............... Canada. 
a. the, the b. 
c. no article, the d. 
6. . .................... U.S.A is composed of 52 states. 
a. a 
c. the 
7. Dang likes to wear ........................ . 
a. shirt red cotton 
c. cotton red shirt 
8. She doesn't have .............. money. 
a. little 
c. much 
9. Barry cut .................. when he cooked. 
a. his 
c. hims 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
10. We went to the restaurant ................ the food was good. 
a. whom b. 
c. where d. 
11. The man ...................... house at the river is very rich. 
a. who b. 
c. whose d. 
12. I haven't ...................... sugar. 
a. some 
c. one 
,. 
b. 
d. 
13 ................. car do you like best? The red one or the black one. 
an 
no article 
no article, no article 
the, no article 
an 
no article 
red cotton shirt 
cotton shirt red 
few 
many 
hiself 
himself 
whose 
which 
whom 
that 
any 
ones 
a. Which b. What 
c. Whose d. When 
14. This is my pocket-money. Thai is .................. . 
a. your 
c. you 
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b. 
d. 
yours 
yo us 
15. I put ................ purse on the table. 
a. me 
c. myself 
16. Each of them can solve .................... problem. 
a. his 
c. their 
17. Dang runs very ................... . 
a. fast 
c. faster 
18. She speaks English ................. . 
a. good 
c. well 
19. She is a ............... speaker. 
a. good 
c. well 
20. Which road is .................... this or that? 
a. narrower 
c. narrowest 
21. This is .................. book in this class. 
a. the oldest 
c. the eldest 
22. I ................. to Europe last week. 
a. go 
c. goes 
23. Somsri .................. at 6.30 every day. 
a. get up 
c. gets up 
24. I will ................... to America next month. 
a. going 
c. go 
25. Somsak can ................... . 
a. swim 
c. swimes 
26. Chatchai used to ..................... in Australia in 1982. 
a. lives 
c. live 
27. Please quiet! My son ............... . 
a. sleeps 
c. has slept 
28. He ................... up the new word right now. 
a. look 
c. lookes 
29. Dara often .............. dinner at 7.00. 
a. cooking 
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b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
mine 
my 
himself 
themselves 
fastly 
fastest 
gooder 
better 
gooder 
better 
more narrow 
most narrow 
the older 
the elder 
went 
going 
getting up 
got up 
goes 
went 
swims 
swam 
lived 
living 
sleeping 
is sleeping 
looks 
is looking 
cook 
c. cooks d. cooked 
30. Our English teacher ................. us an examination yesterday. 
a. give b. gived 
c. gave d. was giving 
31. I have been in Australia .................. two years. 
a. for 
c. Ill 
32. I have been in Australia ...................... 1985. 
a. for 
c. in 
33. I ............... Tom for many years. 
a. know 
c. have known 
34. A cold wind ................ for the last three days. 
a. blew 
c. have blown 
35. We ................. him several times this week. 
a. has burnt 
c. burn 
36. I ................... my parents tomorrow. 
a. visit 
c. will visit 
37. It ............... very much in the rainy season. 
a. will be raining 
c. is raining 
38. I ................. my watch and damaged it last Sunday. 
a. have dropped 
c. was dropping 
39. Jan ..................... out of the hospital next week. 
a. comes 
c. has come 
40. I ................. Gory a letter an hour ago. 
a. had sent 
c. sent 
41. She .................... a cold bath every day. '· 
a. will have 
c had 
42. We ...................... go shopping this afternoon. 
a. are going to 
c. have gone 
43. A: ................ animal has a very long neck? 
B: Giraffe 
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b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
b. 
d. 
since 
about 
smce 
about 
known 
knowing 
has blown 
blown 
have burnt 
burned 
visits 
have visit 
will rain 
rains 
had dropped 
dropped 
will be coming 
will come 
have sent 
was sending 
is having 
has 
go 
will be going to 
a. Whose b. What 
c. How d. When 
44. A: . .................... did she go to church? 
B: Because she wanted to. 
a. When b. Why 
c. How d. What 
45.A: . ................. is she going? 
B: To France. 
a. Where b. How 
c. What d. Which 
46.A: .................... bottle has exploded? 
B: It's Bill's. 
a. What b. Which 
c. Whose d. When 
47.A: . ................... is Mr. Baker? 
B: About sixty. 
a. How b. How for 
c. What d. How old 
48.A: ................... do you go to school? 
B: I go to school by bus. 
a. How b. What 
c. When d. Where 
49.A: For ............... was he waiting? 
B: I think he is waiting for you. 
a. Who b. Which 
c. Whose d. Whom 
50. A: . ................... .is Mrs. Theera? 
B: She is a teacher. 
a. What b. Who 
c. Whose d. How 
'· 
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Read the story and choose the best answer (Item 1-10) 
The other day Roy Prince went "home" to his sister's house. It's her home now but it's also 
the house he was born in. Pat, his sister kissed him and said "You haven't changed much, Roy let me 
see, now-when did we meet last?" ''Twenty-five years age" he answered. "I came here for a week, do 
you remember?" He added, "You haven't changed much either." It wasn't true. Pat seemed an old 
lady. 
Next morning Roy walked through the village alone. It looked very different. There were lots 
of traffic signs on and beside the road. There were a new car park, a new post office, a new bus. He 
remembered that the bus used to stop everywhere. The railway station was gone. The school was gone, 
a lot of farm machinery stood in the playground. 
Roy didn't recognise any of the people at all perhaps because everyone seemed old. He went 
into the post office and bought some stamps "Where are all the children and the young people?" he 
asked the postmaster. "Childern?" The postmaster said, "They' rein school, of course. There are three 
or four young families here. The children go to school by bus to Horham-twenty kilometres away". 
At lunch pat said, "The village looks nice, doesn't it? 
"It's all different, Pat. It used to be an exciting place, but now it's full of old people I don't 
understand .... " 
"There are a few newcomers; but the one we knew are still here. You' re not exactly young 
yourself, Roy, are you? 
1. The house belongs to Pat now but 
a. it used to belong to Roy 
b. Roy grew up there 
c. her parents never lived there 
d. she wants to five it to Roy 
2. Pat and Roy have been parted 
a. since they were babies 
b. for the last twenty-five years 
c. due to a family disagreement 
d. for most of their lives 
3. Roy actually thought that Pat was 
a. looking quite young 
b. just as he had last seen her 
c. unchanged 
d. looking quite old 
4. Roy noticed that _________ _ 
a. the village was no longer the same 
b. everyone recognised him 
c. he was alone in the village 
d. there had been few changes 
5. When Roy had been younger there had been __________ , 
a. lots of cars ~ b. fewer roads 
c. few automobiles d. no post office 
6. The bus was different now because it __________ _ 
a. stopped anywhere b. had no certain route 
c. was new d. only stopped at bus stops 
7. Roy was surprised to see---~------
a. car park where the railway used to be 
b. farm machinery where he used to play 
c. a new school 
d. children playing on machines 
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8. Roy didn't know anyone because ________ _ 
a. they were too old for him to recognise them 
b. all the people in the village were young 
c. all his friends had died 
d. his eyesight was failing 
9. Roy was surprised because-----------,----
a. he had to speak to the postmaster 
b. there weren't any young people around 
c. the trip to the school was so far away 
d. there weren't many young families in town 
10. Roy's problem was that _______ _ 
a. he couldn't find his way around the town 
b. the town was too boring for him 
c. he hadn't accepted the fact that he'd grown older too 
d. his sister, Pat had got as old as the town 
Read the passages and choose the best item for each blank. (Item 11-30) 
My mother and I went to the airport to meet some friends of hers plane landed but they 
weren't on it. 
"_(11)_ if there is a message for us," my mother said. 
"They_(12)_her plane. Or perhaps they_(13)_ from coming for some reason" 
After_{14)_information at the information office with out success, I had an idea" _(15)_ 
their letter?" I asked my mother. She_(16)_it in her handbag. 
"Here you are" she said "We _(17)_ at 10 o'clock on the 4th and _(18)_us" 
"But today's the 5th" I said. "We should have looked at the date before _(19)_ we wouldn't 
have came for nothing". 
"How silly" my mother said "I _(20)_ this letter around for days without looking at it!" 
11. a. let's see b. let's to see 
c. Will we see d. We're seeing 
12. a. Can have lost b. Can have missed 
c. May have lost d. may have missed 
13. a. have been avoided b. would be prevent 
c. have been prevented d. would be avoided 
14. a. asked b. to ask 
c. asking for d. being asked with 
15. a do you bring b. Do you already have 
c. Have you yet got d. Have you still got 
16. a. met b. looked 
c. found d. searched 
17. a. are arriving b. would arrive 
c. will have arrived d. arrived 
18. a. want you to wait b. want that you look for 
c. would like you to meet d. would like that you find 
19. a. tomorrow b. she came 
c. today d. the 4th 
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20. a. 
c. 
am carrying 
carry 
b. 
d. 
have been carrying 
have to carry 
When I go to a zoo, we walk round and look at animals in cages. However, there is _(21)_ 
of zoo in which the animals are free but the people are in cages. 
In Europe, America and other places _(22)_ animals such as; lions and tigers are kept in 
large fenced areas. The animals are free to move about but they cannot _(23)_ the fences because 
they are too high. Visitors can drive through these "zoo" but are warned that they must _(24)_ the 
windows of their cars closed. 
21. a. set b. type 
c. model d. group 
22. a. small b. tame 
c. wild d. brown 
23. a. get b. climb up 
c. jump on d. run along 
24. a. shut b. hold 
c. put d. keep 
When we think of space, we imagine rockets and space-ships. The first man to attempt to 
travel in space was Swiss, Auguste Piccard. He did not ascend in a spaceship but in something quite 
different! 
In 1931 Piccard built a large _(25)_ more than thirty yards wide. It was made of cotton and 
rubber. Beneath the balloon he hung an airtight aluminium _(26)_. When the balloon rose into the 
_(27)_ it lifted the sphere. Piccard and _(28)_ assistant, who were inside, were lifted off the 
ground and carried up into _(29)_ Piccard discovered many interesting things about the atmosphere 
high _(30)_ the earth's surface. 
25. a. done b. bag 
c. balloon d. container 
26. a. vehicle b. sphere 
c. craft d. container 
27. a. emptiness b. clouds 
c. cir d. space 
28. a. such b. other 
c. an d. his 
29. a. space b. universe 
c. atmosphere d. galaxy 
30. a. beyond b. above 
c. up d. on 
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Read the advertisement and choose the best answer for each question 
(Item 31-35) 
PEE PEE Island 
Seaside language For sale 
At pee pee island 
The best location for resort project 
35 rai, 320. metres sea 
Frontage: Asking B 2 million 
Contact: Pisarn, Tel. : 314-2934 
Land for sale 
Panya resort 
Country Club 
B 1.5 million 
Tel: 258-9562-4 
American 
Appraisal 
31. You want to buy a piece of land near the sea for your fish factory which phone number should you 
call first? 
a. 
c. 
235-2544 
314-2934 
b. 
d. 
258-9562 
390-0504 
32. You can't find the land you want and you need some help. Which advertisement might be able to 
help you? Choose the number you should call. 
a. 235-2544 b. 290-0504 
c. 573-6735 d. 314-2934 
33. You want to buy a piece of property near Bangkok, that is about 50 rai in size which will you 
telephone? 
a. Pee Pee Island b. Industrial land for sale 
c. Minburi-Chachoengsao road. d. Punya resort 
34. Which of the following advertisements is selling the land at about B 80,000 per rai? 
a. Pee Pee Island b. Industrial Land For Sale 
c. Americal Appraisal d. Panya resort 
35. You want to build hotel somewhere that is well-liked by tourists. Which advertisement will you 
contact first? 
a. Industrial Land for sale b. American Appraisal 
c. Pee Pee Island d. Panya resort 
Read the questions and choose the best answers (Item 36-40) 
36. Which item completes this sentence? 
The restaurant is famous for its __________ _ 
a. charcoal boiled chicken 
c. boiled charcoal chicken 
b. 
d. 
chicken boiled charcoal 
chicken charcoal boiled 
37. Which group of letters shows the correct order of words to complete this? 
He has _________ __ 
1. Than I do 2. To catch up 
3. So many more books 4. That I'll never be able 
a. 3,2,1,4 b. 2,4,3,1 
c. 4,2,1,3 d. 3,1,4,2 
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38. Which sentence is grammatically correct? 
a. on the corner on the tenth floor of the building is his office. 
b. of the building on the tenth floor on the corner his office is. 
c. His office is on the tenth floor of the building on the corner. 
d. His office on the tenth floor of the building is on the comer. 
39. Which sentence has the same meaning as the HEAD sentence. I can hardly take her out tonight. 
a. I'm not sure if you can go out with her. 
b. I'm sure I can go out with her. 
c. I'm afraid because I cannot take her out. 
d. I'm sure I can not go out with her. 
40. How many mistakes can you find in this sentence? 
on the five of January last year i leave for england 
a. four 
C. SIX 
b. 
d. 
five 
seven 
Choose the group of words from the list to fill in each blank of conversation. One item can be 
used only once. Write only letters (A to J) as your answers. Do not write the words. 
List of groups of words A. like the heat 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
Anne 
Mary 
B. like my clothing 
C. how are you 
D. Are you good at it 
E. get tired of it 
F. I don't like it much either 
G. it's very good 
H. what's your favourite weather 
I. very well 
J. you get bored 
Good morning, Mrs. Jones. 
Good morning, _{41)_? 
Fine, thank you. And you? 
_{ 42)_. I'm really enjoying the weather. 
You are? But_{43)_. 
Oh, it may feel that way to you but to me it's so much better than the 
heat. 
Don't you _{44)_? 
Sometimes, but I _{ 45)_. 
You mean you get sleeply? 
No, not at all. It's that it's always the same. 
Oh,_{46)_. 
Yes, exactly. I find the weather boring 
I don't think the rainy season --.:(47)_. 
No_(48)_. 
Why don't you like it? 
Nothing gets really dry _(49)_. 
My mother says the same thing. 
_(50)_? 
Yes, I've even won some prizes. 
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